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Abstract 
This work studies some regularity estimates for mild solutions to fractional heat-type and 
Navicr-Stokes equations. Indeed, we mainly focus on the following topics: Carlcson measures 
for homogenous fractional heat-type equations and their Cauchy problems, Strichartz type 
estimates for the inhomogeneous initial value problems of fractional heat-type equations, 
and the well-posed ness and regularity for fractional Navicr-Stokcs equations. 
Firstly, .,,c characterize nonncgati \'C Radon measures 11 on IR.~+n having the property 
lluiiL • (R~h.l<l ;S llull 1i"· ~<•~--- )' 1 :5 p :S: Q < oo, whcnc.,·er u(!,x) E /fa{R~+") n J.i11 ·P(R~+"). 
Here ~(R~+") (see [57]) is the space of solutions having finite LP(R~+") norm to the ho-
mogeneous fractional heat-type equations 
81v(t , x) + (-6)~v(t,x) = 0, (t,x) e R~+n 
with {J e (0, 1]. Denote the solution of the above equations with Cauchy data tJo(x) by 
v(t, x). Then, II.'C give a characterization ofnonnegati\·e Radon measures fl. on R~+ n satisfying 
llv(t2tl,x) llt.•(R~+~.~~l ;S lltroll 1v• . •(R~)' s E (0,71), pE [l,n/8]and q E (O,co). 
For the inhomogeneous initial value problems of fractional heat-type equations, II.'C ob-
tain Strichartz estimates involving norms in Lebesgue S]>aces by using both the abstract 
Strichartz estimates of Keel-Tao and the Hardy-Litt lewood-Sobolev inequality. r.·teanwhile, 
Strichartz type estimates involving norms in BMO{IR"), Sobolev and Besov spaces are es-
tablished. 
We introduce a new critical space Q~;;,1 (R") which is useful for studying fractional 
Navier-Stokcs equations. First, we give a Carleson measure characterization of Q~(IR") by 
investigating a new type of tent spaces and an atomic decomposition of the predual for 
Q~(R"). T hen, via the Carleson measure characterization of Q~{IR"), we define Q~;;,1 {R") 
as the derivative spare of Q~(R") and study some properties of Q~;;,1 {!R"). In addition, we 
establish the mean oscillation characterization of Q~(IR"). John-Nirenbcrg and Gagliado-
Nirenberg type inequalities in Q~(R"). 
FinRlly, using our results about Strichartz estimates and Q~;;,1 (R"), we prove the well-
posedness and regularity for fractional Navicr-Stokes equations in some Lebesgue spaces 
and Q~;;,1 {R"), 1/2 < (J $I. Especially, when {3 = 1, the well-posedness for incompressible 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This work studies regularity estimates for mild solutions to fractional heat-type and Navicr-
Stokes equations. We mainly focus on Carleson measures and Strichartz type estimates for 
fractional heat-type equations, the existence and regularity of mild solutions to fractional 
Navicr-Stokcs equations. These two types of equations share a similar form as follows: 
f 8tv(t,x) + Av(t, x) = F(t ,x), (t,x) E R~+"; 
\ v(O,x) = Vo(x), x E R", (1.0.1) 
with operator A. For fractional Navicr-Stokes equations, we assume that 'V · v(t,x) = 0 for 
vector v(t,x), where 'Vis the gradient with respect to the spatial variables. A common 
approach to find a solution v(t,x) of (1.0. 1) is to prove the existence of a fixed point v(t,x) 
of the operator T defined by 
T(v)(t,x) = S(t)v0 (x) + l S(t - s)F(s,x)ds 
on an appropriate space. Here S(t) is a scmi·group with parameter t generalized by A This 
fixed point is called a mild solution of (1.0.1). For evoh1tion equations similar to (1.0.1), 
we hope that a mild solution is smooth enough to qualify as a classical solution. HOI'.'Cver, 
for many evolution equations, we can not obtain the smoothness but estimates of a mild 
solution in some function spaees such as Lebesgue spaecs. These size estimates are referred 
to regularity size estimates 
Carleson measure was firstly introduced (see Carleson [15] and Johnson [34]) rus a means 
of describing measures for which solutions of the Dirichlet problem satisfied particular a 
priori estimates . As one of the most important concepts in modem analysis, Carleson 
measure has been applied in many areas, such as theory of partial differential equations, see 
Hastings [32], Johnson [34] and Xiao [76]- [77] 
In Chapter 2, we consider Carlcson mcrusun,'!; for the homogeneous heat-type equations 
81v(t ,x) + (-t>)"v(t,x) = 0, (t ,x) E R~+n (1.0.2) 
--- - ------- -----------------------------
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and their Cauchy problems 
{ Dtv(t,x) + (-6)0v(t,x) = 0, (t,x) E R~+n; 
v(O,x) = Vo(X), x ERn, (1.0.3) 
with (i E (0, 1). where 6 is the Laplacian with respect to x and 
with :F and ;:- 1 being the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform, respectively. 
Indeed, we are motivated by the case /3 = l which was studied by Xiao in (76]. The mild 
(classical) solution of equations (1.0.3) is given by 
v(t,x) = e- r{ -6.)~ vtJ(X) = So(t)vo(x) := K?(x) * Vo(x), 
where 
K~(x) = (21Tti /.n ei"-~e-t l~l'~ ~;::: 0, 'v'(t,x) E R~+n (1.0.4 ) 
and g(x) * h(x) denotes the convolution between g(x) and f(x) on the spatial variables. 
More specifically, we characterize nonnegative Radon measures 1-1 on R~+n having either the 
property 
for 1 :S p :S q < oo, where ~(IR~+n) (see [57]) is the set of all solutions to (1.0.2) with finite 
V'(R~+n) norm, or the property 
ll v({Z0 ,x)[[L•(R~ ...... ~<l ;S llvo[[1y •. P{R")' 'v'vo E ~jt•·P(Rn), 
for s E (O.n), p E IJ,n/s] and q E (O,oo), where v(t,x) solves (1.0.3). 
Our main results in Chapter 2 imply the following weighted mixed norm estimate for 
solution to (1.0.3): for fj E (0,1), s E (O,n), I :S p < n/s and 1 E (-l,oo), 
Such estimates are efficient to control the size of solutions to the lineflr problems in terms 
of the size of the initial datum when 1,11e perturb fractional heat-type equations. It turns 
out that for semi-linear equations such as nonlinear SchrOdinger equations, nonlinear wave 
equations and nonlinear fract ional heat-type equations, the estimates of solutions in mixed 
Lebesgue norms L~L;(l x Rn), more generally mixed Sobolev norms L~W;·•(J x IRn) and 
mixed Bcsov norms L~ n;:;(J x Rn), are called Striehartz estimates and particularly useful, 
see Tao [67]. 
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In Chapter 3, we study Strichartz type estimates for the inhomogeneous initial problems 
associated with the fractional heat-type equations 
{ 8,v(t,x) + (-L:J.)I1v(t,x)""' F (t ,x), 
v(O,x) ~ f(x), 
(t, x) E R~+n; 
x E R", (1.0.5) 
where /3 E (0, oo) and n EN. The work in this chapter is the main content of [82) which will 
appear in Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications. 
By the Fourier transform and Duhamel's principle, the mild {classical) solution of (1.0.5) 
can be written as 
v(t,x) = e-t(-A)~ f(x ) + 1' e-(t-•)(-A)~ F(s, x)ds. 
T he main goal of Chapter 3 is to determine pairs (q, p) and (q1 ,p1) ensuring 
l)e-t(-Al" /IJq(I:L~(•"ll ;S IJ/]]L•(R"l• (1.0.6) 
11 1 e-(t-•)(-A)8 F( s x)dsll < IIFII • • (1.0.7) 0 ' L ~(I: L~(R" )) ....., L~' (l:t.:' (R" )) ' 
where I is either [O,oo) or [O,T) for some 0 < T < oo, and p~ =~ is the conjugate of a 
given number p1 ;?: 1. 
The Strichartz types estimates for (1.0.5) ha\·e just been studied by a few experts. Pier-
felice [60) considered such estimatcs for {1.0.5) with /3""' I and small potemials of very low 
regularity. Miao-Yuan-Zhang in [53] studied the non-endpoint case of (1.0.6) for (1.0.5). 
For the Schriklinger and wave equations, the Strichartz estimates have been well studied 
in recent years, see, for example, [62], [16], [38], [6!) , [lO), [9], [36], [44), [55) and [79). These 
estimates play an important role in the study of local and global existence fo r nonlinear 
equations, well posedness in Sobolcv spaces with low order, scattering theory and many 
others, see, for example, [39], [40] and (24). The Strichartz estimates for the Schriklinger 
and wave equations can be directly derived from the abstract Strichartz estimates of Keel-
Tao [38] since the solution groups of these two equations act as unitary operators on U {R") 
and such operators obey both the energy estimate and the untruncated decay estimate. 
While, since {e-t(-Al~ }t >O is a semigroup and acts as a self-adjoint operator on L2(R") 
-see Lemma 3.2.1, we ca1~ only apply the abstract Strichartz estimates of Keel-Tao directly 
to obtain (1.0.6) if we have the energy estimate and untruncatcd decay estimate. But for 
(1.0.7), we can make use of the £P - dccay estimates and the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev 
inequality. 
Moreover, if (1.0.5) has a time dependent potential V(t, x), then it becomes 
{ 81v(t,x) + (-L:J.)I1v(t,x) + V(t,x)v(t,x) = F(t,x), 
v(O,x) = f(x), 
(t,x) E R~+n; 
x E R". 
(1.0.8) 
We can obtain Strichartz estimates for (1.0.8) by using the Banach contraction mapping 
J>rindple and assuming an appropriate integrability condition in space and time on V(t, x). 
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A similar idea was used by D'Ancona-Pierfcliee-Visciglia in [24] to get analogous estimates 
for the SchrOd.inger equations. 
In addition, we also establish an endpoint case of (1.0.6) by replacing L;:"(R") with 
the space of functions of bounded mean oscillation (BMO .. (R")). r..·leanwhile, we obtain a 
parabolic homogeneous Strichartz estimate for (1.0.5), the two dimensional case of which is 
very useful for dealing with the global regularity of wave maps when combined with Lemma 
3.2.2 for /3 = 1 and the comparison principle for heat equation, sec Tao [68]. Moreover, we 
generalize (1.0.6) and (1.0.7) via replacing LP(R") with either a Besov space or a Sobolev 
space. These function spaces will be made precise later. 
In Chapter 4, we study Qe(R") which is defined as the set of all measurable functions 
I on R" with 
IIIII =sup ((1(1))2(<>+/j- 1) - " f f ll(x)- I(Y)I2 dxdy) 112 < 00 Q~ (R~ ) I 1111 lx Yln+2(<> -8+1) 
where the supremum is taken over all cubes I with the edge length /(I) and the edges parallel 
to the coordinate axes in R". 
When (J = I, Qe(R") becomes Q0 (R:") which was introduced by Esscn-Janson-Peng-
Xiao in [25]. Xiao in [78] characterized Q,(R") equivalently as 
l l lllb.,(a~J = sup r2"-" j'' j 1Ve16 l(yWt-"'dtdy < oo 
zER~,rE(O,<X>) 0 1~-z l <r 
and by this characterization he studied the classical Navier-Stokes equations in Q;;;~(R") = 
V · (Qo(R")t (Xiao [78]). The advantage of this equivalent characterization is the occur-
rence of e16 which generates the mild solutions for the classical Navier-Stokes equations. 
Motivated by Xiao [78] and noting that the mild solutions for the fractional Navier-Stokes 
equations can be generated by e-I(-C:.) ~ , to study the fractional Navier-Stokes equations in 
a space similar to Q;;;~(R"), it is natural to introduce a new space Q~;;,l(R") and charac-
terize oetR") by the operator e-I(-C:.)~ In fact, we should prove that IE Q~(R") if and 
only if 
Obviously, for each j = 1, ·· ,n, fJJKf(x) := .p1(x) is real C""(R") satisfying: 
¢1) E L 1(JR"), 11/lj(x)l :$ (1 + lxl) - (n+ll, f.~ 1/lj(x)dx = 0 and (6j)t(X) = t- ".pi en 
(1.0.10) 
Here J<r(x) is defined in (1.0.4) when t = 1. This observation leads us to characterize 
Qe(R") more generally as 
f E Q~(R") = sup r2<>-u+2~-2j'j II* 6t(Y)12t- (l +l(<>- fl +l)}dtdy < 00 
:~:ER~.rE(O . <X>) 0 1~ - :~: l <r 
(1.0.1 1) 
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by a general coo real-valued function ljJ on R" with the property (1.0.10). 
In order to get (1.0.11), inspired by Coifman-1-·1eyer-Stein [19Jand Dafni-Xiao [22], we 
introduce new tent spaces T~.Q and 7:,'11 , then define a space H H.:,.,,0 (R") as a subspace 
of distr ibutions in homogeneous Sobolev space J[-1f+2(i1-t).2 . Finally, we identify Q~(R") 
with the dual space of HH_:,. ,8(R") . Then by (1.0.1 1), Qg;;;,1 (1R" ) is defined flS the derivative 
space of Q~(IR") and will be useful in studying the fractional ~avier-Stokes equations in 
next chapter. 
In addition, we establish the mean oscillation characterization of Q~(!R") . Using this 
characterization, we obtain John-Nirenbcrg type inequalit ies in Q~(R" ). Then, from a 
spt.-cial John-Nirenberg type inequality, we get Gagliardo-Nirenberg type inequalities in 
L~(IR")nQo(IR"). Moreover, .. ve deduce Trud i nger-i~l'loser and Brczis-Gallouct-Wainger type 
inequalities from Gagliado-Nirenberg type inequalities in Q0 (IR"). 
John-Nirenberg inequali ty and Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality are two classical inequal-
ities in modern analysis and widely applied in thoory of partial differential equations. There 
are many similar John-Nirenberg inequalities in different function spaces and many gen-
eralizat ion of Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalit ies which arc very important for dealing with 
a prior estimates of various partial differential equations. In Q0 (R"), an analogue of the 
John-Nirenberg inequality was conjectured by Esscn-Janson-Peng-Xiao in [25] and finally an 
modified version was established by Yuc-Dafni [81]. Recently, in [18], Chcn-Zhu established 
a Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality for function in L~ (IR")n RMO(!R") via a John- Nirenberg 
inequality. In [43], Kowno- Wadade proved the generalized Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities 
in cri t ical homogeneous Sobolev space and in BMO(R"). From the generalized Gagliardo-
Nirenberg inequality in BMO(R"), they also get a John-Nirenberg inequality in BMO(!R") 
used by Chen-Zhu in [18]. Obviously, in Bk/O(!R"), these two kinds of inequalities arc 
equivalent. 
In Chapter 5, by using the results obtained in previous chapters, we study the wdl-
posedncss and regularity of fractional Navier-Stokcs system on the half-space !R~+n, 11 ;?: 2 
{ 
81v(t,x) + (-b.)Pv(t,x) + (v · V)u(t,x)- Vp(t ,x) = h(t,x), 
'Y·v(t,x) =0, 
v(D,x) = g(x), 
(t,x) E R~+n; 
(t,x) E !R~+"; 
x E R" 
(1.0.12) 
with /3 E (l/2, 1] and \7 is the gradient with respect to the spatial variables. The system 
(1.0.12) is very important since it becomes the classical Navier-Stokes system when /3 = I 
which is a celebrated nonlinear partial differential system. The mild solution for system 
(1.0.12) is 
v(t,x) = e-l(-ll.)~ g(x) + 11 e-<t-•)( -ll. ) ~ P(h - V(v ® v))ds, 
where Pis the Hclmboltz-Weyl projection: 
with 01 ,~ being the Kronecker symbol and R1 = Bj(-6) - l/2 being the Riesz transform. 
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In some Lebesgue SJ>aces, we obtain t he well-posedness and regularity for system (1.0.12) 
by applying the Strichartz type estimates established in Chapter 3. The v.'C!l-poscdness 
and regulari ty for system (1.0. 12) with h = 0 are also established in the critical spaces 
Q~~;,1 (!R") = 'V · (Q~(R"))" defined in Chapter 4. In addition, our regulari ty results apply 
to the classical incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with initial data in Q~·,~(R") where 
the wel!-posedness was established by Xiao in (78]. 
For equations (1.0.12) with h = 0, J. L. Lions (45) proved the global existence of the 
classical solutions when {1:?: ~ in dimension 3. Similar result holds for general dimension n 
if fJ2: ~ + ;j-, sec Wu (71]. For the important ca.se {1 < ~ + ;r , Wu in [72]-[73] established 
the global existence for t..'"Q.uations (1.0 .12) with h = 0 in the homogeneous Besov spaces 
B2.oo(R") wi th r >max{!, I +~- 2{1}, and 8~.!!~2'\R"), where I 5: q S: oo, and either 
1/2 < {1 when p = 2 or l/2 < (J :S: I when 2 < p < oo. For the corresponding regularity 
criteria, we refer the readers to (74]. The function spaces listed above are critical spaces. A 
space is called critical for equations (1.0.12) with h = 0 if it is invariant under the scaling 
f:,.(x) = >,20-l /(Ax) (1.0.13) 
Note that, for I :S: q :S: oo and 2 :S: p < oo, B~.!!- 20 (R") arc continuously embedded in 
Q~;;:,;,l(R"} which is also a critical space fo r (1.0.12) with h = 0. Thus, our well-posedness 
and regularity results in Q~;;,1 (R") generalize known rt..'Sults in 8~.: >:~20 (&") . 
Chapter 2 
Carleson Measures for 
Fractional Heat-Type Equations 
This chapter studies the Carleson measures for fractional heat-type equations. \Vc divide 
our discussion into two parts: Carlcson measures for the fractional heat-type equations 
81v(t,x) + (-6)tlv(t,x) = 0, (t,x) E R~+n (2.0.1) 
with (3 E (0, 1] (called ,B-parabolic equations, sec [57]), and the associated Cauchy problems 
{ 81v(t,x)+ (-f!.)tlv(t,x) = 0, (t,x) E JR~+n; 
v(O,x) = Vo(x), x ERn. (2·0 ·2) 
Before stating our lemmas and main results, let us agree to some conventions in next section. 
2.1 Notations and Preliminaries 
In this chapter, we always assume that s E (O,n)\N when p =I or njs. ~Y 1 ·P(JR~+n) is the 
completion of C8"(R~+n) with respect to the norm 
~(IR~+n)(l3 E (0, I]) introduced by Nishio-Shimomura-Suzuki [57) is the parabolic Bergman 
space on !R~+n, which is the set of all solutions of the parabolic equation (2.0.1) having finite 
V(!R~+n) norm. ~V•·P(Rn) is the homogeneous Sobolcv space which is the completion of 
Ct"(Rn) with respect to the norm 
p E {l,n/s), 
{ 
11 (-LI)'"fll,,, 
l lfii1V-..(R~) = ( H6~ t n ~ • ) >/' \J W*dh , p =I or p = nfs ,s E (O,n)\N, 
----------------------------
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where 
6~/(x) = { 
6~6~-~ f(x), k > 1, 
f(x +h)- f(x), k ~I, 
k= 1 +[QJ, s= [s]+{s} with {s} E (0,1). 
If X = R~+n, s = I and p ~ I , or X= R", s E (O,n) and p E [l ,n/s], cap1y •. ~(x)(S) 
(sec :\Iaz'ya j49]) is the variational capacity of an arbitrary setS~ X : 
capw•·P(X)(S) = inf { 11/ll~v · -•(x) IE Vx(S)}. 
Here 
and 
Va~(S) ={IE ~V•·P(R") :f~ O,S~ Int({xE R" f~ I})} 
with Int(E) be the interior of a set E ~ X. For t E (0, oo), ~(1~: t) is the (p, ,(1)-variational 
capacity minimizing function a.<;SOciated with both ~VIl - P(R") and a nonnegative measure 11 
on R~+n defined by 
c~(IJ;t) = inf{capW•·•(R")(O): boudcd open 0 ~ R",I'!(T(O)) > t}, 
where T(O) is the tent based on an open subset 0 of IR" : 
T(O) = {(r,x) E !R.~+": B(x,r) ~ 0}, 
with B(x, r) be the open ball centered at x E IR" with radius r > 0. 
For handling the endpoint casep = n/s we also need the definition of the Riesz potentials 
(see Adams-Xia.o [7] and Adams [2]) on R2" as follows. The Riesz potential of order 1 E 
(0, 2n) is defined by 
From Adams [2. Theorem 5.1), \Ve have that ifu(x) and I~2")• )f ) (x,O) arc both in Lloc(R") 
with 
(2.1.1) 
then u(x) = cf42") * l(x,O), for a.e. x E IR" and some C > 0. Note that if u E ~V•,nf•(R") 
and 1 = 2s E (0,2n) then the function f(·, ·)in (2.1.1) belongs to the space L"I ' (IR2"). For 
any"' E (0,2n), i:~(R2") = I~" * LP(R2") defined by I II~" •fllt~(R'"l = llfiiL:,.· 
For 0 < p,q < oo and a nonnegative Radon measure/Jon X= IR~+n orR", Lq·P(X,11) 
and U(X, IJ) denote the Lorentz space and the Lebesgue space of all functions I on X for 
wh ich (1 00 )''' III IILt-P(X,,.) = 0 (/J({x E X: lf(x) l > >.}))Pfqd,\P < oo 
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and 
11/IIL-<x ... ) = (fx 1J(xWdll) l /q < co, 
respectively. Moreover, we use Lq·""'(X,/l) as the set of allj.!-mcasurable functions f on X 
with 
2.2 Carleson Measures for ,6-Parabolic Equations 
In this section, we establish our main results about Carleson measures for .0- parabolic 
equations. \Vc need the following lemma which studies the capacity st rong· type inequalities 
for f E ~.Y •·P(R") and its Hardy· Littlewood m~~.x.imal operator 
M/(x) = supr-n 1 lf(y)ldy, x E IR". 
r >O 0(z,T) 
Le m ma 2.2.1 The follo wing three inequalities hold: 
{a) If s E (0, 11) and p E (1, njs], then, Tlf E IY'·P(R"). 
1""' cap1ir··~(Rft)({x E IR" 1/ (x)l:?: >.} )J>.P :S 11/ll ~ir • ·P(Rftl; 
If I ~ p < oo, then, Tlf E W1 ·P(R.~+"), 
1""' cap 1ir '-•(R~H 1 {{( t,x ) E IR~+n: 1/(t,x)l:?: >.})J,\P :S 1 1/ll~ir' · •(R~+ftl" 
{b) If 8 E (0, n) and p E (I , n fs], then, Tlj E W'·P(JR"), 
1""' caplir•·P(Rft)({x E IR": IM/(x) l :?: >.})J>.P :S IIJ II~ir · · ~ (Rn)" 
Proof. {a) Parll, f E ~Y 1 ·P(R~+n): This assertion is due to Maz'ya (49, Section 2.3.1] or 
his another \\"Ork (46]. Part 2, f E ~V•·P(R"): Case 1, p E (l,n/s): This case is due to 
Maz'ya [48, Proposition 4.1 ] or Maz'ya (49, p. 368 Theoreml. Case 2, p = 1 : This case 
is essentially proved by \Vu [75] when s E (0, l) and Xiao (77] when s E {O,n). Case 9, 
p = n/s: It can be found in Maz'ya [47] or Adams.Xiao [7]. 
(b) Iff E lY'·P(R") : We divide the proof into three cases. 
Case 1, p =I :It is due to Xiao [77]. Case 2, p = nfs: This is proved by Adams·Xiao [7]. 
Case 9, p E (l,n/s) It follows from r..·laz'ya [49, p. 347, Theorem 2] or his earlier work [51] 
that for l < p < njs, f E !V'·P{R") if and only if 
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for some g E V(Rn), where 
I~*g(x)=_!_ ( ~dy 
1'a JK~ lx -yin-• 
with-y, = "ll"nf22'r(s/2)/r{Tl· Then for fixed f E J.V~•"(IR.n) , and g E L"(Rn) with 
f(x) = [, * g(x), according to Johnson [34, p. 33, Proof of Theorem 1.9], we have 
.M(I, • g) $ I, • (.Mg) 
and 
M,(.Mf(x)) ~ M,(l, • (.M(g)). 
It follows from Maximal Theorem Stein [64, p. 13, Theorem I] that 
Thus {a) implies {b). 0 
Theore m 2.2.2 Let I :5 p :5 q < oo andp be a nonnegative Radon mea.mre on R~+n. Then 





(p(Q))Pfq ;S caplifi · P(K~H)(Q), open 0 ~ R~+n. 
1/0 < q < p =I, then (b)~ (c)=- (d)=- (a). 
Proof. Assume that I :5 p $ q < oo. In what follows, for,\ > 0 and u E lii 1 ·"{R~+n) n 
/fo(R~+n), let 
fth{u) = {{t,x) E R~+n: lu(t,x)l;?: >.} 
(a)=- (b)=- (c). Since 0 < >. 1 < >.2 implies p(M.~,,(u)) :51l(M.~,,(u)), we can conclude 
This implies 
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and obtains the desired implications. 
(c) =9 (d). Let (c) be true. For an given open set 0 ~ R~~", and any func tion u E 
lfri.P(R~+") n lfo(R~"'"") with 
0 ~ Int({(t,x) E R_l._+n: 11(t,x) 2: 1}), 
we have 1-!(0) S 1-!(.MJ(u)) ;S l l u l l~v•.P(R~+~l· This derives (d). 
(d) =9 (a). If (d) is true, t hen for 11 E 1V 1 ·P(N.~+n), kEN and B(O, k) ~ IR", Lemma 2.2.1 
(a) implies 
l(ll(M:..(u) n ((0, k) x B(O, k))))PI'IJ>..P 
:s l cap\V'·P(R~+~)(Af:..(u) n ((0, k) X B(O, k))))dN' 
:S l capw,.~(R~+~l(M:..(u))J>..P :S l l u ll~v l.P(R~·~)" 
Letting k ~ oo we see that (a) holds. When 0 < q < p = 1, the implications arc obviously. 
0 
Nishio-Yama.da [58) ga\'C a characterization for a nonnegative Radon measure 1-1. on R~+n 
to be a Cark>SOn type measure on lfo(IR~+"), which is called (0,1)-type Carlcson measure 
and means that IVo.:.:Ju(t ,x)l E LP(R~+",Jt), t hat is, 
II V(t.:r)u(t,x) I I L P(R~H,,.) ;S l lu (t,x) I I LP(R.;_+~l' 'VuE ~(R~+"). 
We find a sufficient condition for a nonnegative Radon measure I' on a~+n to be a Carleson 
type measure on tr;'12 (R~+"). 
T heore m 2.2.3 If 11 is a nonnegative Radon measure on R~+n satisfying the prope1ty 
sup (1-!(T( B(x,r))))Pfq < oo 
:.:eR~,r>O cap1tnn.p( B (x, r)) 
for I :S p < 2n and ~ S q < oo, then ll is a {0, 1 )-type Carleson measure on tr;'J2 (R~+n) 
forp 1 =~- 1 
Proo f. Assume t hat 11 is a nonnegative Radon measure such that 
(11 (T(B(x.r))JY/q 
.-e:~:r>o cap1y,n.(B(x,r)) < 00 
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for I '$ p < 2n and~'$ q < oo. According to the definition of 1/2-parabolic rectangle 
(see Nishio- Yamada [58]) 
Q 112 (s ,y) = {(s,y) E R~+n: jx1 -YJ I < s/2, 1 '$j '$ n,s '$ t :5 2s} 
with center (s,y), we have 
Qlf2(s,y)= [s ,2s] x B(y,.fiis/2). 
The definition of T(B(y,r)) implies that there is a dimensional constant c(n) such that 
Q 1/ 2 (s,y) o;;; T(B(y,c{n)s)), 
for each {s, y) E IR~+n, so 
/l(Q112(s,y)) :5/l(T(B(y,c(n)s))) ;S sq("-P/2)/P. 
lfp1 = ~ -1, then for each (s,y) E R~+n, 
Note that p1 ~ 1 since q ~ ~ and p < 2n. It follows from Nishio-Ya.mada [58, p 91 
Theorem 2] that 11 is a (0,1)-type Carleson measure on b~12 (JR~+") (q ~ I) if and only if 
11(Q 1I 2(s,y)) :S s<n+l)(l+ql, for each (s,y) E R~+" . Thus 11- is a (0,1)-typc Cnrleson measure 
on fli'i 2 (R~+"). 0 
2.3 Carleson Measures for Cauchy Problems 
In this section, we study Carlcson measures for the Cauchy problems of fractional heat 
equations. We divide this section into several parts as follows 
2.3.1 Case: O<q<p and 1 <pS:n/s 
We need the following lemmas which are useful in this chapter. 
Lemma 2.3. 1 [58/ For {3 E (0, 1], there are positive constants a and C such that 
inf{ IKf(x) l : lxl :5 att.J} ~ ccD, 
where a and C depend only on n,{J. 
Lemma 2.3.2 Let{J E (0, I) and s E (O,n). Given f E ~j.r •.P(R"), ,\ > 0, and a Mnnegative 
measure Jt on R~+n, let 
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ond 
O~·' (f) = {y E IR": sup 1Sa(t213 )/(x) l > >.}. 
1~ -.zl<t 
Then U1e follow!ng four statemen~ are true: 
(a) For any natuml number k, 
" ( E~'(f) nT(B(O,k))) ~ "(T(O~·'(f) n B(O,kJJ) 
(b) For any natuml number k, 
(c) There exists a dimensional constant fh > 0 such that 
sup IS.t:t(t213)j(y)l:::; 01M/(x),x E R". 
111 - .z l<t 
(d) There exists a dimensional constant fh > 0 such that 
where 0 is a bounded open set contained in lnt({x E R": /{x) 2: 1}). 
Proof. {a) Since sup 1Sa(t28)/(x) l is lower semicontinuous on R", O~·' (!) is an open 
111 - o: l<:l 
subset of&". By the definition of E~·'{!) and O~·'(fl, we hiwe 
E~·'(!) <;; T(O~·'(f)) and I•{Ef·'(!)):::; T(~(O~·' (f))). 
Then 
" ( E~·'(f) n T(B(O,k))) ~ J•(T(O~·'(f) nT(B(O,k)))) ~" (r(01·'(f) n B(O, kJI) 
(b) It follows from the definit ion of C:,(~; t). 
(c) By (2.3.4), v-re have 
Thus 
The last inequality follows from Stein [64, p. 57, Proposition]. 
(d) For any (t,x) E T(O), we have 
B(x,t) <;; 0 <;; lnt({x: /{x) 2: !}). 
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It follows from Lemma 2.3.1 that there exist u and C which are only depending on nand {J 
such that 
inf{K~(x): lxl :5 at-h} 2: ccA 
Then 
Sp(t"J ifl(x) f. K~,(x- y)lfl(y)dy .. 
ct-" r lfl(y)dy. 
Jo(z,O"I)nlnt((:r:f(z}<!;l}) 
Ifu> I, then 
B(x,ut) n lnt{{x · /(x) 2: l}) 2 B(x,t) n lnt({x: j(x) 2: l}) = B(x,t): 
ifa:Sithen 
B(x,ut) n lnt({x: /(x) 2: I})= B(x,at). 
Thus Sf:l(t2P) I/ I(x) 2: fh for some dimensional constant fh > 0. 0 
The following result is a special case of Adams [2, Theorem 5.2[ or Adams-Xiao [7, 
Theorem A[. 
Le mma 2.3 .3 Let 8 E (0, n). Then there are a linear extension operotor 
and a linear restriction operotor 
~uch that Rt: i~ the identity, and 
(o) 
(b) 
IIRg[l\vM/•(R"J :$ll9llc;:·<•'">' Vg e .c;;#(R2") . 
In the rest of this chapter, v(t,x) is the solution of equation (2.0.2) with data tJo(x). 
Theorem 2.3.4 Let 8 E (0, n), 0 < q < p, I < p :5 n/8 a11d 1.1. a nonnegative Radon measure 
011 R~+n. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(o) 
(b) 
r~ (~)qf(p~q) ~ < 00. 
lo C:,(J.!.;t) t 
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Proof. Let 0 < q < p. Then we finish t he proof in two steps. 
Part 1: (b) =:- (a). If 
then for each v0 E }V•·P(R"), each j = 0,±1,±2, · · and each natural number k, Lemma 
2.3.2 (c) implies 
cap1i.,. •(R~)(02;{vo) n JJ{O,k))-;; capw. •(R4{x E R" 01Mv0(x) > 2J} n B{O,k)). 
Let /'lj,k{vo) = t~(T{02J(tlo) n B(O,k)), and 
Lemma 2.3.2 (b) implies that 
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On the other hand, using Hi.ilder'~ inequality and Lemmas 2.2.1 (b) and 2.3.2 (b)- (c), we 
ha\'e 
r fv({l8,x)J'~dtt(t,x) 
)T(B(O,k)) 100 p ( Bf·•(Vo) n T(B(O, kll) d..\'~ 
.s L (llj,,.(Vo)-,l1+L.,.(vol>21'1 
;$ (Sp,q,k(/lillQ))'T" ( f: 2J"cap1y •. •{ll"J(02J(t'o)nB(O,k))) ''' 
j•-OCJ 
~ {S,,,,,{"; Vo))'T (J::~ 2"mp,,,. 'l'"l{ {x E R" 'B;Mv;;{x) > zi) n 8{0, k)~ l 
~ {S,,,,,(I•;vo))'T (l mr;v•·•(O•){{x E R" '8;Mv;;{x) > A))dA') ,;, 
;$ (Sp.q,k(/I:VO))'T"JJVoiJ~ir··~{R")' 
Hence 
Letting k- oo in the left side of the above estimate. we have 
(!. Jv({IB, x) J'~d!l(t,x)) l/q ;$ ( /p,q(/l))~llvull 1i••·•{R~)· R~ .. " 
Part 2: (a)===> (b). 
!f(a) is t rue, then 
Jp,q(Jl):: sup 
voEiir•·•(R"J,I"'Rw•·•(J"l>O 
(J~~.~·· lv(t2• ,x)f'~dp(t, x)) l/q 
IIVolhi•• •(R") 
Since ll(E~··(Vo)) is nonincreasing in..\, we have 
~~~A (Jl(Ef·•(vo))119) :S Jp,q(Pl!lvullli"·•tR"l ' {2.3.1) 
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For fixed positive v0 E W•·P(R"), and a bounded open set 0 <;;;; Int({x E R" : vo(x);?: I}). 
then (2.3.1) and Lemma 2.3.2 {d) imply that 
This along with the definit ion of capW•·P(Rftll give 
(2.3.2) 
It follows from (2.3.2) and the definition of C:,(p; t) that for 0 < t < oo, c~(J• ; t) > 0. The 
definit ion of C:,(p; t) implies that for every integer j t here exists a bounded open set Oi <;;;; !R" 
such that 
capli"·P(R~l(OJ) :S 2 c;(J.1;2i) and J.t(T(OJ)) > 21. 
We divide the following proof into two cases 
Case 1, pE (l,n/s) 
It follows from ~-Iaz'ya [49] that 
By this equivalent definition we can find 9;(x) E LP(IFI:") such that 
Given integers i, k with i < k, define 
( 2' ) "' 9i,k = sup .... ( . 2,) 9J· i$J:9t Ljt j.l, 
Since L''(R") is a lattice, we can conclude that 9i.k E V'(R") and 
Note that for i :S j :S k, 
It follows from Lemma 2.3.2 (d) that there exists a dimensional constant fh such that 




This tells us 
t ~;S(Jp,q(/1))~ 
j • l (C:(i<;2i))·- · 
Case 2, p =!] :By the definition of capw•.P(R~)(01 ), there is!; E l·i''·P(!R") such that 
!; :?: 0,/j(x):?: I, l;l'x E Oi and 11/Jii~y . •(x~) :S 2 cap1y .. •(R~l (OJ) :54 c;(tJ; 21). 
Lemma 2.3.3 implies that for each j there is 9j(·,·) E U'(R2") such that 
ond 
III~!") ~ 9J IIc;,(R"n) = 11£fJilc~, (R'~) :5 ll/jiii¥•·•(Rn)· (2.3.3) 
Given integers i, k with j < k, define 
( ,, )"' g,,k = sup --. 9i i ~j$k cj,(J1 :2J) 
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Since LP(R2") is a lattice, we can conclude that g;,k E V(R2") and ~~~n) • g,,k E .C~,(IR2 "). 
Then (2.3.3) and Lemma 2.3.3 imply that 
II 'R{l~!" l •Y;,.~:)IIfv•.•(Rnl 
' ( 2> )#i (2n) , p f; cp(tJ; 2i) II 'R(J2. * gJ)IIIY•·•(R~) 
' ( 21 )#i (2n) . p ~ cp(tJ;2i) ll/2, *YJ II.c;.<a'nl 
:$ t,(cp(l~~2i))~ 11£fi l lt ;,(R'~l 
:$ t ( ,( ''.v) ) ~ 11/illfv •. r(R~) 
j•<i pll 
:$ ~ (cp(J~:v)) #i c;(tJ;21). 
Note that fori :5 j :5 k , 
Then Lemma 2.3.2 (d) implies that 
Thisgi\'CS 
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Hence 
( Jp,q(ll) II'R( ~~~n ) ~ 9;,k)ll \V•·•(R~) ) q 
~ k~+n 1Sf:l(t28)'R(/26 ~9;,k)(xWdll(t,x) 
l"" (inf{>..: 1-I ( £~'6'R(I2. ~ g;,k)(x)) :5: r} r dr 
. ~ ~(inf{>..:ll(s~ ··nth.•g,,,~,)(xl ) :-s:zj}rzj 
This tells us we obtain the same inequality a.s in the first CftSC 
Note that the constant involved in the last inequality docs not depend on i and 1.:. Letting 
i ___. oo and k --. oo, we have 
roo ( ,,,. ) ... dt 00 ,#o ~ 
) 0 c;(p;t) T;S~(c;(IJ;2J))~ ;S(Jp,q(p))•- •. 
Therefore, (b) holds. 0 
2.3.2 Case : 0 < q < p = 1 
When 0 < q < p = 1 we obtain necessary conditions for such embcddings. 
T h eo rem 2.3.5 Let s E (0, n), 0 < q < p = I and fl a nonnegative Radon measure on 
R~+n. Then (o) =(b)= (c)==> (d): 
(o) 




{ ("(T(0)))'1' '"P ----cap1it•·'(R~)(0) open O ~R"} <oo. 
llv(t21J . x)IIL•·'(R~·h.1,1 ;S llvallw• '<R~l' V'va E I·Y•·1(Rn). 
Proof. Suppose 0 < q < I. Since the proof of (a ) ==> (b) ==> (c) is similar to that of 
(b) ==> (c) ==> (e) of Theorem 2.3.6, we only need to verify (c) = (d). Let (c) be true. 
Then Lemma 2.3.2 (a)-(c) imply 
"(~'("<>!) ~ ("(TIO~'("<>ii)) 
~ (I~(T({x E !Rn: 81M Vo(x) >A}))) 
.:S (cav1v··'<•~>({xean:o\Mva(x)>..\} )r. 
This and Lemma 2.2.1 (b) imply that (d) holds. 0 
2.3.3 Case: 1 ~ p ~ n/ s and p ~ q < oo 
If we change I< p ~ ll{s and 0 < q <p in Theorem 2.3.4 into I :5 p :5 nfs and p :5 q < oo, 
then the conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.3.4 can be repla.ccd by a weak-type one and 
two simpler ones, respectively. 
Theorem 2.3.6 Lets E (O,n), I ~ p :5 nfs, p :5 q < oo and 11 a nonnegative Radon 






~~g C:.(Jt; t) < oo. 
(') 
sup { (IJ (T(O)))p/q bounded open O~IR" } <oo. 
cap\II•·•(R~)(O) 
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Proof. Let p < q. The proof consists two parts. 
Part /: We prove (a)= (b)= (c)= (e)= (a). 
(a)= (b)=> (c). Since p(E.~o (vo)) is nonincrcu.sing in)., 
This gives, for r > 0 
(rqp(E~·'(vo)))! :5 (q l"" !-l(E~·'(uo )) >.q- ld>.)! ::; fo""' (I~(Ef·'(uoll) ~ d).P, 
and establishes the desired implications. 
lf (c) is true, t hen 
K p,q(p)= . sup 
t>oEIV•·•(R~). II w. ll>l·•·• l•~ 1 >0 
~~~). (p ( {(t, x) E R~+n : lv(t20, x) l > >.} )) ; 
llvoiiii'··•(Rn) 
For a given vo E \V•.P(N") and a bounded set 0 ~ lnt( {x EN" : vo(x) 2: 1}), then Lemma 
2.3.2 (d) implies 
(p(T(0))) 1/q ~ KJ,,q(p)lluoll 1y •.• (Jt~) 
and hence (e) follows from t he definition of cap 1i-'• ·•(R~ J(O). To prove (e)= (a), v>'c assume 
(e). Then 
{ (" (T(0)))'1' } Q p,q(Jl) =sup -.--(0- 1 : bounded open 0 ~ !R" < oo. CGPw•·• (Jtn) 
If v0 E JV•·P(!R") and k""' 1, 2,3,· . · , then Lemmas 2.3.2 (a)-(c) and 2.2.1 (b) imply 
roo ( ( ))''' Jo /l Ef·'(vo) n T(B(O, k)) d).P 
fo (X) (,.~(rcoz··cuoJn aco,kJJ)r1q d).P 
fo oo (P~< (T({x E !R" : 01Mvo(x) > >.} n B(O,k))J)P/q J).P 
:5 1 1>0 (tt(T({x E !R": 01Mvo(x) > >.} n B(O,k))))p/qd).P 
~ Q p,q(Ji ) 1""' capli-'•·•(Rn l ({x E R" : 01M uo(x) > >.} n B(O,k))d>.P 
~ Qp,q(p ) 100 cap1i-' •·•(Rn} ({x E R": II1M vo(x) > >.} )d).'' 
~ Qp,q (J.i )llvo lli'v •.• (Jtn)' 
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Letting k - oo in the above inequality we have 
100 (11 ( Ef·•(vol) )"1q d>.P ;S Qp.q(t~) ll vo l l~v. •(R~J· 
This derives (a). 
Part 2: We \'erify (c) => (d)=> (a) . 
If (c) holds, then for any bounded open set 0 s;; [R", we have 
Jl(T(0)) 11q ;S Kp,q(J!)IIvoll ,v•.•(R~J· 
Note that 
Hence 
Therefore (d) holds. 
If (d) holds, then Lemmas 2.3.2 {b)-(c) and 2.2.1 (b) imply that for each k =I, 2,3, 
1oo (11 (E~·'(v0)nT(B(O,k))))"1 q d>.P 
(~ ( (1•(E~··(.,)nT(JJ(O,k))))''' ) 
Jo C:, (/J;tJ ( E~·'(t!o) n T(B(O,k)))) cap1y •. •(R"J (O~(vo} n B(OJ·))d>,P 
;S (sup__!__("/~)) { 00 cap1y •. •(R• )({xER":O,Mtro(x)>,\}nll(O,I.:})d,\" 
I>O C:, tJ,t lo 
;S (~~g c:,t;~~t)) llvall~i"·• <•~r 
Letting k - oo in the previous inequality we have 
1~( ( ' ))''' ( ,,,, ) l'l E>.·'(vo) dA" ;S sup~( ·t) llvoll~v··•(R")" 
0 1>0 pJJ., 
T his implies that (a) holds. D 
Corollary 2.3.7 Lets E (O,n), 1 < p < min{q,n/s} or I= p ~ q < oo, "'IE (0, I], ( > 0 
and ( + n"'( > n- ps. If dJJ.-,.dt, x) = t<~ 1 lxi"(•-Jldtdl:, then 
(IJ-,,dT{O)))~ ;S cap1i,.·•(R")(O), open 0 s;; R". 
Equivalently 
llv(t28,x)IIL~(R~+-,"'·d ;S 11Vo ll1i, •(It")' V'Vo E W'·"(R"). 
Proof. This assertion follows from the case q = p((+n"'!)/(n-ps) and Jl = tJ-,,{ of Theorem 
2.3.6. 0 
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2.3.4 Case: 1 < p < min{q,n/s} or I = p :S q 
F\1rthermore, the family of all bounded open sets in the inequality (c) of Theorem 2.3.6 in 
some situation can be replaced by the family of all open balls To see this, we need the 
following two lemma.s. 
Le mma 2.3.8 If 8 E (0, 1], 8 E (0, n) and (t, x) E IR~+n. then 
f. K~~{y) Jy- x J'-" dy ;S (t 2 + ]xj2)T . 
.. 
Proof. By ~-liao-Yuan-Zhang [53], Nishio--Shimomura-Suzuki [57] or Nishio--Yamada [58], 
we have the following point-wise estimate 
JKf{x) ] 5 C (tl/2/J +t]xl)"+28 , \f(t,x) E IR~+n. (2.3.4) 
So, it suffices to verify 
J(t, x) ::= k~ t2tl(t + ]y])-n-2/JIY- x]'-"dy ;S (t2 + ]x]2)T. 
Changing variables: x - tx, y - ty, we see the previous estimate is equivalent to the 
following one: 
Since J (i,O) ;S I we may assume that Jxl > 0. Then 
J{I,x) :S ( r +f. ) ( I ll +:1.1] x]"_,dy = /J(x) + h(x). j B(r.lrl/l) R~\B(r,lrl/2) I + Y " Y 
Since ]x- yJ 5 lx]/2 implies that ]y] ~ Jx], we have 
! J(x) 1(•.1•1/ll (I+ ]y])"+:il ]y xl"_,dy 
:S {l + ]xl)-11-2/l' r ~dy 
Jn(r,l•l/2) ]y -xJ 
r lrl/2 
;S (I+ Jx ]) - n- 18 Jo v'- 'dv 
;S ]x ]'(l + ]xl)-n-lll 
;S (I+ ]x ])'-", 
with the last inequality using the fact 1 :S: {J + Jxi)2P. If ]x- y] > ]xJ/2, then 
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with the last inequalities using the fact~ E L1(R"). Since lx- Yl > lxl/2 implies 
lvl < 3]x- y], 
J2(X) :$f. nl 2 n , dy :$ I. R~\B(:r,J:r l /2) (J + IYD + 8 IYI 
Thus ! 2 :$ (1 + lxW-" and J(1,x) :$(I+ lxi2)T. 0 
Using f(x) = (-6) - •12 ((-6)•12 f(x)) and t he definition of Riesz potentials, we can 
easily derive an integral representation of homogeneous Sobolcv functions. 
Lemma 2.3.9 {6] Let p E (l,n/s), 0 < s <nand f E I·V'·"(!Rn). Tllen 
f(x) = _1_ J. (- f>)•l' f(y) dy, 
I . an IY -xl"-· 
Theorem 2.3.10 Lets E (O,n) and Jl a nonnegative Radon measure on R~+". If I< p < 




:.e!~~>!l cap1v •. ~(R") (B(x, r)) < oo. 
But, this equivalence fails to hold when 1 < p = q < nf s 
Proof. Part J: We prove (a) ¢:::::::> (b). 
It follows from Theorem 2.3 .6 that it is enough to prove that (b) implies (c) or (c) in 
Thl'Orcm 2.3.6. We consider the following three cases. 
Case 1, 1 = p:::; q < oo: If (b) holds, then llu lb,q < oo. Suppose that 0 o;;; R" is a bounded 
open set and is covered by a sequence of dyadic cubes {Jj} in Rn with Ei 1Ji 17 < oo. 
According to Dafni-Xiao [22, Lemma 4. 1) there exists another sequence of dyudic cubes {Jj} 
in Rn such t hat 
Then 
Int(Jj)n int (Jk)=0 for jf-k, UJi= Uh, 
' ' I: IJJI''<' $I: ii,I''<', T(OJ,; UT(Jot(5vnJ,JI. 
' ' ' 
!• (T(O)) ~ IIP i h,, ~l5vnJ,I~ ~ 111•11>., ( ~ IJ, ]¥) ' 
~ lll• l h , (~II,I"<")' 
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By Xiao 177] (see also Adams [4] or 15]) we have cap1\'-·'(R.ftl) ~ H;;,-•(·), where the H1.,0 
is the d- dimensional Hausdorff capacity. Thus, these along with t he definition of H;;,-'{0) 
imply 
that is, the inequality (e) in Theorem 2.3.6 holds. 
Case 2: l < p < min{q,n/s}: Let VQ E ~V··P(Rn) and jJ;.., be the restriction of JJ to 
Ef·' nV•·P(Rn)). If (b) holds, then 
11~-JIIp.q := sup JJ (T~r))) < oo. 
zERft ,r>O r p 
It follows from Lemma 2.3.9 that 
1/(x)l.$ /. .. (~y6~~;!!~) dy, f E 1·\r'·"(R"), x ERn. 
This inequality along with Lemma 2.3.8 and Fubini's theorem tell us 
where 
.$ { 1Sa{t26)(vo(x))ld~J{t,x) le!··c~o) 
:s r If. K~~(y)(uo(x- y))dyldtJ(t,x) le:,··c~o) aft 
:S J. (J. (/. I ~~,(y~ l dy'\ 11-")!v,(<)ld•)""'(t,x) ~~~• R" R" Z X y " ' ) 
:S !.~~ .. (/.ft (Ct2 + lz- xi2)T) l(-6)'12uo(z)ldz) d~J.dt.x) 
:S /..li-")'1'v,(•)l ({ •• (it'+ I•- xi'J'i") dt•>(t,x)) d' 
.$ /. .. I(-6)'12VQ(Y)I (1""' 1-1>. (T (B (y,r))r•-n-l) dr) dy 
.$ (IJ(z)+l2(z)), 
/2(z) = 1""' (/..l(-6)'nuo(y)IIJ;.., (T (B (y,r)))dy) r•-"-1dr. 
By the definition of lltJIIp.q. we have 
JJ>. (T (B(y, r )) :5 (JJ.~..(T(B(y, r)))11p' lltJII!~:r ~ 
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for ~ +;. = 1. So, using HOlder's inequality and the est imate 
we obtain 
/,(.:) :$ 1' U~l(-t:.)'nva(y) l (u~(T(B(y,r)))) 1 1 P' 111-lll:.qr~dy) r•-"- 1dr 
;$ llvoii ,V ··~(R~)II I-l ll!(: 1' (i.~ 1-1~ (T(B(y,r)))dy )'/P' r~+•-n- 1 dr 
:S llvall ,v·- ~(R~)II Illl !(f 1' (r"!l(s{·'(vol))' IP' r~+•-n- 1 dr 
;$ llvall ,v ·-~(R~)II I-lll!:: (11 ( E{''(vol)) l /p' z ~. 
Similarly, we have 
;$ /.oc llvall ,y. P(R~) (!.1>. (T(ll(y, r)))) 11P (k~ !l>. (T(B(y, r) )) dy) l/p' r•-n- 1dr 
;$ llvoll 1v •. • (R~) (!l ( E{''(uol)) l /p /.""" r"1P' (ll(E{·'(Vo))) l/p' r•-"- 1dr 
:S lluoiJ,y •. ,(R~) (1-1 (s{·'(uol)) z• -n/P . 
Combing the above estimates on li(z) and 12 (.:) together, \\'C have 
A!l(E{''(vo)) ;$ IIVoll1y •. ,{R~) I-lA (s{·'(vol) 
X (,•-•/•+(11 1•11, ,(. (E1'(,oi)r')''' '~) 
Taking 
in the above inequality, we have 
This implies the condition (c) of Theorem 2.3.6. 
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Part 2: We find a nonnegative Radon me!\Sure to show that if l < p = q < n.fs then (b) 
docs not imply (a) in general. 
In fact , suppose K ~ R" is a compact set with the (n- p)-dimensional Hausdorff mea-
sure H (n-p•l(K ) > 0, then by ~laz'ya (49, p. 358, Proposition 3] we have cap1v •. ~(lt"l(K) = 
0, on the other hand by Adams-Hcdberg [6, p. 132, Proposition 5.1.5 & p. 136, Theorem 
5.1.12] we can find a nonnegative Radon mcMure IJ on IR" such that 
:zE:~~>o v(~~;.r)) < oo and 0 < u ;:,-P'( K ) .:S 1J(K). 
Define J.l{t,x) = 61{t) ® v(x) . Then (b) hold for this nonnegative Radon measure on R~+". 
However, (a) is not true, otherwise, we would have 0 < v(K) .:S cap1v •. ~ (lt"l( K) = 0. 
Contradiction. D 
Working from IR~+n toR", a trace inequality can be derived from ~V•·P(R"). 
Theorem 2.3 .11 Lets E (0, n), 1 < p ~ q < oo, p < nfs and J.l be a n01megatwe Radon 
mell.'lure on IR". Then 
If I = p ~ q < oo, or 1 < p < min{q, nfs} the11 
11/I!Lo(R".~<l .:S II/111¥-·'(R")' IE 1-V•·P(!R") ~ sup (~(B(x,?~tq )) 
:zER".~>O CGPw··~(lt") X, r 
Similarly to Theorem 2.3.6 & 2.3.10, we obtain the following result which covers Theorem 
2.3.11. 
Theorem 2.3.12 Lets e (O,n), I < p ~ q < oo, p < nfs and J.1 be a nonnegative Radon 





If I= p ~ q < oo, or I< p < min{q,nfs) then all of them are equivale11t to 
(<) 
sup (p(B (x,r)))Pfq < oo. 
r>O.:zER" cap1V·-~(It")(B(x, r)) 
1/0 <q<p= I , then(b) =(c)= (d)= (a). 
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Remark 2.3.13 The case I= p::; q < oo of Theorems 2.3.12 was shown by Xiao in {77/. 
Corollary 2.3.14 Let {3 E {0,1), s E (O,n}, I :5 p < njs and")' E (- l ,oo). Then the 
following two conditions hold: 
(a) 
(b) 
Proof. In Theorem 2.3.10 we take 
rl!i(t,x} = (1 + 1) - 1t1dtdx, q = p(ln+~IP: 1 ). 1 > -1, 
respcetive 
dJ.1(t,x)=010 (t)®dx, (J= n'::ps' 1--1, 
where 010 (t) is the Dirac measure at t0 > 0, then an application of the capacitary estimate 
of ball (see Maz'ya [49, p. 356) forpE (1,n/{J), Xiao [77, p. 833] for p= 1): 
we can finish the proof. 0 
According to Miao-Yuo.n-Zhang [53, P roposition 2.1), the condition (a) of Corollary 
2.3.14 amounts to that !V•·P(R") is embedded in the homogeneous Besov or Triebcl-Lizorkin 
space (see Triche! [69) for more details about these spaces) 
B;,q:Jf! (R") = i{q:Jf! (R"), q = p(ln+_np: 1). 
At the same time, the condition (b) of Corollary 2.3.14 can be treated as extreme case of 
the condition (a) in Corollary 2.3.14 
Finally, II.CCOrding to T heorems 2.3.6 & 2.3.10, we can establish the following dceay of 
the solutions of equation (2.0.2). 
T heorem 2.3.15 lf va E IV•·P(IR") for l :S p < nfs and s E (O,n), llien 
)v(t~11 .xo)[ ;S t~•-n l l t~ulhv•.•(R") ' 'v'{to,xo) E IR~+n. 
Equivalently 
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The special case (J = p =I of Theorem 2.3.15 was proved by Xiao in [77]. 
Proof. From the proof of Theorems 2.3.6 & 2.3.10 for I $ p < n/s and q > p, we have 
lll!• lllp,q .,ei~:r>O ca~e:~.~~!:;r~n:)j < 00 
( f lv(t28 ,x) lqdJ.t(t,x)) ! ~ IIIJ•II Ip,qllvoll1v •. ~ (Rn)' l;i'vo E IY•·P(Ifi."). 
R:_+n 
Given (t0,x0) E R~+". Let q = ;2-'i;; and J.l(t, x) = Cc10,.,0 ) be the Dirac measure at (to, Xo). 
It suffices to prove lllh(to . .,oJ IIIp,q :5 t~•-n. In fact, if (to,xo) is not in T(B(x,r)), then 
6( 10 ,.,0 J(T(B(x,r))) = 0. If (to,xo) E T(B(x,r)), then B(xo,to) ~ B(x,r) and r" 2: tQ. This 
give the estimate 
C(to,roJ(T(B{x,r))) :5 ~ = IQ"rl=fili 
The above e~; timate and ca.p1i'•·P(R~)(B(x, r)) :>::: rn-p• verify 
(htt.o . .,o)(T(B(x,r))))Piq < t- T 
ca.p1y,,P(R")(8(x, r)) - O 
Chapter 3 
Strichartz Type Estimates for 
Fractional Heat-Type Equations 
This chapter studies Strichartz type estimates for the inhomogeneous initial problems asso-
ciated with the fractional heat-type equations 
J 8,v(t,x) + (-6)/jv(t,x) = F(t,x), 
\ v(O,x) = f(x), 
{t,x) E R~+n, 
x E IR", 
(3.0.1) 
where {J E (O,oo) and n EN. The main goal is to determine pairs (q,p) and (q1 ,pt) ensuring 
lle-l(-ll.) ~' /llq(l ; L~(R~)) .$ llfiiL•(R~)• (3.0.2) 
II f' e-<l-•l<-.C.J~" F(s,x)dsll :S IIFIIL,\(I·LP\(R"))' (3.0.3) Jo L~(f;LWt~)) ' ' ~ 
where I is either [O,oo) or [O,T] for some 0 < T < oo, and p; = t=T is the conjugate of a 
given number PI ;?: 1. 
3 .1 Notations and Preliminaries 
In the fo llowing, for a Banach space X, L''(X) (where p E [l,oo)) is used as the space of 
functions f. X __. IR with 
IIIIILP(X) = (i lf(x)IPdx) lfp < oo; 
for a function spaee F(Rn) on Rn, Lq{l:F(!Rn)) (where q E [l,oo)) represents the set of 
functions f : I x IRn - IR for I ~ IR with 
11/IILq(I:F(R~J) = ( / 11 /(t,x) II}(R~)dt) lfq < oo. 
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Given an infinitely differential function rJ with compact support in R" satisfying 
I I { l, 1(1 $ l, 
1] ~ = 0, 1~ 1 ;::: 2, 
define the sequence {-¢1 1Jez in the Schwartz space S (R") by 
¢,(() = '(f,)- '(,,~.) 
(3.Ll ) 
(3.L2) 
This sequence is applied to define the inhomogeneous and homogeneous Bcsov spaces o;.q(R") 
and B;,q(R") for I::::; p,q $ oo and 8 E ~" : 
a;.q(R") = {! E S'(R") : 11/lla;.,CR~) < oo) and .B;,q(R" ) = {f E 5' (R"): 11 /ll o;.,(R~ J < oo}, 
respectively. Here s' (R") is the space of tempered distributions, 
11/lla;,(R~) = IIF-' (r(F(f)) II L•(R~) + { c~,c2~ju.r-'(W)..F(f))IIL•(R~Jlq) l/q 
sup2'1 11.1"-1(1/;J .1"(f))JI L•(R"J j;!:l 
and 
{ (.f: (2'11F- '(w,J'I!IIIIc•t••>l') " ' tfq < oo, 11/ll•;.,to•) = ,.-oo 
sup2•i)I..F- 1 (1,&j .1"(/)) II L•(R~J if q = oo. 
j€Z 




On the other hand, Bcsov S[>aCCS can be defined by interpolation between the Lebesgue 
spaces and the Sobolcv spaces of integer order (sec Thiebel [69]). ll follows from Bergh and 
LOfstrOm [8] that for s E R and I$ p,q :S oo, 
a;.q(R") = [W• ·P(R"),W•·P(R")]s.q and .B;.q(R") = !J{'• ·P(R"), f.I ••·P(R"))s.q, 
where s1 #- 82, 0 < (} < I and s = (I- O)s1 + Os2. Here H~·P(R") and f.I•·P(M;") arc the 
inhomogeneous and homogeneous Sobolcv spaces which are the completion of all infinitely 
differential functions f with compact support in IR" with respect to the norms 
11 / llu ••(R") = 11{1 - 6)'12 /IIL•(R"l• and 1!111/i•·•CR") = 11(-6)'12 /IIL•(R~) 
rCS[}()Ctively, where {1 - 6)•12 f = .r-1((1 + 1~1 2)~12.1"/{< )). 
BMO(!R") is the set of equivalence classes of locally integrable functions ! modulo 
constants for which the following supremum is finite: 
I!JII BMO(R"l = s~pl(I)-n j l/ (z)- J, [dz, 
where l is a cube in R" with sides parallel to the coordinate axes, I{!) is the sidelcngth or 
l and /J = (1(!))-n J1 f(z)dx. 
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Definition 3.1.1 The triplet (q,p,r) is called au-admissible triplet provided 
' =a(' -'), q r J! 
where I <r:5p:5 oo andu> 0. 
3.2 Strichartz Estimates Involv ing Norms in Lebesgue 
Spaces 
We first establish the Strichartz estimates wi th norms in Lebesgue spact:s for fractional heat 
equat ions. Defore doing this, we need t he follow ing lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2.1 For all t > 0 a11d ,, (J > 0, we have 
(a) e-t(-6)~(-L::!.f' = (-Llpe-t(-6)3 
(b) e-l(- 6l~(J- 6)"~ = {/- 6)1'e-r<- 6l~ 
(c) (e-t(-6)~ j,g) = (f,e-1(-6)~ /), 'Vj,g E £2(R") . 
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) will follow from the definition of e-l(-6 )~, ( -6P and 
(I -Llf'. For (b), let J,g E L2(R"). According to the Fourier transform and the Plancherel"s 
identity we have 
(e-1(-6)~ J,g) j(e-t(- 6)~ f)g(x}dx 
j ;:-I ( e-~ 1 ~ 1 ' 6 .1" /(()) (x)g(x)dx 
j e-11~1·~ .1" f({)J"g(()d{ 
jrJ(()~d{ 
j j(x):F l(e-11~1 1 ~ J"g({))(x)dx 
(f, e-r(-6)~ g). 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.2.1. 0 
1\·fi ao-Yuan- Zhang in (53) established the forthcom ing two lemmas. 
Le mma 3.2.2 {5SJ Let 1 :5 r :5 p :5 oo and f E U(R"). Then 
lle-r<- 6 l ~ / I I L~(R~l :S c'l'!JU-;)11/IIu<Rftl• 
IJ'Vc-I(-L!.l~ /llt.=<Rftl ;S c~-'l'!JU-:lllt l l t.•(R~l· 
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Lemma 3.2.3 {53} Le! (q,p, r) be any fa-admissible triplet satisfying 
p< { ~· n>2{J, 
oo, n :S 2/J, 
and let '{J E Lr(R"). Then e-I(-C..l"rp E £9(/: LP(R")) with the estimate 
]]e-I(-C..J" rp]]L~(I;L;cR~)) .:S II'P I IL•(R~ J• 
for I == [O,T) , 0 < T :S oo. 
Lemma 3.2.3 gives u;; the homogeneous Strichartz estimates of equation (3.0.1) except 
endpoint cases. To obtain the endpoint estimates we need the abstract Strichartz estimates 
of Keel-Tao [38]. 
Lemma 3.2.4 {38} Let H be a Hilbert space and X be a Danach. space. Suppose that 
U(t) : H __, L2(}:.) obeys the eneryy estimate: 
IIU(t)fiiP(X) ~ 11 /llu 
and the untrunooted decay estimate, that is for some a > 0, 
Then the estimates 
IIU(t)fllq,: ~ ll!llu . 
IIJ (UI•Ir F(•)d•IL ~ IIFII,f,t' 
Il l U(t)(U(•))'F(•)d•ll ~ IIFII,.;,.; 
•<I L ~ L~ < z 
hold for all a-admissible triplets (q,p, 2) and (q 1 ,p1• 2) with q, Q1 ;::: 2, (q,p,a) and (qJ ,p~.a) 
are not (2, oo, I) 
Proposition 3.2.5 Let (q.p, 2) be ftJ-admiss!ble. If q?: 2 and (q,p, :@) is not (2,oo, 1), 
then (3.0.2} holds 
Proof. We only need to prove (3.0.2) for I == [O,oo) since the proofs for other cases are 
similar. Assume that (q,p, 2) is a fp-ad missiblc triplet with q?: 2 and (q,p, ftf ) is not 
(2,oo, 1). It follows from Lemma 3.2.2 that\\~ have the energy ct> timate 
(3.2.> ) 
and untruncatcd decay estimate 
]le-<~+•)(-C..J" f llv"'(R") .:S ]t + s]-DIJfiiL'(R"l .:SIt- .'l]-DIIfllv(R")• "t.'l #- t,.'l,t E (O,oo). 
(3.2.2) 
By (3.2.1 ), (3. 2.2) and Lemma 3.2.1, we can apply Lemma 3.2.4 with U(t) == e-t(-C..)" for 
t > 0, H = L~(R") and X == R" to obtain (3.0.2). 0 
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Remark 3.2.6 Proposition 9.2.5 extends Miao, Yuan and Zhang's {53, Lemma 3.2] to the 
cases: (q,p,r) = (2, ~.2) when tt > 2{J; (q,p ,r) = (~,oo, 2 ) whenn < 2{3. 
It is well known that for the Schri.idingcr equations, there are pairs (q,p) and (qJ ,Pl ) 
such that (q,p, 2) and (q1 ,p1 , 2) arc not n/2-admissible but the inhomogeneous Strichartz 
estimates hold (see Cazcnavc-\Veisslcr [17], Tao [65] and Vilela [70[). Similarly, we will prove 
that (3.0.3) holds for some pairs (q,p) and ( q ~.pi) satisfying the property 
(3 .2.3) 
This property is weaker than the :jj,-admissibili ty of (q,p, 2) and (q 1 ,ph 2). 
Theorem 3.2.7 Let 1 :::; p'1 < p:::; oo and 1 < q; < q < oo. If (q,p) and (q1,p!) satisfy 
{S.2.S), the11 {S.O.S) holds. 
Proof. \Ve only need to prove (3 .0.3) for I = [O.oo) , the proofs for other cases being 
similar . Assume that (q, p, 2) and (q1, p 1 , 2) satisfy I :$ p'1 < p :$ oo, 1 < q; < q < oo and 
t + f:, (?;- ~) = 1 + ~-It follows from Lemma 3.2 .2 t hat 
Then the Hardy-Litt lcwood-Sobolcv inequali ty implies that 
It t e- (t -•J<- 6>~ F(s.x)ds ll . ~ II t[le-<t--H-61~ F(s,x)IIL: (R~J dsl l JfJ q(I"L!(Rn)) JfJ L~(l) 
~ llllt- •1-i>(;T-I)IIF(•.x)ll,;;".,d•ll 
fJ L~(l) 
$ 1[FIIt.;'•< 1;t.:>(R"'ll. 
This finishes the proof of (3.0.3) . 0 
R emark 3.2.8 Since e-r<- 6 1" commutes with (-6)"1 and (1- C.)""' for -y > 0, if (q,p) 
satisfies the assumption of Theorem 3.2.5 then (8.0.2) holds with II· lb(Rnl replaced by 
either I I ·II,-1 ~ .P(Rn) or II · IIH'·~(R~)· Similarly, if(q,p) and (Qt.Pd satisfy the assumption of 
Theorem S.2. 7, then {S.O.S) holds with the same replacement 
Corollary 3.2.9 Let n 2: 2{3, ! = [0, T] or [O,oo) . Suppose Vis a real potential and 
V E L~{l;L~(R:n)). ~+~ = 1, 
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for some fi:Ied r E ( 1,2) u (2,oo) and s E (~.Ji) u <a,oo) . Let f E L2(R") and F E 
L:;(l; L~;(R")) for some ~-admissible triplet (QJ.PJ.2) with p; E [1, 2) and q; E (1,2). 
Then equation (1.0.8) has a unique solution v(t,x) satisfying 
llvllt.~(I:L~(R")).!: 11/llt.•(R") + I IF IIL:t(l.t.~~(R")l ' (3. 2.4 ) 
for all i!J-admissible triplets (q,p, 2) with 2 :::; q < oo. 
Proof. We shall prove this theorem for n > 213. In the case n = 213. we can replace in the 
sequel the space Lf (J ; Lr'" {R")) by any Lr(J; L~ (R")) for 1- admlssible (q, p, 2) with p 
arbitrarily large. We consider the following two cases. 
Case 1, r E (2,oo) : Let (q,p,2) (2 :::; q < oo) be ~-admissib le. Let J = [O,e] where 
c > 0 will be determined later and (k,l, 2) be ~-admissible with q :::; k < oo, and set 
X = L~ ( J; L~(R")) n L~ {J; L;!'h (R")) 
with 
llvll x := max. { llvl lt.~ (J:L~{R"ll • llvllq {J:L~{R")) } 
By interpolation (see Triebcl [69)), X can be embedded into L'f"{ J; L~(R")) for each 
~-admissible triplet (QQ,Po, 2) with 2 :::; q0 :::; k. Define T (v) on X by 
T (v) = e-t(-.6)~ f+ l e-(r-•){-.t:.l~( F(s,x)- V (.~.x)v{s.x})ds, Vv = v( t, x) E X. 
Applying Proposition 3.2.5 and Theorem 3.2.7, we have 
for all ~-admissible triplets (qo,Po, 2), (q1,p 1, 2), and (q2,P2, 2) satisfying 
2:Sqo :S k, q; e(1, 2), q2 E(1,2), 1 :S p\ <Po$OO, l $p;<Po$oo. 
Here and later C > 0 is a constant. Clearly, HOlder 's inequality implies 
liT( v)ll !.~o(J:L!" (R" ll :$ GII/II t. •{R") +CIIFII 1,:; (J:L: t {R")) +CII V II Lj(J:L;(R" )) II vii L?<J:t.t-'b (R"ll 
provided 
1 l 1 l n+213 I q;- = 2- ;:· p; = ~- :;· 
This and the assumption on r and s imply that qfl E (1, 2) , v2 E [1 , 2) and 
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Again, by HOlder's inequality we have 
IIT{vlll t.:OfJ;L~(R•)) :5 C ll/ llvca•) +CIIFII t.~; (J.r.:>ca•)) +CIIVIILO(J; t.;ca•nllvll t.:"'( J;L~(R•)) · 
Similarly, taking (Qo, Po, 2) be (k, l, 2) and (2, ~,2), we have 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of the first case. 0 
3.3 Strichartz Estimates Involving Norms in Other Spaces 
In this section we obtain several Strichartz type estimates containing parabolic Strichartz 
estimates and other Strichartz type estimates with LP(IR" ) norms replaced by the norms in 
BMO(Rn), Sobolev and Bcsov spaces. 
Theorem 3.3.1 Let n = 2/J Then 
(3.3.1 ) 
Proof. Let n ""' 2o. Dcfine1.p € C""{R) with supp(rp) ~ (l / 2, 2), <p(x) ""' I for x € (3/ 4, 9/ 8} 
and L~cez 'P{2-kt) = I for all t > 0. Let rp~c(t ) ""' <p(2- kt). Define P~cf ""' ;:-- 1 (.1'/(-)rp~c (I · IJ) 
be a Littlewood-Paley decomposition with respect tO 'Pic (see (64]). Since BMO(!Rn) =-
i'g;~{Rn) (see Frazier-Jawcnh-Weiss (26]), 
Let Af~c "" 8 (0, 21<+1)\B(O, 2k- l) and XMo its characteristic function. Since <p is supported 
in (1/ 2, 2) and n "" 2{3, we ha\·e 
lle- 1(-A)" P~cflliwo.oc);L;"'(R•)) :5 100 s~p I .. C e-11(1" eif{,:r)F/{~)op(2-lc l~ l )d.~r dt 
:5 roo!. XM. ({)d{ sup/. le-ll{l" ej(~ .:r) }' /({)op(2-lciWI2 d{dt lo a• "' a• 
;S 2ck- lln(22" - 1) ["" { e-~ti(I"IF/({)op(2-~cl< lll 2 d{dt 
lo JM. 
;$ 2(1<-l)n(22" - I) 100 C-121•-<>•+• dtll/ lll•ca•) 
;S (22n- 1 - 1/ 2)11/ lll•cR•) 
;S 11/lll>(R~) · 
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Taking (qo,Po,2) be (k,/,2) and (2,~,2), we get 
Hence T(v) E X and Tis a operator from X to X. Since r < oo, \\'C may choose such an 
t> Otha.t 
(3 .2.5) 
This fact yields that 
Thus Tis a contraction operator on X , and T has a unique fixed point v(t,x) which is the 
unique solution of equation (1.0.8) and v sati~fics 
Since X is embedded in L~(J; L~(!Rn)), one finds 
Now, \\'C can apply the previous arguments to any subinterval J = [tt.t2] on which a 
condition like (3.2.5) holds, and obtain 
Note that (3.2.6) implies 
llv(t2)1 1L' (R~) :S llv{tt)IIL'(RnJ + II F I IL;\ cJ:L:\ca~n· (3.2.7) 
If I = [0, T) for 0 < T < oo, we can partition I into a finite many of subintervals on which 
the condition {3.2.5) holds. If I = [O,oo), since V E L~ ( J; L!{IRn)) we can find Tt > 0 such 
that CIIVIIL~C(T,,oo):L~(R~)l < ~ and partition [0, Td similarly. Thus we can prove (3.2.4) 
by inductively applying (3.2.6) and (3.2.7). 
Case 2, rE {1,2). Since (r,~) is thedualof(r'.~),our assumption on r,s implies 
1 ns-2 n ns- 2 n 
;:;+w2S=27Fs+2P2S=w· 
Thus (r', ~)is $-admissible with r E (1,2). In a fa.;;hion analogous to handling Case 1, 
we use Theorems 3.2.5 & 3.2.7, to obtain 
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Again, by HOlder's inequality we have 
IIT(v)IIL~(J;L~(R~)) :S Cllfll L' (Rftl +CIIFII L:: (J:L.~\ (R• ll +Gil VIILO(J;L.:(R" n II vii Lj"' (J:L.!(R•Jl· 
Similarly, taking (qo,PQ, 2) be (k, I, 2) and (2, ~. 2), we have 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of the first case. 0 
3.3 Strichartz Estimates Involving Norms in Other Spaces 
In this section we obtain several Strichartz type estimates containing parabolic Strichartz 
estimates and other Strichartz type estimates with V(R") norms replaced by the norms in 
BMO(IR"), Sobolev and Besov spaces. 
Theore m 3.3.1 Let n = 2fJ. Then 
lle-l(-6 )" f llq((O,O<>):OMO,(R•)) .:S ll f iiV(R•)· (3.3.1) 
Proof. Let n = 2o. Define rp E C<X>(R) with supp(rp) ~ (1/2, 2), rp(x) = 1 for :z: E (3/4, 9/8) 
and L.~:ez rp(2-"'t)::: I for all t > 0. Let 'Pk(t)"" rp{2-"'t). Define Pkf = ;:- '(:F/(·)•Pk( I·D) 
be a Littlewood-Paley decomposition with respect to 'PI< (see [641). Since DMO{R") = 
~2(1R")(sooPrazier-Ja\\"Crth-Weiss[26]), 
IIYIIBMO(k•) ~II (L: (P,gl') '''II . 
kEZ l.""(R") 
Let M.~: = B (0, 2"'+1)\ D{0, 2k-l) and XM. its characteristic funct ion. Since rp is supported 
in {1/ 2,2) and n = 2{3, we have 
lle-1(-6)" P,.,flliwo,O<>):L:O(R")) :S 10<> s~p 11. e-l l~l"ei({,zl;:j({)ep(2-"' l{l)d{l2 dt 
:S 10<> Ia. x...,.U)d~s~p Ia. le- 11~1 ~ei(C.rl;:j(~)ep(T"'I~I)~2 df,dt 
.:S 21"'-'l"(22" - I ) { O<l f e-21ICI"I:FJ(~)rp{2-"'l~lll2 df.dt lo JM • 
.:S 2(k-L)n{22"- I) 1<X> e-121•-,, .... , dt ll f lll•(R") 
;S (22n-l - 1/2)11JIIl>(R~) 
_:$ llflll>(R•)· 
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Take 1jJ E C00 (R) with supp(lb) ~ ( l / 4, 4) and lb(x)tp(x) = tp(x). Define 
"A! = :F- 1(( :Ffl i/Jk) . 
lle-t<- 6>~ f ll1wo,oo):BMO,(R•)) ;S 100 s~p ( ~ le-t<-6>~ Pk/ 12 ) dt 
That is, (3.3.1) holds. 0 
;S ~ ll e-t(- 6)~ PkPk!lllwo,oo):L;"(R•)) 
;S ~ li .Pk! ll l• (R•J 
$ llflll•(R•) · 
Theorem 3.3.2 (a) Let l S: r S: p S: oo and 0 < T < oo. If n < 2{3, then 
1T s-tl"jje-•<- 6>~ ! IIL=<R")ds ;S Tl --,'1, llflll.•(R•J· (3.3.2) 
(b) Let 2 < p S: oo. lfn = 2/3, then 
(3.3.3) 
R emark 3.3.3 We can refer to (9.9.9) as a parabolic homoge11eou.s Strichartz estimate. The 
special case n = 2 of (9.9.9) was proL·ed by Tao in {68J. On the other hand, accordmg to 
Mtao, Yuan and Zhang's {59, Proposition 2. 1], (9.9.9) amounU to that L2(R") is embedded 
in the homogeneous Besov space 
Proof. (a). Let I :S r S: p S: oo and n < 2{3 . It follows from Lemma 3.2.2 that 
s-~lle-~<-6>~ f ll:.<•"l :S s-..J!IIIfiiL·<a·>· 
On the other hand, n < 2/3 implies that 
T hus (3.3.2) holds 
(b). The fo llowing proof is essentially the same as the proof Tao's ]68, Lemma 2.5]. For the 
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sake of completeness, it is provided here. We use the TT* method. Thus, by duality and 
the sclf-adjointness of e-t(-6 ) ~ , it suffices to verify 
II f oe s-l/Pe-•<- 6 l" F (s,x)dsll 2 :S {00 IIF(s,x)ll2,. 1,.1ds (3.3.4) Jo L"(R~J } 0 L, 
for all test functions F. The left hand side of (3.3.4) can be written as 
100 1""' s~ 11"s-lfp (e-!1;?<-6 >" F(s,x),e-!1;?<- 6 >11 F (s 1,x) ):r dsds 1 
Let g(s) = IIF{s,x)IIL~'(R~)· According to Lemma 3.2.2, we have 
l(e-!1;?<- 6 >" F (s,x),e-!1;?<-6 >" F(sl!xl) ..1 :S (s + sJ)-2(-;t.-!) g(s)g(s 1). 
Hence, it suffices to prove that 
(3 .3.5) 
On the other hand, by symmetry we can only consider the region s1 ::5 s which can be 
decomposed into the dyadic ranges 2-ms ::::; s1 ::::; 2-m+ls. Hence the left hand side of 
{3.3.5) can be bounded by 
:S 1~1 2"'/"P 1""' h-"'•!:.•• 9 _,.+,, g(ll):{sl)dslds 
:S f.. 2mU-l) {""' g(s) 2ds 
m>< l Jo 
:S 1""' g(s) 2dll 
with the second inequality using the Schur's test of Tao [66]. 0 
Using the imbedding of fpi·2(R") into L;;!lt.,(R") when 0 < 2{3 < n, we prove the 
following result. 
Theore m 3.3.4 Le!n>2{}>0, pE [1, 2), qE (1,2). If~ +N 0- 4) = ~ U1en 
II t c- <t-•J< - 6 >" F(ll,x)dsll ~ :S IIFIIL~(I:ZJ (3.3.6) lo L~(I,L; - (R~)) 
holds with Z = li~·"~'(R") or H~·"(!R"). 
P roof. We only need to prove (3.3.6) for Z = if1-"(!R"). Suppose 
1 n (' ') 3 n> 2f3>0, pE( l , 2), q€(1,2) and q+w p-2 =2· 
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Thus ilJ 0- !) E (0, 1). According to the imbedding of il~· 2 (IR") into L~(!R"), Lemmas 
3.2. 1 & 3.2.2 and the Hardy·Littlewood.Sobolcv inequality, we obtain 
II f'e -<1-•l(-t:.J"F(s,x)ds ll :sll f'e-<t-•J(-llJ" F(s,x)ds ll llo L~(l:L~(R~)) llo L~(l:M·'(R~)) 
:sll(-t:.)M2 f'e-<1- •)(-t:.)" F(s, x)dsll lo L?<I;L~(R~Jl 
:sll f'e-<t-•J(-t:.l"((-6)~12 F(s,x))dsll lo L1U:q (R~)) 
$11 ['lle-(l-•)(-t:.)"((-6)N2 F(s,x))IIL!(Rn)dsll lo L?Ul 
:sllllt- sl-h(i-!lll(-t:.)BI2 F(s,x) ll t.:(Rn )ds ll 
0 L1(1J 
;S l l(-t:.jM2F II t.t(l:t.~(R~ll 
;S I IFII t. ~U:M·~<a~n· 
This finishes the proof of (3.3.6). 0 
Using the Littlewood·Paley decomposi t ion, we establish the following estimates in the 
Besov spaces. 
Theorem 3.3.5 (a} Let (q,p , 2) l!e fa-admlssible. If q ;?: 2 and (q,p, ~) is not (2,oo, 1), 
then 
(3.3.7) 
holds with (Xt, X2): {B;.2 (R"), B2.2(1R")) or {8;,2(1R"), .Bt2(1R")). 
(b) Let 1 :::; p; < p :::; oo and I < q; < q < oo. If (q,p) and {qt,Pd satisfy {9.2.3} and 
Q1;?: 2, then 
II (' ,-IHH-">" F(•,x)d• ll :SIIFII .; (3.3.8) } 0 Lt(I:Yo) L, (I;Y,) 
holds with (Y~> Y2) = (B;_2 (R"), n;.,.2(R")) or (ii;,2 (R"),.8!;.2 (R")). 
Proof. We_ only che?- (3.3. 7) with (Xt, X2) = (B;,2 (R"), Bb(R")) and (3.3.8) with 
(Y1 , Y2 ) = (B;,2(R"), n;., ,2(1R")) because the proofs of other cases are similar. We assume 
that p < oo since the case p = oo is similar. Let 'I and ¢J satisfying (3.1.l) and (3. 1.2). 
Part J. Proof of {3.3.7}. We assume that q < oo, note that the case q = oo is obvious. 
Define u(t) = e-t{-t:.l" f. Then 
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Hence 
llull~:u.o;,<•"ll ~ (/ ( ~)'''11'_ ,,_6,'(r'(w,Fif)))ll~., •• ,) •I' d<) 'I• 
Letting AJ(t) = 22'1 11e-1<-6l~(F-1 (t,IJ1F(/)))IIl .. ca~) and k = q/2 ~ 1, we have 
IILA,OII,•u> 
L IIA,OII,•u> 
' L 22' 1 lle-l(-h.).e (F-I (1/.lj .F(/)))IIl.(/ ;LP(Rft))• 
Using Proposition 3.2.5, we deduce 
Therefore, (3.3.7) holds. 
Part 2. Proof of (9.9.8). Let u(t) = J~ e-<t-•)(-h.).e F (s, x)ds. Then 
z•i;:-- 1 1 ¢ 1F(e-<1- • >C-h.J" F(s,x))ds 
z•i_r- 1 1' e-(l -•ll{l3.e "!,lo; F (F (s, {))ds 
z•i 1t_r-l (e-<t-•JI(Iut,IJJ.1"(F(s,m)ds 
l e-( l-•)(-h.)~ (z~i_r-l {1,1;1.1"(F {s,{)))) ds 
1' e-(t-•)(-.O.J" v1 (t)ds, 
where v1(t) = Z'JJ:- 1 (1/J1.1"(F(s.ml. Thus 
( •I' ) ' ' ' uuu~ • ., .•• , •• " ;S 1 (I: II r ,-,<-o)(-6)' ,,(,)d,ll' ) dt 
' p.3 I j lo LP(R~) 
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In a similar manner to verify (3.3.7). we have 
Applying Theorem 3.2.7, we get 
where Rj(t) = llv1 ( t) ll~~i{R~) and k = 2/q; ;::: I. An application of the !"l"linkowski inequality 
yields 
Thus (3.3.8) holds. 0 
We can obtain the following estimate by estimating Kf(x) in mixed norm spaces. 
Theorem 3.3.6 Let {J > 0, 0 < T < oo, I :5 p; < p :5 oo, I :5 q\ < q :5 oo, ~ = ; + 'fi and 
k = !+ t· If 
nh ( I) 0 < 2ij I--;: <I, 
then 
II t e-(c-•H-l>l~ F(s,x)dsll :S rk -AO-~l iiF II •\ (3.3.9) lo L~([O.T);X) L, (IO.T);Y) 
holds with (X, Y) = (i{(R"),L~;(R")), (Hi·P(R"), i/J·P',{IR")) or (H,J·P(R"), H~·P;(R")) 
for alii> 0. 
Proof. We only prove the case (X, Y) = (~(R"), L~;{R")) since similar arguments apply 
to other cases. Assume that T E (0, oo), I :5 p'1 < p :5 oo, I :5 q; < q :5 oo, ~ = ~ + ~· 
t = ~ + t and~ (I-~) E (0, 1). Let J = [O,T). According to the Young's inequality and 
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the definition of e-t(- 6)~ , we have 
II ( l le-(t-o)(-6)~ F (s,x)IIL:(RHJds ll lo q(JJ 
$ II ['IIK~_, (x) ' • F(• ,xlllc"R")d' ll Jo q(J) 
$ II [' 111<~-• (x)llc;<R•J I IF(>,x)ll •: • d• ll ) 0 L, (R ) L~(J) 
.$ I I K~(x) llr.~ (J :L ;(RH)J I I F(s, xlll L:;(J;L~; (R~)J · 
Thus it suffices to prove II K~(x)IIL~(J:L;(R"ll .$ T *-f.l( l -~l. In fact, it follows from .1\:liao, 
YuanandZhang's [53, Lcmma2.l ] thatK?(x) E Lk(JR")for alll -s; k -s; oo.Sincc ~ = ~+'t 
and p~ <pimply that r > J, K ?(x) E Lr(IR") . Hence 
(iT t-~ O -tldt) l/ll II K ?IILT(R") 
.::; r * - fl< l- ~J . 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.3.6. 0 
Chapter 4 
Some Q-Spaces of Several Real 
Variables 
As mentioned in Chapter I, in this chapter, we study the Q~(IR") and its derivative space 
Q~;;,'(R"). 
De fini tion 4.0.7 For a E (-oo,/3) and {3 E (1 / 2, 1), define Q~(IR") as the set of all mea-
surable complex-valued functions f on R" satisfying 
IIIII ~ ~ =sup (1{!})2(o+~~~ J- n f f lf(x)- /(y)l2 dxdy)'n < oo {4.0.1) 
Qo (R ) I j 1 ) 1 lx _ Yin + 2(a -8+ l } 
where the supremum is taken over all cubes I with the edge length 1{1} and /lie edges parollel 
to the coordinate axes in R". 
In Section 4.1, we introduce some notation and some facts about homogeneous Bcsov 
spaces, Hausdorff capacity and Carlcson measures. In Section 4.2 , in order to establish 
Carlcson measure characterization of Q~(IR"), 111e introduce a new type of tent spaces, their 
ntomic decompositions and the prcdual space of Q~( IR"). The proofs of the main theorems 
in this section are similar to that of Dafni-Xiao [22). For the completeness, we provide 
the details. In Section 4.3, via the Carleson measure characterization of Q~{R"), we define 
Q~; ;;,1 (IR") as the derivative spllC(l of Q~ (Rn) and investigate some properties for Q~; ;;,1 (R" ). 
In Section 4.4 , we establish the mean oscillation characterization of Qg(R"). Using this 
characterization, in Section 4.5, we study John-Nircnberg type and Gagliardo-Nibenbcrg 
type inequalities in Q~{R"). 
4. 1 Notations and Preliminaries 
A ball in IR" with center x and radius r will be denoted by B = IJ(x , r), its Lebesgue 
measure by )B ). A cube in IR" will always mean a cube in IR" with side pamllel to the 
47 
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coordinate axes. T he sidelength of a cube I will be denoted by /{!). Similarly, its volume 
will be denoted by I fl. T he characteristic function of a set A will be denoted by lA. 
Recall that B;,q(R") is the homogeneous Bcsov space {sec Chapter 3). When _o < s < 1, 
we have the following equivalent characterization. If I :5: p,q < oo, then f E s;,q{IR") is 
equivalent to f. (!. ),,, dy R" R" IJ(x + y)- f(x)IPdx ~ < oo; (41. 1) 
if 0 < s < I and I $ p < q = oo, f E s;.q(IR") amounts to 
( ),,, 
sup 1111-• J. IJ(x + y)- f(x)IP < oo. 
~ER" R" 
(4.1.2) 
The homogenous Dcsov spaces obey the following inclu~ion relations (sec [8]). 
Theorem 4.1.1 Lets E Rand p,q E [l,oo]. 
(i) If I :S 9J $ qz :S oo, then B;,q, (R") £;; B;,q,(R") ; 
(ii) If 1 $ p1 $ P'l $ oo and s 1 == sz + n (f.-- -J;). then B;;.q(R") £;; B;:,q(IR"). 
We recall the definition of fractional Carleson measures (sec Essen-Janson-Peng-Xiao [25]) 
and their connection with Hausdorff capacity cstabllshed by Dafni-Xiao in [22). 
Defi ni t ion 4.1.2 For p > 0, we say that a Borel measure 11 011 IR~+n is a p-Carleson 
measure provided that 
(4.1.3) 
where the supremum is taken over all Carleson boxes S{l) = {(t,x) x E l ,t E (0,1(/))}. 
Obviously, the 1- Carleson measures are the usual Carlcson measures. On the other 
hand, similar to the case p = I, if we denote by 
T(E) = {(t,x) E R~+": B(x,t ) c E} 
the tent based on the set E c IR", then a Dorcl measure p on IR~+" is a p-Car!cson measure 
if and only if ]Jl](T(B)) $ CIBI' holds for all balls DC R". That is to say p-Car!eson 
measures can be equivalently defined in terms of tents over balls. 
\Ve review some definitions and properties about Hausdorff capacity (see Adams [3), 
Dafni-Xiao [22) and Yang-Yuan [80)). 
Definition 4.1.3 Let dE (O,n) and EC R". 
(i) The d-dimensional Hausdorff capacity of E is defined by 
AI00'( E); ~ '"' { ~>!' E c u;::, n(x,,c,) }, (4.1.4} 
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where the infimum is taken over ali covers of E by countable families of open (closed) balls 
with mdii rj. 
(ii} The capacity A~""'\E) in the sense of Choquet is defined (see fang- fua11 {80]) by 
A~ooi(E) ,= l"f { 2( f(i,)'' E c (Uj;,,l,)' } , 
where the illfimum mnges only over covers of E by dyadic cubes and A0 means the interior 
part of A . 
(iii) For a function f : R" .........-. [0, oo], we define 
1~ fdA~""'):= 1""' A~""'l({x E R" : f(x) > -\})d-\. 
Remark 4. 1.4 (i) A~""') is not a capacity in the sense of Choquent. But, its dyadic coun-
terpart A~""') ~ a capacity since it is monotone, vani~hes on the empty set, and satisfies the 
strong subadditivity condition 
A~""'l(£ 1 u £ 2) + A~""'l(£1 n £~) :S A~""'l(E!) + A~""' 1 C E2), 
as well as the continuity conditions (see Adams {S] and fa ng- Yuan {80}}: 
A~""' ) (n;K;) = ;~;, A~""')( K;), {K,} a decreasing sequence of compact sets. 
A~""') (U; K;) = ;~;, A~""')( K;), {K;} an increasing sequence of sets 
(ii) There exist positive constants C1(n,d) and Cz(n,d) such that 
CJ(n,d) A~""' 1 (E) :SA~""')(£) :S c~(n,d)i\~""' 1 (E) for all E c !R". (4 .1.5) 
(iii) The integml with respect to A~oo)(£) satisfies Fatou'., lemma 
(4.1.6) 
For x E !R" , let r(x) = {(y,t) E R~+l : [y - xi < t} be the cone at x. Define the 
nontangential maximal function N(f) of a measurable function on R~+l by 
N(f)(x) '= "'P IJ(y,t )l . 
(1/,IJ"r(r) 
In [22], Dafni-Xiao characterized the fractional Carleson measures as follow8 
Theorem 4.1.5 ([22, Theorem 4-2]) Let dE (O,n] and I'• be a Borel measure on R~+". 
Th en J.l is a djn- Carleson measure if and only if the inequality 
f. lf(t,y)[d[J•[ :5: A f. N(f)dA~""' 1 R~+~ R~ (4.1.7) 
holds for all Borel measurable funct ions f on R~ ... " . if this is the case then in (4.1. 7) the 
constant A ~=::; lJI 1•IIId/n which is defined by (4 .1. 9). 
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4.2 Carleson Measure Characterization of Q~(IR") 
In this section, we establish the equivalent characterization (1.0.11). We first give some basic 
properties of Q~(R"). Then inspired by Coifrnan-Mcyer-Stein [19] and Dafni-Xiao [22], we 
introduce new tent spaces T~,JJ and T:::p· Finally, we obtain the predual space of Q~{R"). 
4.2.1 Basic Properties of Q~(lR") 
Lemma 4.2.1 Let -oo <a and max{o, 1/2} < /3 < I. Then f E Qg{R") if and only if 
sup(/(/))-"+2(<'~-+B- I) 1 j lf(x + y)- /(x)l2 ~ < oo. (4.2.1) 
r lvl<l(l) 1 [y["+2(<t JJ+ll 
Proof. If t he double integrals (4.0.1) and (4.2.1) arc denoted by U1(!) nnd U2(1), re-
spectively, then by the change of variable y - x + y and simple geometry one obtains 
U, (/) S Uz( .fiji) and U2(/) S U1 (31). D 
Theorem 4.2.2 Let -oo < o and max{ a, 1/2} < {J <I. Then 
(i) Qg(R") is decreasing in a for a fixed {J, i.e. 
Q~, {IR") ~ Q~,(IR"), if oz Sa,; 
(ii) /joE (-oo,/3-1), lllen 
Q~(R") = Q~!+,_, (R") •= BMO"(R"). 
Proof. This theorem can be proved by a similar argument used in the proof of ]25, Theorem 
2.3J 
In the following, we establish the connection between ~(R") and homogeneous Besov 
spaces. 
Theorem 4.2.3 Letn 2:: 2 andmax{l/2,o} <fJ< I. 
(i) If 1 $ q :S 2 and a+ /3- I > 0, then fl~;t-:;\(IR") ~ Qg{R"). 
(ii} Let I S q S oo, -y1 > (a- {J + 1} and 12 > 0. If 1'1 - 1'2 = 2- 2{J, then B~j-y,,q(R") ~ 
Q'(R"). 
Proof We can prove this theorem by using similar arguments applied for the S!>CCial case 
(3 = J by Esscn-Jansou-Peng-XiM in (25. Theorem 2.7J. 
4.2.2 New Tent Spaces 
We int roduce new tent spaces motivated by similar arguments in Dafni-Xiao [22]. 
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Definition 4.2.4 Far a> 0, o + {J 2: I and max{l/2,o} < {J < I, we define ~IJ be the 
class af all Lebesgue measuroble functions f on IR~+n with 
I 2 dtdy ( ),,, 1 1/ llr:~ = :~~.. IB jl-2(<>+8- 1)/n L(B) 1/(t,y)l t1+2(n-/J+I) < 00• 
where B runs aver all balls in !R". 
Definition 4.2.5 Foro> 0, o+{J 2: I and max{l/2,o} < 13 < 1, a function a an lR~+n is 
said to be a r_;,p-atom provided Utere exists a ball B C IR" such that a is supported in the 
tent T (B ) and satisfies 
r 2 dtdy 1 
Jr(BJ la(t,y)l tl-2(<>-11+1) < IBI I 2(n+B-ll/n · 
Definition 4.2.6 For a > 0, o + 13 2: 1 and max{ 1/2, o} < {3 < I, the space r_;,13 consists 
of all measumble functions f on IR~+n with 
. 2 - 1 dtdx ( ),,, 1 1/ llr~.~ = 1 ~f L~ ... lf(t,x) l w (t,x) 11 _ 2(<>-B+I) < oo, 
where Ute infimum i.'l taken aver all nonnegative Borel measumble functions w on IR~+" with 
L .. NwdA':'_2(o+tJ-IJ :5 I 
and with the restriction that w is allowed to vani.'lh only where f vanishes. 
I I YIIr~.,. :5 Jc11(n,d)C2(n,d) L II YJIIr~ .~· 
' 
where Cl(n,d) and C2(n,d) are the constants in (.{1.5). 
Proof. The proof of t his lemma is similar to that of Dafni-Xia.o [22, Lemma 5.3]. 0 
Theorem 4.2.8 Let a >O, o +/32: 1 andmax{l / 2,a} <13 < I, then 
(i) f E r;.B if and only if then! is a sequence o/T_;,13 -atoms aJ and an 11-sequence {,\j} 
suchthatf= L i.\;aj. Moreover 
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where the infimum is taken over all possible atomic decompositions off E T~.IJ· The right-
hand side thus dejine11 a 1wrm on T~, i9 which makes it into a Banach space. 
{ii) Tl1e inequality f. dtdy ,., 1/(t,y)g(t,yl l--,-- ~ Cll/ llr, , IIYIIr,:,, 
.. 
(4.2.2) 
holds for all f E T~.8 and g E r;:{J. 
(iii) The Banach space dual ofT~ .. ~ can be ide11tijied with r;::{J under the following pairing 
f. dtdy (f,g) ~ f(t.y)g(t,y)-, . 
R~-~ 
Proof. (i) Let a be a T~.B atom. Then we can fi nd a hall B = l3(xn,r) C !i{" such that 
supp(a) C T(B) and 
f 2 dtdy l 
J.r (B) la(t,y)[ tl - 2(<>-tl+l ) :5 IBP 2(<>+/J - 1)/n. 
Fix e> 0 and define 
w(t, x) = Kr- n+2{a+{J-1) min {I, ( r )n-2(<>+8-1)+ £ } ' 
~ 
wher ~ is the distance between (t,x) and (O,xn). F'or x E !IP', the distance 
i nN:~+" from the cone f(x) to (O,xn) is y. So 
Nw(x) sup l'l:r - "+2(<>+tl- 1) min 1, r I { ( ) ,~,(o+,~ O +< } I (t.~)Er(z) ~
-n+2(o+ IJ- 1) . I ..J2r { ( ) • ~ '!•+•~ >)+ < } 
Kr mill , [x - xn l 
Thus 
,~< J. .NwdA;:'_2(a+IJ- l) :5 ["" A~2(a+IJ- I)({x: Nw(x) > A})d>.. 
an lo 
!fA < Nw(x), then [x-xn l :5 v'2(rf)~ .t.lcanwhile,>. < Nw(x) :5 l'l:r-n+2{o +{J- 1l, 
so we obtain 
Moreover, on T(B) we have w- 1(t,x) = r"- 2(<> + 11- 1). Ily the definition of T~.IJ-atom, we 
get 1 I 2 _ 1 dtdx < [a(t,y I w (t,x) 1_2(<>-IHI),.,. 1. 
T(B) t 
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Thus a E T~.p with lln l lr~-~ :S l. For any sum Ei >.Jai with li{>.j}lll, ::: L l>.il < oo and 
T~.8 -atoms a1, Lemma 4.2 .7 implies that the sum converges in the quasi-norm to IE T~.P 
with ll l llr~.~ :S L J 1.\il· 
Conversely, suppose that f E T~_8 . There exists a Borel measurable function w ;?: 0 on 
IR.~+n such that f. 2 -1 dtdx 2 R~u IJ(t,x)l W (t ,x)tl-2(o-IHI) :S 211/llr~.~· 
For each k E Z, let Ek = {x E IR." : Nw(x) > 2k}. According to Dafni-Xiao !22, Lemma 
4.1], there exists a sequence of dyadic cubes {li.d with disjoint interiors such that 
L l(J1,k)"-2<<>+8- 1l :S 2A~~~(n+P-ll(Ek) and T(Ek) c u1S'U1.k) -
' 
Here we have used a Carleson box: S ' (Ij.k) = {(t,y) E IR.~+,. : y E 11,k.t < 2diam(/J,k)} 
to replace the tent T(/j,k) over the dilated cube l j,k = 5Jii!J,k· Consequently, if we define 
Tj,k = S ' (JJ,k)\ Um>k U1S ' (J1,,..), these will have disjoint interiors for different values of j 
or k. Now 
Similar to the discussion in the proof of Dafni-XiM [22, Theorem 5.4], we have 
with A~~~(<>+P-l)(T.,.,) = [T.,.,I = 0. Since w is allowed to vanish only where I vanishes, 
f = L: llrJ.O a.e. on R~+". Defining aj,k = /lr1 .(.\j,k)- 1 and 
- . .. -2(<>+5-1) 2~ ( )
0 
Aj,k- (l(lj,k)) l ).• 1/(t,x)l tl-2(n-8+1) • 
we get f = LJ.k >.j.kaj,k almost everywhere. Since S'(Jj.k) C T(Bj.k) where Bj,k is the ball 
with the same center as l j,k and radius l(Jj,k)/2. GJ,k is supported in T(BJ.k) and 
!, 2 dtdy laJ,k(t,y)l tL-2(o-P+l) 
T(B,.~o) 
• -n+2(<>+P-ll 2 dtclx 2 dtdx ( )-· ( ) (1(/j,d) r IJ(t,x)l tL-2(a-J1+J) r ll(t,x) l eJ-2(<>-8+1) lr1.• l rta1 .• ) 
(1(/j,J<l)-"+2(<> +8-L) :S [Bj,kl-1+2(n+8-1)/n . 
Thus each a1 ,k is fl T~.8 -atom. 
Next, we prove that {>.j,k} is /1-summable. Noting that w :S 2 ~<+ 1 on 
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and applying the Cauchy-Schwan inequality, we obtain 
L ~>· ki< L (lw >>'-(<>+f:I-J) (r 1 f(txll 1~)'/' 
;.k ;, - J.k ;.k Ir,.. ' t 1- 2(a-tl+1l 
L supwl /2(/(/" ))i-(<~+8- 1 ) ( f ll(t,xW w-l(t x)~) 'i' 
;.k T,,., ;.k lr,.. ' tl-2(a-lf+l) 
(~ 21'+>1(1(/j,,))" -'1"+'-" ) 'i' (~ /,.,, (f(t,x )l'w - '(t.x) 1 , _ ,~;dx,~•> ) 'I' 
$ ll !ll r~ .• ( ~''lt(l(l,,))"-"o+'-'' ) >I' 
:S lllllr~.~~ ( ~ 2kAs~;<<>+O- I )< Ek>) 112 
:S l l lllr~ .~ (f.~ NwdAS~~(<>+ I'I-ll ) 112 :S ll lllr~. ~~ · 
Thus T~.f:l is a Banach space since it is complete in the quasi-norm (Lemma 4.2. 7) and 
where the infimum is taken over all possible atomic decompositions of IE T~ .o and lll · lllr~ . ~~ 
IS a norm. 
(ii) Let w be a nonncgati\·e llorcl measurable function on a~+n satisfying J1, NwdA~'fi) :5 I 
For gET:'o· 
( f lg(t y)jl~) 1/ 2 < IB i l - 2(<>+8- IJ/n . } T(B) ' t1 + 2(a -ll+ 1) "-
Thus, d/<g.n- 2(<>+f:l-l) (t,x} = lg(t,x)l2t- l-l(o -fl+llJtdx is a 1 - 2(a + /3- 1)/n- Car\cson 
measure. Then (4.1.7) tells us, with A~ III ~J 9 .n-2(<o+8- l )ll l n-2{<>+B-l)/n:::::: llul l h:~~· 
Thus if IE T~ .JJ• then 
dtdx 2 _ 1 dtdx ( ) 'i' 1~H lf(t, x)g(t,x)lt :5 J.~·~ ll(t,x}l w (t,x)t1_ 2(<>-tl+l) ll9llr,::'11 • 
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Hence we finish the proof of (ii ) by taking the infimum on t he right over all admissible w. 
(iii) Form (ii) , we know that fo r every g E T~8, the pairing 
!. dtdy (f,g)= f(t,y)g(t,y)-, 
R~h 
defines a bounded linear functional on T~ iJ · Kow we prove the converse. Let L be a bounded 
linear functional on T~_8 . Fix a ball B,:, B(xn,r) C R". lf f is supported on T(B) with 
f E L2(T(B),t- 1dtdx) then 
r l /(t,x)l2~ :Sr2(a-8+1) r lf( t,x) l2dtdx 
lr(n) t 1- 2<"- 8+l) l r(B) t 
~ t rn - 2t<>+S- 1l+2(n-8+n f l!(t x)l2rltdx IBP 2(o+,'J 1)/n J r(B) ' t 
~ 1Bjl-2 (~ +tl 1)/n r" - 48 +4 11 / lll'(T(B)r'dld:r)' 
T his tells us that f(t,x) is a multiple of a T~.8 -utom and Lis a bounded linear func tional 
on L2 (T(B),t - 1dtdx) which can be represented by the inner·product with some fun ction 
9n E L2(T(B) ,t-1dtdx). Taking Bj == B(O,j) , j EN, then 9B, = 9n, ._ , on T(BJ) . So we 
get a single function 9 on R~+n that is locally in L 2(t - 1dtdx) such that 
!. dtdx L(f) = f(t ,x)g(t,x)-R~+~ t 
whenever f E T~.S is supported in some tent T(B ). By the atomic decomposition, the 
subset of such f is dense in T~.s - We only need to prove 9 E T::s with ll9llr~~ ~ IILII-
For a bail B C R" and every e > 0, we set 
J.(t,x) = t- 2(<>-B+1)9(t,x)lp(n)(t,x) 
where T"( ll) is the truncated tent T(B)n{(t ,x) t > e} . Since 9 E L2(T(B)), we have 
f 2~~ ~ 2~< 
l r(B) IJ.(t, x)l tl - 2(a-IJ+i) ~ J T<(O) lg(t, x)l tl+2(<> -8+1) ""oo. 
Hence we can obtain t hat J. is a multiple of a T~.8 -n.tom with 
llf 112 < n-2(<>+8-1) { I ( )l2 dtdx 
r T~-~ ""r I I"( B) g t,x tl + 2(a-ti+J)' 
According to the represcntn.tion above, we also get 
2 dtdx < n-2(<>+8-l) 2 dtdx f l,q(t,x) l 1,+21,_8+tl ,.,. IlLII (r f lg(t,x)[ t'+2(<>-S+il h•(B) ~(B) ),,, 
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T his gives us 
r-n+2(o+li-ll { lg(t x)l,~ < IlLII ( )'" lr•(B) ' tl+:l(n-tl+l) "' ' 
that is, g E T::t~ with IIYIIr:., $ IlLII- This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.8. 0 
4.2.3 The PreduaHty of Q~(R") 
In this subsection, we introduce a new space which can be vie\\'Cd as the prcdual space of 
Q~(R"). T hen, we give an atomic decomposition for this space. For this purpose we need 
the following lemma which is Lemma 1.1 in (26]. 
Lemma 4.2.9 Fix N EN. Then there exists a function¢: IR" - R" such that 
{1} supp (¢) C {x E R": lxl S: 1}: 
(2} ¢is rndial; 
{3} <IE C 00(R"); 
(.IJJR~ x1¢(x)dx = 0 lf"""f EN", X 1 = xi'xt ·· ·xf , l"""fl ="""t1 +1'2 + ·· +"""(,.; 
(5} J;'(.F¢(t{))2~ =I if{ E IR"\{0} 
For¢ satisfying the amditions of Lemma 4.2.9 and any f E S'(R"), we have the well 
known Calder6n reproducing formula 
100 dt 1" dt ! = f • ¢t•l/!t-= lim / • <bt • 4>t-· 0 t •-O.N-«> ~ t (4.2.3) 
We introduce the notation of H H:.,./J(R") in the sense of distributions. 
Definition 4.2.10 For 6 as in above lemma, a> 0, a+ {1 2:: I and max{l / 2,a} < /1 <I. 
we define the Hardy-Hausdorff space H u:.,.8(R") to be the class of all distributions f E 
L:.!+2(/J- I)(IR") with 
11/IIHH~B . .,(R~ J := II/ • riltOIIr~ ., < oo. 
Theorem 4.2.11 II·II HH~ ..... <R~l i.i a quasi-norm. FUrthermore, HH:.,,fJ(!R") is complete 
under this quasi-norm. 
Proof. Obviously, II·IIHH~,. . .,(R" ) is n quasi-norm according to the linearity of p40(t,x) = f • 
¢ 1(x) and the corresponding property of II· liT' . Suppose thal {11} is a Cauchy sequence. By 
the Caldcr6n reproducing formula and Tlu .. C:~:m 4.2.3, we get Ht-:lf8-ll.2(R")......, Q~(R") 
and for C\·ery t/J E S (R") 
]{!1 - fk, ¢)1 ;$ I I Po~>(/i - /klllr~_.,ll¢t • Wllr::-., 
;$ I I Po~>Ui- hlllr~.~lltPllq:cR·) 
;$ IIP<t>(/;- /.~:) llr~ .~II"I/Jlln!-,t"-'>·•<R~l · 
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This deduces that {/j} is n Cauchy St'()uence in H-!+2(~- IJ , 2 (Rn). By completeness, f = 
Iimfn exists in H -i+2(8-I).2(R"). Thus there exists a subsequence such that f = /1 + 
L:r,-:tUJ+i- /j) in S'(IR") with L 11/J+l- IJ IIHH.'_ ,.,,.(R"J < oo. Then we ha\·e 
and so f E HH!..,.,IJ{R" ). Similarly we can prove /j - fin H H!..a,f'(R"). D 
Definition 4.2.12 Let a> 0, a +/3 2: 1 and max{l/2,a} < {J < I. A tempered distribution 
a is called an H H!..a,IJ(R") atom if a is supported in a cube I and satisfies the following two 
conditions: 
(i) a local Sobo/ev-(a- /} + l ) condition: for all!/; E S 
i(a,!/Jl l :5 diam(l)-i+<>+IJ-l ( f f ltb{x) -1/'(yW ctxdy) 112 ; 1r 1r lx- yl2(a-f'+l) 
(ii) a cancelation oondition: (a, tb) = 0 for any 1/J E S which coincides with a polynomial of 
degn!e :5 ! + 1 in a neighborhood of I 
In [22], Dafni -Xiao establ ished the following fact ional Poincare inequality which will help us 
to unders tand the previous definition 
Lemma 4.2 .13 Let 1/J E C""(R") and I be a cube. Denote by tb(J) the average oftb over 
I. lfO :5 a 1,a2 < /3 for a fixed {J E (1/2, 1), then 
111/.1-tb(/) ilu(R") n"14 diam(I)"•-IJ+l ( f f I.P(x)-l,b(yW dxdy)'i' 1r 11 lx- Yl"+2(a, -IH I) 
n"14 diam(I)''•-f'+l ( r r 11/'(x) -1b(y) l2 dxdy) >I' 1111 lx- Yln+2(a, -IJ+i) 
Cdiam(I)l i'Vl/'IIL•uJ 
with C depending only on the dimension and 0:2. If in addition f1 G;;dx = 0 for all k = 
l , · · · , n, then the quantities above are also bounded by 
Here (V¢) 1 de1wtes the vector whose coonlinates are the mea7JS (~)(/), k = I, 
R e mark 4.2 .14 Similar to Remark (2) after Lemma 6.2 of Da/ni-Xiao {22}, we can prove 
that an H H!....,,{J-a tom a belongs to the homogeneous Sobo/ev spaces H-•·2 (Rn) with a+ 
{3- 1 :5 s :::; I + 1 Particulady, we have 
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Tim deduces ll aJ I H -(Q-,,.,~..(R~J .:S (diam(J))-i+<>+IJ- 1 • Meanwhile, 
l(a,.,P)J,:S ( diam(J))J itPII HIJ -•Hu(R~l 
and so ll al l ff -(!-•h•l.o(R~) .:S diam(J). 
We can obtain the atomic decomposition of fl H:o.IJ(IR") as follows. 
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Theorem 4.2.15 Let o > 0, o +13;?: 1 and max{l/2,a} < {3 < 1. A tempered distnbut ion 
f on IR" belongs to fl H:<>.IJ(R") if and only if there exist fl H:<>,IJ(IR")-atoms {aj} and an 
11- summab/e sequence {>.1} such that j = EJ >.1aj in the sense of distributions. Moreover, 
1/lluu' ··•''"l ~ ;,r { z;: lA, I' I = z;: A'"' } 
Proof. Part 1. "~~By the completeness of fl H:<>.a(R"). we only need to prove that if a 
is an Hf/: ... 8- atom then a is in H H:o ,IJ(IR") with the quasinorm boundt'<i by a constant. 
Since a is an HH:o,IJ(R")-atom and a+ 13- I $ 1- 2({3 - I)$~ + I, Remark 4.2.14 
implies that a E H -i+2(1J- L),2(1R") with norm bounded by a constant. On the other hand, 
assume that I is the support of a and Xf represents its center. For € E (0, 2), let 
w(t,x) = t~.(/(I)) -n+2(o+IJ- l ) min {I, ( l(/) ) n-2(o+/J-l)+£ } 
~ 
where,.. is a constant to be chosen later. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2.8, we have 
Nw(x) :5 ,..(/(I))-n+l(<o+IJ- L) min I, J2l(I) 
lx-x!] { ( ) •-><-+•-•1+• } 
and so fa~ NwdA~~~(o +/:1-l) .:S,.. $ I by choosing " small enough 
Now, let 81 = B(xt,diam(I)), E1 = (O,diam(I)) x B, and E~ = IR~+"\E1. SupposeS,. 
is the support of a* 4>t(X) in IR~+". We have 
L~H Ia * 4>t(x)l2w-1(t,x)t , -2~:~/J+L) = (h, + hjnsJ ja • 4>t(xWw-'(t,x) tL -2~:~~+1 ) . 
By the definition of the cylinder E 1 in R~+", we can find a half-ball centered at (O,xi) to 
cover E1. Thus we have w- 1 .:S (1(/))"- 2{"'+/J-1) on E1 . This fact implies that 
£, Ia • ¢t(xWw- 1 (t.x)t 1 _~:~1J+lJ 
< (1(/))"-2{<>+/J- 1) f""'J. I.Fa(0 121.1"¢(t()j2d{_-d<_ ~ ] 0 R" tl - 2(o-/J+I) 
< (l(I))" - 2/<> +IJ- l'/. I.Fa(eWJe l-2(<o -IJ+ lJd{f""' I.F¢(t)J2 __ dt_ 
- R" Yo tl -2(<o-IJ+Il 
S (/(l))"- 2(<>+/J-L)jlaJIH-(Q-~+n.•(R~l .:S I. 
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For the integral on E~nsa . lf zE I, xrf- B1 and t :Six-xi i/2, then 
lx- zl ;?: lx- XI I - diam(l)/2;?: lx- XII/2;?: t, 
and a • 4>t(x) = J a(z).Pt(x- z)dz = 0. Otherwise, we have 
Ia • .Pt(x)l :5 llall 1i - ,~o~-3.'rR~ 1 11.Pfllt~,-•H•.•(R") 
:5 diam(J)t- (n -~{:1+3) (i~ IF¢({)121{ 1"-48+6/t{) 1/2 
:5 diam(I)t -(n-2(j+3l, 
It is easy to check t;:::: ~ := r(t,x) >diaml. This implies that 
w-l{t,x) ;:::: ,. -t{/{1))"-2(<>-'"f:l-1) (:("/~;~"_:;:~~:: £ ~ (l(I))-ttn - 2(n+tl - l)+t. 
Then we can get 
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Part 2. "=-" Suppose f E H H~ .. . 8(!R"). Note that t he Calder6n reproducing formula 
(4. 2.3) holds in the sense of distributions. Since the support of 4> is the unit ball , we can 
denote 1 dtdy r·N (x) = F(t, y)<bt(X- y)-
s•.N t 
where F(t,y) = f * <bt(Y) and St ,N is the strip {(t,x) E IR~+n : e :5 t :5 N}. Similar to t he 
proof of Theorem 4.2.8, there exists an w;?: 0 on R.~+n such that JR~ NwdA~~1rn+/:l-l) :5 I 
and !. I' ~' ) dtdx R~+~ IF (t,x) w (t,x t 1_ 2 (<> -f:l+l) :5 2 IIF II r~. 8 . 
Let TJ,k be the corresponding structures over the set Ek = {Nw > 2k} as t hose in Theorem 
4.2.8 (i). :"/oting that TJ,k ha\·e mutually disjoint interiorn and F = L: Fxr,.~ a.e. on R~+n, 
we let 
Since TJ,k C T(Jj,., ), t hese smooth functions in xis supported in {x: r(x)nTJ.k # 0} C l ].k 
fmd have the same number moments liS 0. We want to verify that there are distributions 
9J,k such that g;:::----. g1,k as e- 0 and N----. oo with f = L:1,.,9J.k in S'(R" ). To see 
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this , noting that w :5 2*+ 1 on Tp, we have 
)(gj:;". >b)) ~ I!. ( r . F(t, y)o, (x - y) dt,dy ) <l(x)dxl 
R" l s• .Nnr, .. 
2 (Hl) / 2 ( r. . IF(t vww- 1(t y)~) ' '' Js, Nnr,. , , tL - 2(<> -tl+l l 
X ( f l tb • 4>tCYWt1 +2~:~tJ+ l ) ) ' '' l s•.Nn r1 .• 
(HI} / 2 (1 2 - l dtdy ) <I' 2 IF (t,y) j w (t,y)tl - 2(<> -tl+l) 
s•.Nnrp 
X ( r r )>b(x)- ¢ (y) )' dtd ) </' 
} 3/j,,. }31;,,. jx- yjn+2(<> -tl+l ) Y 
Similarly, we obtain that for t"t < !2 and N1 > N2, 
T his gives us that lluj,kN' - o;,'kN' II 1/ -l o -~~ 11 . l( R ") - 0. RS ! J ,€2- Oand NL. N2 - oo. 
Thus, u;::' - 9J, k E H -(<>-tl+!),2(R") in the sense of dist r ibutions and 9J, k is supported 
in /; ,k with 
< (k+l )/2 2 - 1 dtdy II 9J .k i 1 H -( G -~+I ) .l ( 31j ~o l ""2 (h, . IF(t , y)l w (t, y ) ti - 2{<> -IJ+ I) ) ,,, 
Let 
a j, k = 9j. k ll 9j , kll ~~ ( o -ll~ll . l( 3/j . >(1(3/j,k))( <>+/'l- l )- i 
and 
T hen 
j(aJ,k. tb) l 
.:s 1 (1(3/' ) )(<>+i!- 1)-i ll 9i ,k l l t. ~(<>-h l ) (3 lj, . l ) ,k 
( f , _, dtdy )! ( f f )W(x) ->b(y) )' )! )( Js •. N n r , .• IF(t , y) j w(t , y) tl-2(<> -tl+l ) ) 3/j ... AI; .• lx - y j"+2(o-tl+l ) dxdy 
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This means that a1.k are H H~ o,/l(IR.")-atoms. On the other hand , the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality imJ>lies that 
L l',.•l 
, .. 
;S (L2k+l(l(3 I;,kn"-2(<>+0-IJ ) 'I' (L j I F(t,y)l2w-l(t,y)tl-2~~~~+1) ) 'I' 
j.k j.k TJ.• 
;:; (L2k+IA~"::';,,.+I1-n(3I;.kl) '~' (L il+. I F(t,y)l2w-l(t,y)tl-2~~~~~o+ll ) 'I' 
J.k J,k + 
:S ( ~ LK 2k+ldi\ ~~;(o+0-l)(£k)) l/Z II JI I HH;.~_~(R~) 
:S ( L; l. Nw(x)di\~:1(<>+0-l) ) 112 llf ll uu:. ... ~(R"l :S l lf ll uH :.,..~(il") · 
The above estimates tell us that L: 9i.k = L: >.j ,kaJ,k converges to a distribution g in 
HH~,.,o(IR."). We naocl to verify that 9 =f. Since for a fix lb E S(IR."), every 0 < e: < N, 
](gj:,C',¢)1 
:S 2(k+i )/2 r IF(t y)]2w(t !I)-I~ ( ) ' /> l rJ• • ' tl-2(<> -0+1) 
( f f (¢(x) - ¢(y)l' dtd ) 'I' 
X J31J.• J31i.• l:t- y]nH(o-O+l) Y 
:S 2!Hll/2(l(3I;,d)f -<o +O-IJ (lj. IF(e,y) l2w(t,y) -l tl -2~~~11+ll ) l/2111PIIQ ... ~(R•J 
:S lli llun:. ... ~<•·>lll/.>llq ,._ ~(R"l· 
Then, ~ ~J~~l___."" Ei.k gt,N = L:i.k 9i .k =g. Meanwhile, we can also obtain that 
'<"' f. dtdy 1 dtt/y N L- l s•.Nnr,.(t ,y)F (t.y).PI ~ w(y)t = F(t,y).P1 • lb(y)t = <r· ,¢). 
).k ~~~· . .N 
This tells us l:1,kgj:J;' = r·N __,fin S'(IR."). Therefore j =gin S'(IR."). 0 
Le mma 4.2.16 (i) !fa is an HH~,..fl(R")-atom, then there e:nsts a nonnegative junction 
won R.~+n Iilith J11• NwdA~"::';(<>+0-1) :5 I and 
<16(a,w) = sup (!. Ia * lbr(x- y)- a • WJ(x)]2w(t,x)- 1 1 _ 2~~~xfJ+i) ) l/2- 0. 
I11 I:S:6 ~~~~· t 
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(ii) HH:,,11 (R") n Ccf(R") is dense in H H: .. . p(R"). 
Proof. (i) For a fixed e E (0,2), the same w defined in the proof of Theorem 4.2.15, 
y E 8(0,6) nnd x E IR", "'"C have a. ¢ 1(x- y)- a~ ¢ 1(x) =(a,¢~-~~- <Pf) and 
1(.1"¢1~ -ll - .1".;!1~)(~ )1 = ll - e2"'JI·{II.1"0r(~)l :S C min{2, 61(1}1.1"¢1r(~)l. (4.2.4 ) 
Note that 
where 81 is the ball B(x1, 2diam(/)) , and Et = (0,2diam(J)) x B,. Dy Fourier tmnsforms, 
we cfln estimate the first term as 
{ 2 1 dtdx 1:~!d J£, Ia • ¢h(X- y)- a* tPt(x)J w- (t,x)t1_2(<HJ+l) 
_!S (l(/)r-2(<>+B-l) sup fool Ia * (.;!lr- OtHxW t 1 _ 2~:~xtl+ll 
llll<d lo a• 
_!S (l(/))"-2(<>+0- l) sup 11ii({)l2 min{2,6 1~1 } 2 { """ I T.P(tJ~ IW 1 _2(!~ P+L) d~ 
1111d a• lo t 
_!S (l(/))"-2(<>+8-l) ,'"P 1 1.1"a(~) J262 1~ 121~1-2( <>- I1+1) 1""" l.1"1b(t)12 tl -2(~~0+\) d~- 0 
11l<& R• 0 
as 6- 0 according to the dominated convergence theorem. 
For the second term. Since supp(a) = I , when x ¢ Bt find t :S lx- Xfl/4, we obtain 
JyJ < diam(I) < !lx- XII for y E 8(0,6} with 6 < dinm(I). Therefore 
Jx- y- zl > Jx- xrl-1:- xd -Jyl?: ~lx- xd?: t. 
On the other hnnd lx-:1?: ~1x-x1l > t. These cstimntcs imply that a•!.Pr(x-y)-.Pt(x)] = 
0. Otherwise, we have 
Ia * 4Jt(x- y)- a • ¢r(x)l :S 1Jaii 1~ -~!-•~ .. ).>(R"lll¢>; - 11 - dl~llt1 !-u+3.>(R") ),,, 
,!S dinm(I) (Ia. 1.1"¢'~-11(0- .1"(jl~(~ )l21~1n-48+6d{ 
;S diam(I) (h. min{2, 6J~I} 2 1.1"¢r(~WI~I"-~ 11+6d{) 112 
:S diam(1)6 (Ia. l.1"¢1,(~) 1 2 1{1 n -•P+8d{) l/2 
;S diam(I)6t 211- 4-n . 
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Using the above est imates and the faet w- 1 ::S t"-2(<>+,'1-I)H, we have 
r 2 -1 dtdx J E7n s •.• Ia * ¢t(x- y) -a * ¢ 1(x) l w (t,x) t1_2(o-f:l+l) 
::s 62(/(!))2-~ r t-n-~+edtdx 
l E7ns •.• 
::S 02(/(l)f-~ loc .>.c-5d>. -o 
1(1) 
HS 0 ___, 0. Thus 0"6(a,w) ____, 0 fiS 8 ___, 0. 
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(ii} For an HH~.tl(!R")-atom a, take 'IE coc(R"} with support in 8(0, I) and JT~ = 1 
Then a ~ T/; E CQ'(R") and T/j = J"T/(jx) form !Ill approximate identity, a•l); -a in S' (IR") 
ru; j - oo. For any nonnegative function won R~+n with JR~ NwdA~~~(o +ll- l) :S 1. 
have 
(h~·~ Ia * T/i • i>t(x)- a • ¢t(x) l 2w - 1 (t,x) 11 _;;:~~+1) ) 112 
::S hn IT/J(Y) I (h~+n Ia • ¢t(x- y)- a * ¢t(xWw- 1(t,x) t 1 _ 2~:~xB+I) ) 112 
::S at(a,w). 
From (i), we know that for every e > 0 there exists an w such that a1(a,w) < e: with j large 
enough. Taking the infimum over a ll w induces 
lla • T/i- a lluu~ ... ~(Rn) < e: for large j, 
that is, a * 1/J ___,a in H H:o ,a{R"). Hence, we can get the desired density from the faet 
that every f E HH:o,iJ(lR") can be approximated by finite sums of atoms. 0 
Lemma 4.2 .17 Fora:> 0, a:+fJ 2: l , max{a,l/2} <fJ < I, /E Lfoc(ll{") and¢E S(R") 
with JRn ¢>(x)dx = 0, let 
d! IJ,~,o,{J(t,x) = I{!* ¢!)(yWc' - 2(<>-IJ+I)Jtdy. 
Then there is a constant C such that for m1y cubes I and J in IR:" with center xo and 
I(J) ~ 3/(1), 
(i) 
(5(1)) < 11 )f(x)- f(y) )' dxdy+[l(l)["-''"-" (!. 1/(x)- f(y) )dx) ' llf,<J>,o,IJ - J J lx Yln+2(o 11+1) Rn\jJ lx- Xol"+l 
(ii) If in addition supp(d>) C {x E R": lx l :S I} then 
11 )f(x) - f(y)l' !'f.o;.,n,iJ(S(J)) :S C J J lx Yln+2(o-{H l )dxdy. 
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Proof. This lemma is a special case of Dafini-Xiao [22, Lemma 3.2]. D 
Theorem 4.2.1 8 Let¢ be a function as in Lemma {2.9. 0 <a < {3, a+ {3 ~ I and 
1/2 < {3 < I. Iff E Q~(R") then dilJ,O.o.t1(t,x) = l(f • ¢t){xWt-l-l(<>-l1+llJtdx is a 
I- 2(o + /3- 1)/n-Car/eson measure. 
Proof. The proof follows from {ii) Lemma 4.2. 17 by taking J = 3/ . D 
To establish the equivalent {1.0.11) we need another theorem which contains the converse 
of Theorem 4.2.18 
Theorem 4.2.19 Consider the opemlor 7r,p defined by 
(4.2.5) 
(i} Th e operator tro is a bou11ded and surjective opemtor form ~IJ to Q~{IR"). More pre· 
cisely, if F E ~/J then the right-hand side of Uie above integral converges to a function 
/EQ~and 
11/llq!(lt~> ;S IIFIIr:., 
and any f E Q.,,a{IR") can be thus represented 
{ii} The operator 'fr >~J initially defined on F E T~ .t1 with compact support in JR~+n extends to 
a bounded and surjective operator form T~.t1 to H H~,.. 11 (R"). 
Proof. {i) Taking f = 7r,p(F), .,.,.1:: only need to prove sup1 D/.o .11 Ul < oo where 
Dj,o.t1{J) = [I{J)]l<>-n+ll1-2 1 J IJ(x + y)- /(y) ]21 1"~~!~11+ 1). 
1~ 1<:/(f) I Y 
Denote the function x - f{x + y) by JJJ and note that the integral in (4.2.5) is valid in 
S' (R") modulo constants, that is, when it acts on test functions of integration zero, we 
obtain 
/~- f = l ""[{ F{t,·) • ¢Jt)~- (F(t ,·) • 1/Jr)]~ in S'{R" ) 
' ' Fix a cube I andy E B(O,l(J)}. For any g E C8"(/), we write 
1'''!. dtdx ](JJJ- /,g) ] :S 0 R~ IF(t,x)] I.Pr * (9-JJ- g)(x)l
11(1 ) J. dtdx + '' ' ,. I(F(t,) • ¢,)(x+y)-(F(t,.j • o,)(x)llg(x)lt 
+ 100 /. IF(t,x)III/Jr '" (Y-JJ- g)(x) ]dtdx 
1(/J R~ e 
A1(g,y) + A2(g,y) + A3(g,y). 
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For At(g,y) , IYI < l (I) verifies that 9-~- g is supported in the dilated cube 31. Also if 
t :S IYI we have that ¢ 1 • (g~- g) is supported in the large cube J = 51. Then we can get 
A1 (g ,y) l 111 ([ IF(t ,xWdx) 112 111/Jr • (9- 11 - g)IIL• ~ 
:S II<DIIL'(RAJ IIuiiL'(IJ l 11 1 ([1F(t,x )l2dx) 112 ~-
For Az, if IYI < t, by changing variable z- y = z. we get 
I(F(t, ·) • ¢1r)(x + y)- (F(t, ·) • .Pt)(x) l 
:S 1ft I¢1(C 1y + z)- .Jl(z) II F(t, x - tz)ldz 
;S C 11yl sup I'V¢(()11 IF(t,x-tz)ldz 
I{I:Sl 1•19 
;S C¢C 1IYI1 IF(t,x-tz) ldz 
1•1 :9 
with C,p = sup I'V.PI < oo. Fubini's theorem and the fact that g is supported in I imply t hat 
A2(g,y) C<> IYI1 1(f} 1 1 IF(t,x - t z) ll g(x) ldxdz~ 
1111 1•1:9 l t 
:S CC<i>lluiiL'{R"J IYI11(1J 1 (J IF(t,x- tzt)l 2dx) 112 dz~ 
1111 1•19 I t 
where lzt l :S 2 and C = Vo/(8(0, 2)). 
For A3, let G11 (t ,x) = ¢!1 • (9-~- g)(x)l{(t ,r) : t<! I ~ IJ· Then the inequali ty (4.2.2) implies 
that 
if Y.'C claim that C 11 E T~ . f1 · To prove 0 11 E T~ JJ • we follow the proof of Lemma 4.2.16 (i) 
and choose w be the same function as that in Theorem 4.2.15 with 0 < 2(o + f3- I) < t < 
2 - 4 + 48. :-Jotc that if 511 := supp (G~ ) , then we obtain w- l(x):::: I(J )-t tn - 2(<H- /1- I) +E . 
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Hence 
In the last inequality we have used the fact: 
In fact , we can write 
It is easy to sec that 
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Then IIG~IIr~." :5 I IYIIL•(tt~)y'l(/)" -~[y[~- tll+4, Thus we get 
II /~- / llv(l) :S sup [(/11 - f,g)[ 
g€C8"(t).llgllo:Sl 
$ 1'111 (l[F(t,x) [2dx) 112 T + [y [ t~:l) (j iF(t,x- tz1Wdx) 112 ~ 
+11FIIr:~l(f)(n-•ll2 [y[~ 12-2fH2 . 
Then, by Hardy's inequality{ see Stein [G41J, we have { J [f(x + y)- f(x) [2 1 i"+d2~!~8+J) 
} 1111<1(/) I 1J 
:S l(l) (1' (1 [F(t,x)[ 2dx) 112 T) sl+2(~~fJ+l) 
((l l (1/(/) (J ) l/2 dt)' d• 
+ Jo • I[F(t,x -tzt) [2dx !2 s2(<H1+1)-I 
{I( I) 8n-J 8~-48+4 +IIFII}:"I(J)"-~ Jo s"+2(o-t!+IJ ds 
:S l(l) l [F(t,x)[2c J- 2(o -tl+l)Jxdt 
r'<'>J + Jo 1 [F(t,x- tz1)[2c 1- 2(<> -tl+l)dtdx 
+IIFII}:,I(J)"-'I(J)~-2<"+P-IJ 
:S I(J)"-2<"+8 - 1>11FII?:" 
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since for each t :S 1(1), [zd :S 2 implies/- tzt C J = 5/. Then we get sup1 DJ,a.B( l) :S 
IIFII}:" < oo, that is f E Q~(IR") and 11 /llo~(H~l :S II F IIr:~ · 
(ii) Firstly, we verify that for a T~.8 - atom o. the integral in (4.2.5) converges in 
fl -n/2-2+28·2 to a distribution which is a multiple of an HH.:.a.I3(1R")- atom. Assume 
a(x , t) is supported in T(B) for some B. For € > 0, let 
100 dxdt 1r~(a) = • a(t, ·) "rPt(X)l 
and ~(B) be the truncated tent T(B) n {(t,x) : t > €}. The Cauchy·Schwan; inequality 
and (ii) of Lemma 4 .2.17 imply that 
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hold for any 1}J E S(~"), where iJ is some fixed dilate of the ball B. Since the right-hand 
side is dominated by llt/JIIq!(R~J :5 IIWI I H~ I•+•-•M(R~l' the same argument also gives, for 
0 < e1 < e2, 
Thus rr0(a) = lim._0 7r~(a) exists in H-n/2-2+2tl·2(!R"). T his distribution is supported 
in iJ and satisfies condition (i) of Definition 4.2.12 since dJ satisfies the same condition. 
Therefore 11"<,~>(a) is a multiple of an HH!.,. ,tl(R")-atom. For a function F = l:j..\JaJ in 
T~,tJ and a test function 1/J E S(R"), by Theorem 4.2.8, we have 
since P¢(1/J)(t,x) = (¢1 ~ 1/J)(x) is a function in ~iJ· So 7r¢(F) = L; ..\;rroa; E S' (!R") and 
ll rr<:>(F)IIHH:! .~ (R~J :5 inf l: f..\J I ~ IIF I Ir~.~ 
; 
the infimum being taken over all possible atomic decompositions ofF in T~,tJ· This finishes 
the proof of Theorem 4.2.19. 0 
By Theorem 4.2.18, Lemma 4.2.16 and Theorem 4.2.19, using a similar argument of 
Dafni-Xiao [22, Theorem 7.1], we can prove the following duality theorem 
Theore m 4.2.20 The duality of H H!.,.6(JR") is Q~(R") in the following swse: ifg E Q~ 
then the linear functional 
L(f) = L~ f( x)g(x)dx, 
defined initially for f E H H!.<>.6(R") n C8"(!R"), has a bounded extension to all elements 
of HH!.,.0(R") with IlLII :5 Cllollq!(R~)· Conversely, if Lis a bounded linear functional on 
H H!.,., tl(lR") then there is a fimction g E Q~ (iR") so that llol l q!(R~J :5 CIILII and L can be 
11.1ritten in the above form for every f E HH!.,. .8(lR") nC8"(R"). 
4.3 Some Properties of Q~;~ (ll!.n) 
Definition 4. 3.1 For 0 < o < {3, o + f3;?: I and 1/2 < (J < I, we say that a tempered 
distribution f E Q~;;;,1 (R") if and only if 
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Re mark 4.3.2 In Definition4.9.1, if we take {J = 1, the spaceQ~·.;!(IR") becomes the space 
Q;:;,~(!R") introduced by X iao in {78/. 
In the next theorem, we pro\·e an useful characterization of Q~:;:;,1 . For this purpose, we 
need the following lemma. 
Le mma 4.3.3 Foro E (0, l ),o+/J;::: I andmax{o.~} < {J <I, leth,k::::: CVI~t(-6)- 1 /(j,k::::: 
1, 2,·· · ,n). If J E Q~:;;}(R") , then fJ .k E Q~:;:;,1 (1R"). 
Proof. Take tP E Ctf(R") with supp (Q) C D(O, I)::::: {x E R": lxl < I} and JR~ ¢(x)d:I;::::: 
1. Write tb,.(x) ::::: r-"¢n) and define g,.(t. x) ::::: r/J,. • lJil'M -6)- 1e-t<-l>J~ j(x) . Then 
e-l(-l>)" h,~t(X) = 8j8k(-6)-le-t(-l>)~ f(x) = f,.(t,x) + 9r(t,x). 
Since 8J~- 1 (R") is the predual of the homogeneous Besov space B:,;_~{IR") and Q~:;}(IR") ....... 
BC:.,-;~(IR") (sec Remark 4.3.5 and Theorem 4.3.6 below), we have 
Therefore 
To estimate j,. we take -.p E Ccf{R") with -.p:::: I on D(O, 10) :::: {x E IR" : lxl < 10} and 
define 'i'r.z ::::-.p(9l· Then J,.:::: F,.,z +Cr,z with 
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Thus, we obtain 
r·~ 2 dt rr•3 -1(-6)~ 2 dt Jo jjG,. .. (t,·JIIL'(R~lta/~ ;S Jo llll'r,:rC / I IL• (R~lta/8 " 
To bound F,.,,, noting that 
1 jF,.,.,(t, y) j2dy ;S r"+l1 l e-t(- 6 )~ /(w)l2lx- wr(n+!ldw, 1~ -:o:l<r jw-:r l2:r 
we establish 
r" (1 w,,,(t,yJI'"') ,~;, Jo 1~-:r l <r 
;S r"- 1  lx- wl -(n+l) (1,.•~ je- t( - 6)~ f(w) l2 ~:{j) dw 
lw - .-12:r 0 t 
;S f:2- k(n + l ) 1 (1,.'' j e-t(-6)~ J(wW ~:{J ) dw 
h • l jw-rJ:S2hlr 0 t 
;S f:Tk(n+l) (1(2•· •,.) •~ 1 le-r(-6)'' /(1.u)l2 ~~~·fJ ) dw 
k>"l 0 lw- r '$2h 1r t / 
;S rn-2a-28+2 1 1 JIIq!:;,'(R~) ~ 2 - k(2<>+2{j - J) 
;S r" - 2"-~tt+ 2 l l /ll q~:;,'tR~r 
Now we have proved that 
1,,. 1 2dydl < n-2<>-2>'1+2 2 , 1 ,~, 1)/,(t,y)l 10 ;a ~' II JI I 0 ~:~'<•"l ' 
that is, /;,k E Q~;;;,1 (N:"). 0 
Using Lemma 4.2, we can prove the following theorem . Dy this theorem, we cun regard 
Q~:;;,1 (R") as derivatives of Q~(R"). 
Theore m 4.3.4 Q~;;;,1 (R") = V'·(Q~(!R"))", where a tempered distribution f E !R" belongs 
to 'V · (Q~(R"))" if and only if there are fJ E Qg(IR") such that f = I:j,. 1 DJ!r 
Proof. This can be proved similarly to that of [78, (i ii ), Theorem 1.2]. 
R e ma rk 4.3.5 Q~;.;;,1 (R") is critical for equations (1.0.12) for h = 0 since Q~;.;;,1 (R") is the 
derivative space ofQg(!R") andQ~(R") is invariant under the scaling f(x) __, ).. 2f1- 2 j(>.x) 
In the following theorem we apply the arguments in the proof of the ;'minimality of 
8?, 1{R'')" n~ed by F'ra.zier.Jawcth·Weiss in [26] to prove that Ii~-;~(R") contain~ all critical 
spaces for equations (1.0.12) for h = 0. The special case (J = I of this theorem was proved 
by Cannone in [14). 
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Theorem 4. 3.6 If a tmnslation invariant Banach space of tempered distributions X is a 
critical space of the genemlized Navier-Stokes equations (1.0.12) for h = 0. Then X is 
contimw1;sly embedded in the Besov space B~~(R"). 
Proof. It follows from the as .. ;;umption that X ...... S' and for any f E X 
11/(-)llx = 11-'2,9-I /(,\ · -xo) llx, ,\ > O,xo E !R:". (4.3.1) 
X ...... S' implies that there exists a constant C such that 
11!<;0,!)1 ~ Cll fllx,Y/ E X. 
According to the transformation invariant of X , we have 
lle-(-6)B fiiL""(R~) = IIK?13 * /IIL ""(R~) $ Cll/ ll x for Vf EX. 
Using the fact Fj(>.x)(() = ,\ -"Fj((/.\), the definition of e-(-.C.)~ j(x) and the scaling 
property {4.3.1), we obtain that 
.\ 28- 1 [1e- .l.' ~(-.c.J~ / I IL""(R~J $ C [l/llx 
It follows from ~-liao-Yuan-Zhang [53, Prorposit ion 2.1 ] that for s < 0, IE a;:., ,oc(R" ) if 
and only if 
Thus X ...... B~~(R"). D 
Theorem 4. 3.7 Let a> 0, a-+ /3;:: I and max{a-, H < /3 < 1 If 1 :5 q :5 oo, 2 < p < oo 
and a + f3 <I+~< 2{3, then B!.~: - 2,9(R") and B~.~!- 2"(R") are cofltinuous/y embedded 
in Q~;~,l(!R"). 
P roof. We first prove B!~':-2/J( !R:") ...... Q~;;;,1 (!R"). Since fl~-~:- 2/J(!R") c n;:;-213 (R") . 
Assume that q = oo, it follows form l + ~- 2(3 < 0 and Proposition 2.1 of [53] that for any 
/E B!.~ - 20 (IR"), 
Then we have 
supr- ( l +!-lt3)/2tll l e-r(-.C.)~ / lb (R~l < oo. 
,,, 
rr'o 1 l e-1(-.C.)~ f(y) [2colildydt 
Jo 111-:rl<r 
•" 
.$ rn(p- 2)/p l lle -I(-.C.) ~ /l liv(R")t-o //Jdt 
~ r"(p- 2) /p (~~ (supt~(I+!-2PJ/2PIIe - 1( -.c. J ~ / I IL• (R~>)2 t(l+ ':-2PJIPt-ofP dt 
lo I>O 
•" ~ rn(p-2)/p fo t(l +':-20) /t3 t-<>ltldt 
~ rn - 2(o+{J-I). 
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Thus f E Q~:;,1 (1R"). Now we pro\"e n;~!-2P(R") ....... Q~;;;;,1 (R"). Since 0 < a < f3 and 
1/2 < f3 < 1, we can find p E (2,oo) large enough such that a+ f3 < 1 + ~ < 2{3 and 
I+ J- 2/3 =I+~- 2{3+ n(~- ~) Then (ii) of Theorem 4.1.1 implies 
B;~!-2.1(R") ....... fl~~~-2,1(1R") '--' Q~;;,1 (IR"). 
This finishes the proof. 0 
4 .4 Mean Oscillat ion Characterization of Q~(JI!.") 
The main goal of this section is to establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4 .1 Let -oo <a< j3 and f3 E (1/2.1]. Then Q~(R") equals the space of 11/l 
measurable functions f on R" such that sup1 IV /.o.P(/) is finite, where I ranges over all 
cubes in IR". Moroover, the square root of this supremum i.s a nonn on Q~(IR"), equivalent 
to 11/llq~(R~J as defined above. 
We need recall the definition of Ill J,o,p(J) and some facts about square mcun oscillntion 
over cubes, sec Esscn-Janson-Peng-Xiao [25]. 
For any cube 1 und an integrable function f on/, we define 
f(l) = m! f(x)dx (4.4.1) 
the mean of f on 1, and 
<t>1Ul = m j lf(x) - f(!Wdx (4 .4.2) 
the square mean oscillation off on I. Obviously,¢>!(!):= 4:>}(1 ) < oo <=:=> f E £2(1). Note 
the well-known identities 
(4.4.3) 
for any complex number a, and 
dr ! J lf(x)- /(y)l 2 = 2<f> J(I). (4.4.4 ) 
Moreover, if 1 C J. then we have 
{4.4. 5) 
and 
1/(I) _ f(J)I' s m•,(IJ. (4.4.6) 
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Let Do= Do(R") be the set of unit cubes whose vertices have integer coordinates, and 
let, for any integer k E Z, Vk = VJ<(IR") = {2-~<I: I E Do}, then the cubes in V = U~""D"' 
are called dyadic. Furthermore, if 1 is any cube, we set Dk(I), k 2: 0, denote t he set of the 
2k" subcubcs of edge length 2-k/(/) obtained by k successive bipartitions of each edge of 
/ . Moreover, put D(/) = Ut"Vk(l). For any cube I and a measurable function f on I, we 
define 
oV J,a.(j(/) = /(/)4/J-4 L L 2(2(n-8+L)-n)k¢>J(J) 
~<>•OJeD.(IJ 
(l(I ))4/J-4 L ('--,1', 1)"-2(<>-/J+I) <l>J(J). (4.4.7) 
JE"P(l) () 
\\'e first establish the following lemmas. 
Lem ma 4.4.2 Let o E (-oo,,B) and .BE (1/2, 1]. For any cube I and f E L2(/), unth J 
m11ging over the 2" subcubes in V 1(l), 
. ,(I)=,-" L •I•, (JI + , -" L 1/IJ I -/(Ill' (4.4.81 
JeV,(I) JED,( / ) 
. , .•. ,(11 ~ L . ,.,,(JI + (/(I)I' H L 1/IJI -/(Ill'· (4 .4.91 
JEV,(I) JE"P,(f} 
Proof. (4.4 .8) is a consequence of (4.4.1 ). For (4 .4.9), since Vk(l) = UJeV,(l)Dk-dJ) for 
k 2: 1, (4 .4 .8) implies that 
(/(/))4D-4 <J! /(l) + f. L L (/(!))4/J-42(2(a-8+1)-n)k¢>/(K) 
koolJEV 1(l)Kev._,(J) 
(/(1))48-4 <1> /(/)+ L 2(2(<>-8+1)-nl w/,o,/J(J) 
JED, (I) 
L l• t .•. ,(JI + (/(111''-'• tiJI + (/(1)1',_.1/IJI -/(111'1. 
Je:V,(l) 
which gives (4.4.9) , since W/.o.B(J ) + (1(/))411-4<1• /(J)::::: WJ,a,IJ(J) . 0 
Lem ma 4.4 .3 If o < .B- I and f) E (1/2, l] then W /.a.tJU)::::: (1(/))411-4<1> /(l). 
P roof. By Lemma 4.4.2 and induction, we have L:Je"P.(l) 2-"k<f>J (J) $ $/(/ ),and hence 
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Lemma 4.4.4 Let o E (-oo,,6) and (J E (1/2, 1]. Then, for ar1y ctJbe I and f E L2 (I), 
Iii (I)< C(I(I))2(o +f:l~2)~n 11 Jj(x)- /(y) j2 dxdy (4.4.10) 
f.<> ./3 - 1 1 Jx y j 2(o ~IJ+J)+n 
Proof. According to (4.4.5) and (4.4.2), 
llJ f.o,tJ(I) (1(1))4{:1-4 f. L 2(2 (o -f:l+ !)-n)k ~(r"k j !l)-2 j Jif(x) - f(yWdxdy 
b•OJeP~(l) J J 
(1(!))4/J- 4 h.~ 1~ Yr(x, y) jj(x) - j(y)j 2dxdy, 
where 
100 
9r(x , y) == (1(/)) 4/J - 42 L L 2(Z(o -f:l+l)-n)klfi - 21J(X)1J(Y)· (4.4.11) 
k=OJEP•(l} 
We divide the following proof into two cast'S. 
Ca~e 1: a> (3 ~I- I· Since x,y E J E 'Dk(l), we have lx - Yloo::; I(J) == 2-kl(l). Thus 
2k::; ~::; C~. Then we have 
g,(x , y) (1(1))4,9-4 L 2(2(<> -IJ- l)+nlkjJj - 2 
2• :9(1) / 1:<-ul.., 
C (_!.1D__)2(o-!l+l)+" jlj - 2(1(1))4,9-4 
lx -yj 
C(/(l)f(<>+!l-1)-n jx- yj-2(<> -,9+1)-", 
fur thermore g1(x , y) == 0 unless x,y E /.Thus, the desired inequali ty holds. 
Case 2: a::; {3- I- I· If x,y E J, then the set {z E I min( Jx- z j, Jy- zl) >~/(/)}has 
measure at least t ill and thus for -2o- n + 2(J - 2 > 0, 
1 min {lx _ z j- 2<> -n+2f:l - 2, Jy _ z j-2o-n+2,9-2} dz 2: Cji(!Jr2o- n+21J- 2[l(l))" 2: C[I(!Jr2o+lfl- 2_ 
Hence we can get 
[I(I)r2" +4/J-' j j lf(x)- f(yWdxdy 
[1(1)]2o-2n +2fl-211 j 1/(x) - f(y)j2 min (lx- z j- 2o- n+21J- 2' IY- zr2o - n+28-2)dxdydz 
!S (/{J)) - "+2(<> +/J- Jl 11 lf(x) - /(y) j2 dxdy 
l l Jx yJ"+2(o -IJ+l) 
This tells us 
(1(/)) '/J-4 1> (1 ) < C(!(J)f(<>+.1-2)-n 11 IJ(x)- f(y )j2 dxdy. 
f - I r Jx y j2(a IJ <-l)+n 
Combining this fuct with Lemma 4.4.3, we can finish the proof of (4.4.10). 0 
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Lemma 4.4.5 Let o E ( -oo,P) and !3 E (1/2, 1]. For any cube I and f E Lf0,,(lR"), 
(/(l))l{<>+IJ-2)-njj lf(x)- f(YW dxd 
I fiX yll{o 11+1)+n y 
-1~1 f >J~ 1.n.fJU + t)dt + C~P 1 ... . 8(l) J lll,.<. l{l) 
C sup lll /.o,S(/+t). 
111..,<1(1) 
Proof. According to the !>roof of Lemma 4.4.4 and Fubini's theorem, 
-1:1 r >Ji f.a.p(l +t)dt = 11 -1:1 r 9i+t(x,y)dt lf(x)- f(y) l2dxdt. j lt l..,<l{/) Rft R~ j lfl..,<l(l) 
Thus it suffi ces to prove 




Suppose that x, y E I with lx- Yl"' :5 ~/(!) and take j 2: 0 such t hat 
2_,_ 21(/) < lx- Yl"' :5 2-J- 1/(J). 
If ltl"' > l(J), then x ~ 1 + t and so 9t+t(x, y) = 0. T hus 
-1:1 r 9/+t(x, y)dt ; 1•1 ... <1(/) 
-'-1 (1(/)}4/l-4~ L 2(2(o-tl+l)+n)JI J I-l l;(x)l;(y} 
II I ~~ 2 J E"D,(I+I) 
2(2(o-P+I)+n)j 1 
(l(J)).t/l-4 __ 2_1 1-I'-Je~(l) R" IJ+t (X) IJ+t(Y)dt 
C(l(J))2(o +/l- 1) -lnlx- Yl-l{<>-1"1+1)-n L 11J+t{X}IJ+t(y)dt. 
Je"D,{Il R" 
Note that 1;+1(x)l;+1 (y) = \;_.,(-t)l; - 11 (-t} . Thus J1 • IJ+,(x)IJ+,(Y)dt = I(J- x) n 
(J- y) l, which for each J is a rectangular box with l'<lgcs at least l(J) -lx- Yl"' 2: ~/(1), 
and thus volume at !eRSt 2-" IJ I. Consequently, the sum 0\·er J is a t least 2-"l / l. Thus 
{4.4.12) holds for lx- yi :5 !1(1}. Finally, if x, y E I with lx- Yl > !1(1), then taking k = 0 
in (4.4.11), we have 
gt(x, y) 2: ~l/l-l(/(1))'/l-4 2: C(/(/))l{<>+/l-1)-"lx _ Yl-l(o-8+1)-n 
and so (4.4.12) holds in this case. 0 
R e m ark 4.4.6 The case !3 =I for Lemmas 4.4.2-4.4.5 and Theorem 4 .. {1 were established 
by Essen-Janson-Peng-Xiao in /25/. Here we follow their ideas to prove these lemmas. 
Theorem 4.4.1 can be deduced from Lemmas ~-4-4 and 4.4.5 
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4.5 John-Nirenberg and Gagliado-Nirenberg Type In-
equa lities in Q~(IR") 
This section studies John-Nirenberg type inequalit ies in Q~(R") by the mean oscillation 
characterization ofQ~(!R"). Then, we obtain Gagliado-Nirenbcrg type inequalities in Q~(IR.n) 
by a special John-Nircnberg type inequality in Q~(Rn) 
4.5.1 J o hn- Nirenberg Type Inequa lities in Q~(!R.") 
Using the mean oscillation characterization of Q~(JR") and the fo llowing two lemmas, we 
can obtain John- Nirenberg type inequalities. 
Lemma 4.5.1 Assume that 0: < t3- ~ and t3 E (1/2.1 ]. Let 11 , •• .11 be j cubes of the 
same size, that is, ]/ 1] := "" ]U I "" V. for some V > 0. If a cube I C / 1 u · · U fJ, with 
V :S: Il l <2"V, thett, 
~,(1) ~ t ~,(I')+ 2(J ·~I) L If(!"')-/(/"))'. (4.5.1) 
'"'l J l:Sm.n:Sj 
ond 
•f,o ,,(l) ~C [t•,(l')+(i(I))'H L )f(l"')-f(!") )' ] · 
i• l l:Sm.»:Si 
(4.5 .2) 
Proof. Inequality {4 .5.1) was proved by Yuc-Dafni in(81 ]. The proof of (4.5.2) follows from 
[23, Lemma 2.6] used a similar argument in Essen-Janson-Peng-Xiao [25, Lemma 5.6]. 0 
We nC(.'d the Cadcr6n-Zygmund decomposit ion [II]. 
Lemma 4.5.2 Assume that f is a nonnegative function in L1(1R") and ( is a positive 
constant. There is a decomposition R" "" P U 0 , P n f! := 0. such that 
(a} f! "" Uj;<', 1 lk, where h is a collection of cubes whose interiors are disjoiut; 
(b) j(x) :S: (for a. e. x E P; 
(c) ( < rh f1 f(x)dx :S: 2n{, for all! in the collection {/k}· 
(d) ~ 1 .6.1 ~ J6 f(x)rix :S: 2"{1.6. ], if .6. is any union of cubes I from { h}. 
T heorem 4.5.3 Let -oo < a < {3 . {J E (1/2. I] and 0 :S: p < 2. If there exist positive 
constants B, C and c, such that, for all cubes I C IR", and any t > 0, 
(1(!))4/J - 4 f2(2(<>-!l+l)-n)k L m~(t) :S: Bmax {I , (~)P}cxp( -ct), (4.5.3) 
k><O JEV.(I) I I 
then j is a junctiou in Q~(R") 
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Proof. We apply similar arguments used by Yue-Dafni in the proof of [81, Theorem 1]. 
According to Theorem 4.4.1, it suffices to prove tha.t w1,a.a(l) is bounded independent of 
f or /. More specially, we will prove the for any q < p, \\'C have 
W~,a,8(I) := (l(/))48- 4 f= 2(2(a -1Ht)-n)k L <f>~(J) :S: qBKc.c,q.p· (4.5.4) 
1::0 J E:Do(/) 
where B, C, care t he constants appearing in (4 .5.3), and l<c. c.q.p is a constant depending 
only on C, c,p, and q. When q = 2, W~ <> 8(1) = W / .a .a(/), so this implies the theorem. 
For a fixed cube I , and uny 1 E V~(l), let J; lf(x)- f(J) [qdx = q J0""' tq-lm;(t)dt. 
Using the ~lonotone Convergence Theorem and the inequality (4.5 .3) , y,-c have 
(1(/))4/1-4 f= 2(2(<> -/1+1)-n) i: L ~Jq 1""' tq - lm;(t)dt 
k z O JE:Do(/) 1 1 0 
q 1""' tq - 1 ( (l(/))4/1-4f) <2(<>-IJ+ I)-n)i: L mjl) ) dt 
0 k =O JEVo(l) I I 
q L""' ~q- lll(1 + (~r)c-ct dt 
qB (c- q l ""' u - "du + CPc-(q- p) l""' uq-p-tc-"du) 
qB(c-q r(q) + C"c-(q-p)r(q - p)) 
where r(y) = f0"" u11- 1C"du. Since 0 :S: p < q, r(q) and r(q- p) are finite Thus, we can 
get the desired inequality by taking Kc,c,p .q = c- qr(q) + CPc-(q- plr(q- p). 0 
Theorem 4.5.4 Let -oo < o < {J, {J E (1/2. I] and f E Q~(JR"). Then there exist positive 
constants B and b, such that 
(/(/))''-' f: 21'(• -'+ ')-o)> L m,J(t) ~ Bm~ { '· (llf l11o~ ) ' } e>p (~,) 
boo ;ev.(n I I II/II0 Q 
(4.5.5) 
holds jo1· t :S: 11 /IIQ~(R") and any cubes I C !Rn, or fort> 1 1/l l q~(R") and cubes I C N." with 
(I(J))2{j- 2 ~ 1. Moreover, thenJ holds 
(/(/))4{j-4 f= 2(2(o-D+ I) - n)l; L m~(t) :5 JJ (4.5.6) 
.~;;.,0 JE:r>•Ul I I 
fort> 1 1 / I I Q~(K~) and cubes I c R" with (l(/))28- 2 < 1 
Proof. Assume tha.t f is anontr ivialelemcnt ofQ~(R"). Then 1 = sup1 (1J!/,o.fJ(/)) 112 < 
oo. For all cubes I we have 
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For a cube I and each J E Vk(I), we have by the Chebyshev inequality, for t > 0, 
m;(t) :S t-2 ll/(x) - f(JWdx. 
Thus we get 
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<tu>>4.@-4 f:2(2(o -.@+l)-n)k L m~<t> :s t-2.p'·"·.@u> :s t-2,·?. (4.5.8) 
k•O JEV.(I) I I 
Thus, if t :5 -y, then (4.5.5) holds with B = e and b =I 
To consider the case oft > -y, we will apply Lemma 4.5.2. In the following we fix a cube 
I. For { = t(/(1))2- 2.@ with any t > 0, we apply the Calder6n-Zygmund decomposition to 
lf(x}- /(J) I on a subcube J e Vk(/). Set n = OJ(t), P = J\O;(t). 
From Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (d) of Lemma 4.5.2, we get 
(1(/(I))'-"1'1"1 ~ i (f(x) -f(J)('dx (4.5.9) 
for any union !:::. of the cubes K in the dccom)>osition of O;(t). Inequality (4.5.9) with 
!:::. = OJ(t) gives us a variant of inequality (4.5.8): 
{I(/})4P-4 f:2(2(o-.@+l)-n)k L ~ < ~ < (--'--)' 
bO JED.(/) IJI - (t(i(J))2-2PJ2 - (t{I(J))2-2fl) 
(4.5.10) 
for all t > 0 
When t;?: -y, we can strengthen the estimate {c) in Lemma 4.5.2 fiS follows: 
t{/(/))2- 2tl < d<i L 1/(x)- f(J)Idx :5 {2"'"'( + t)(I(/))2- 2P (4.5.11) 
for all cubes !( in the dccom]>OSition of O;(t). In fact, note that K is such a cube, then 
K i- J. Otherwise, (4.5.7) implies 
m l l/(x)- f(J) Idx :s -y(I(J))2-2P :5 t(I(J)l2-2o. 
This contradicts (c). It follows from the proof of the Calder6n-Zygmund decomposition 
{sec, Stein (64] ) that /( must haven ·'parent" cube J(' C J satisfying /( E VJ(K ' ), 
/(I\'}= 2/(K} and 
(f( K " ) - f(J )I ~ ([(T' L lf(x) - f(J)(dx ~ t(l(l))'-"· 
Then (4.5.7) imp]ict; 
t(t(l))'-" < rm [ lf(x) -f(J)Idx rm [ lf(x) -f( K" )Idx +If([(") -f(J)I 
1!".1 i. 1/(x)- f(l<')ldx + t(l(/))2-211 
(2"1+ t)(l(l))2-2tJ. 
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There holds O,(t1 ) c O,(t) for 0 < t < t 1 • In fact , for any cube K E O,(t')\O,(t) , we 
get K C J\O,(t). So, property (b) tells us 
t(/(1))2-211 ~~II< lf(x)- /(J) Idx > ti(I(J))2-2fJ _ 
This is a contradiction. 
Letting t' = t + 2"+ 11' fort;?:')', we claim that 
(4.5.12) 
To prove this, take a cube/( in the decomposition for O,(t). Then (4.5.ll) implies that 
~ fx1J(x )- J(J)Idx S (2"1' + t){I(J))2-2/J < t'(l(/))2-2fJ. 
Thus, K is not a cube in the decomposition of fb(t 1), and was further subdivided Set 
~~ = K n O,{t1). If~~ f- 0, it must be a union of cnbcs from the decomposition of fb(t'). 
Thus, according to (d) of Lemma 4.5.2, (4.5.7) and (4.5.11), 
16'1-' 11/(x) - f(J)Idx 
0' 
16'1-' L 1/(x) -/(K)Idx + 1/(K) -/1111 
16'1- ' IK irm L 1/(xl -/(KIIdx + rm i 1/(xl - f(l lldx 
1.6'1-11K b(I(K))2- 2/J + (2"1' + t)(/{1))2- 2/J 
1~'1-'IK b(l( /)) 2 -20 + (2"..,. + t)(l(/))2- 28 
since 2- 2{3 > 0 and K c /.Replacing t' by t + 2"+1 ')', dividing by (1(1))2- 211, subtracting 
t and dividing by')', we have 
for any cube Kin the decomposition of O,(t). Summing over all such K. and noting that 
fl,(t') = flJ(I) nfl,(t'), \I'C prOVe (4.5.12). 
For each J E Vk(l), property (b) of the dccompo~ition for If- j(J)I implies that 
m,(t(/(1)1'-"1 ~ ({x E J •1/(xl - /(111 > 1(1(1))'-''11 $ IO,(tl l· (4.5.131 
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Fort > ")', let j be the integer part of~ and s = (1 + j2"+1 )'r. Then l'::; s ::; t. Thus 
one obtains from (4.5.13) that 
(/(/))4,1- 4 f 2(2(<>-/l+ l)-n)k L TnJ(t) 
k=O JeV.(I) IJI 
(1(/))4{1-4 f 2(2(<>-1~+1)-n)k L 11IJ((l(l))2-20t(l(J))21l- 2) 
k=o Jev.uJ IJI 
{l(/))4{1-4 f 2 (2(o -0+ 1)-n)l: L m;((/(!)) 2- 20s(l(/))21l-l) 
b•O JE"D•(l) fJI 
(1(/))4,1- 4 f. 2 (2{<>-0.,.1)-n)k L fOJ((i + j2"+1)1'(/(/)) 21'l-Z) j 
bo,o J ev.( l) IJI 
(/(1))4,1-4 f 2 (2(o-- 0+L)-n)k L lflJ("y(l(/)) 211 - Z + }2"+11')1 
b zO J E"D>{l) jJI 
2- "(1(1))40-4 f2(2(o -tJ+l)- .. )k L lflJ(l'(/(/) )20- l + (j- 1)2" "'" 11') 1 
h • O JEV.(I) IJI 
if (1(l))2fJ- 2 2: I, by using (4.5.12) for 
t = ((1(!)) 2/l-Z + {j- 1)2"+1h and t' = ((1(1))20- 2 + j2"+1)'r. 
Iterating the previous estimate j t imes and using (4.5.10) with t = 1'(1(1)) 20- 2 , one hfiS 
(1(1))40-4 f)(l (o-,1+1)-")k L m;(t) 
k=O JEV.(I) IJI 
2-"i(/(1))4,1-4 :f= 2{2(<>-/.l+ l)-n)k L fO;(l'(/(1))2/.l-l) l 




Taking B = 2"n~ · •+n and b = z& !n 2, we get (4.5.5) when (I(J))21l- 2 2: I. 
If (1(1))28- 2 < 1, us ing (4.5.13) and (4 .5.9). one has 
(/(J))40-4 f 2(2(o-{l+ l)-n)k L fflJ(t ) 
h=O ; ev.uJ IJI 
(/(1))4/J-4 f 2(2(c. -{l7 1)-n).l: L jfl;(t(/(/)) 2/.l- 2 )1 
k"'o Jev.uJ IJI 
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which yields (4.5.6). 0 
4.5.2 Gagliardo-Nibcnberg Type Inequalities in Qa(IR") 
When k = 0 and o = -! + {J- I, (4.5 .5) implies a special J N type inequality, that is, for 
f e L2(R") n BMOif(R") and t :S 1 1/ lln.uO"<•~J· 
" 8llf l li•<a~J ( - bt ) l{xER ' 1/l> t}l~--,- e<p -111-11 - . t BMOII(R~) (4.5.14) 
When t > 11/llnMO"(R~l• we get a weaker form of (4.5.14) from which we establish the CN 
type inequalities in Q,(R:"). 
In the following, C., ... ,. denotes a constant which depends only on the quantities ap-
pearing in the subscri1>t indexes. 
Propos ition 4.5.5 Let /3 E (1/2, 1]. Iff E 8!1-fOii(R") n L2(R"), then 
(i) (4.5.14) hold.s for all t :S 1 1 /lln.uO~(It~l ; 
(ii) 
Bll / lli•(R'J 
l{x E R": /(x) > t}l :S llflln.uo"(R"'l 
holds for all t > 11 / llnMO"(R~J· 
Proof. Taking k = 0 and o =-I + /3- 1 iu (4.5.5), we get that 
(/(!))4/J_ 4 m!(t) < 8 11flltAIO"(R~l cxp ( ---'-'-) 
III - t2 II!IIB MO"(R~) 
(4.5.15) 
holds fort :S 11/llnMO"(R") and any cube/. T hus for I :S 1 1 / llnMO"(R~l and any cube/, we 
have 
This tells us 
(l(/)) 411 _ 4 m 1 (t) j lf(x) - f(!Wdx 
III , 
811 /ll~.uO"fR~l exp (----"-) j lf(x)- f(!W dx 
t 2 ll illn.uo~ra~) 1 
81 1 / II~MO"<•"l exp (----"-) jlf<xWdx 
t 2 11 /IIBMO"(R") I 
811/II~ MO"fR"l exp (----''-)f. lf(xWdx. 
t 2 11/lln.uo~(R"l a~ 
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According to the definition of BMOi1(R"), sec Theorem 4.2.2, we have 
Thus, we get 
2 11 /II~MO~(it~J ( -bt ) !. , mt(t)llfii 8MO~(it~J :S B--,--e>p -111-11 - 1/(x)l dx, t DMO~(il~) it~ (4.5.1 7) 
fort :S 11/llnMO~(it~)· T hen, tftking an increasing sequence of cubes covering IR", we obtain 
l{ x E R": /(x) > t}l :S ~ cxp (-II/II -bt ) J. l/(x) l2dx ('1.5.18) 
t DMQ~(itH) it~ 
fort :S 11/llnMO"<R")• since /{I)- 0 as /{I)- oo. Finally, we get (4.5 .1 4). Similarly, we 
can prove (4.5.1 5) since exp ( 11/11,:~"(•~) ) :S I fort > 1 1/ IIBMO~{it~)· 0 
\Ve can prove the following Cag!iardo-Nibenbcrg type inequalities in Q" (R") from { 4.5.1 5) 
or [18, Theorem 2] and [25, Theorem 2.3]. 
Theorem 4.5.6 Let -oo < o < 1, and I :S r :S p < oo. Then. one has 
11 / IIL~<R~J :S C,vll!lli'~ 11 ">11/ll~~~~l' (4.5.19) 
for/ E U(IR") nQ0 (1R") . 
As an application of Theorem 4.5 .6, we establish the Trudinger-Moscr type inequality 
which implies a generalized J ohn-Nirenberg type inequality. 
C orollary 4. 5.7 (i) There exists a positive constant in such that for eve111 0 < ( < l'n 
!. $ (< (~)) dx < C ( llfll,•t••> )' (4.5.20) ~~~ " 11/llo .. <R"J - "·' 11 / llo~<R"J 
holds for all 
f E L"(R") n Q0 (R") Wtlh I < p < oo and - oo < o < I. 
Here <!> " is the function defined !Jy 
<l>p(t)=e1 - L ~,te!R. 
J<P.)ENu(OJ J· 
(ii) Th ere exists a positive constant l'n such that 
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holds for all t > 0 and 
In particular, we have 
11 /l l i•<R~l ( to ) l{x E R" 1/ 1 > t} l :S C., 1/llt(Rft ) cxp -II/IIQ,(Rft) 
holds for all t > 1/IIQ,(Rft) and 
f e L2 (R") n Qo(R") with - oo <a< I. 
Proof. (i) According to Theorem 4.5.6, we have 
L~ J~ EN 7t ( ll){~:;~n)) J dx 
I: r_ 11/llt,,,., 
J~p,JEN]! 1/ llb, (Rft) 
L (J ( CilltlltJ(Rft)ll/ll~~~~ft)r 
J~p,JEN ]! 11 / IIQ,(Rn) 
L aj((C)J ( 11 /IIL•(Rn) )' 
j~p,JEN 1 1/ IIQ,(R~) 
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(4.5.22) 
with aJ = *· Since limj-oo a;:, = e- 1 • the power series of the nbove right hand side 
converges provided (C < e- 1 i.e. ( < "t := (Ce)-1. 
(ii) According to (i) with J! = 2, we have 
f. ("P (o___lli=!L) ->- o___lli=!L) dx < c~. 
,. llfllo.<•·> 11/llo."·' - 11111 0 . ,,., 
On the other hand, since the dist ribution function m(t) = l{x E I!t" : 1/(x)l > t}j is 
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non-increasing, we have 
f. (' P (o 1/(x) l ) 1 lf(x)l ) d R~ x 1 1 /IIQ~(R~) - - 1 1/ llq,.(Rn) X 
f_ ~ 11/IIL<RnJ 
)"'2j ! 1 1/ I I~,.(Rn) 
f. ~--J- f'XJ m(s)sl - 1ds 
j=2 j. 11/llh,.(Rn) Jo 
~ m(t) f ?._ __ J_ ( s'- 1ds 
; = 2]! 11/ llh., (Rn) Jo 
oo 1 ( ot )' m(t)~J! 11/ llq,.(Rnl 
m(l) (e>p (- 0-1 - ) -I- - 0-1 - ) 11/10 .. ,,., ll fl lo.,.., 
for all t > 0. Thus, v>'e have 
0 
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We can also deduce from Theorem 4.5.6 that the following BrC'lis-Gallouet-\Vainger type 
inequalities hold. 
Theorem 4.5.8 For every I < q < oo m1d n/q < s < oo, we have 
1/IIL""(Rnl :5 C,,,,M (I + (11/IIL~(Rnl + 11 /IIQ,.(RnJ) log(e + 1(-6)'12 / IIL•(RnJl ) (4.5.23) 
holds for all ( - 6)•12 f E U(IR") ~atisfying 
jeLP(JR")nQ0 (R") when 1:5p<oo and -oo< o < l. 
Proof. For any g(x) in the Schwartz class of rapidly decreasing functions S(IR"), define 
vg(t,x) = e-(Ll.J' "y(x) 
be the solution of fractional heat equation 
Dt"v(t,x) + (-6)•1 2v(t,x) = 0 
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with initial data g. Fix I E L2(R" ) n Q0 (1R." ) with (- t::.. )•/2 I E LQ. Then 
l (-( -6)'/2 l (x ), v(s, x ))ds l {f(x), -( -t::.)•l2v(s, x))ds 
l (f(x ), 8,v(s,x))dt 
(f(x),v(t ,x))- (J(x), g(x)) . 
Thus 
j(f, g)l :Sj (f(x),v( t, x))l + l l((-t::..)•12 f (x),v(s,x))l ds == /1 + /2 
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for all t > 0. Here (·, ·) denote the inner-product in L2 • Thus HOlder inequality, Lemma 3.2.2 
and Theorem 4.5.6 imply that 
/1 :5 11 /II L"I •~dlv( t ,·)II L• \(R ") = II / II L"(R"JIIe- '{-.!l.)''19IIL•i(R•) 
:5 CqtC o:;{ilf ii L•(R") + li / 11 Q~(R"l)llg ii L' CR"l 
for all t > 0 and p :5 qt < oo. Similarly, we have 
/2 l ii(-6)'12/ IIL•(R•)IIv(s , ·)lb•ca")ds 
• 2 / 1 I .C. •I> 11{-t::..) I / IIL •CR") Jo jje- <- l g jjL•'(R•)ds 
CII{-6)'12/ II L•(R•)II9 II L•(R") l s-:'o ds 
Ctl -;'o II< -6)'12 / IIL•(R")II9 IIL'(R") 
for a!! t > 0. Combing the duality argument and these two estimates about / 1 and / 2, we 
ha\·e 
' "P )(!,g)) 
hrll t' l•" lS I,gE.S 
c ( QIC .:; ( 11 /I IL•(R") + 11 / IIQ,.(fl")) + ! 1-:'o jl(-6)'12 I II L•(R") ) 
for a!! t > Oandp :S QI < oo. Take 
Qt = log( l / t ), t = ( eP + II{-6)'/2/ 1 1~~7R!r' ) - I 
Then e- n/(,,)= (t 111<>t1 1)"/' = e"i' and 
Note that v:e can find constant C such that q1 :5 Clog (e + 11{-t::..)•/2 f ii L•(R">l · Therefore, 
(4.5.23) holds. 0 
,--- ---------------------------------
Chapter 5 
Well-Posedness and Regularity 
of Fractional N avier-Stokes 
Equations 
In this chapter, we study the wcll-poscdncss and regularity of fractional Navicr-Stokcs equa-
tions in some Lcbsguc spaces or critical Q-spaccs. 
5. 1 W ell-Posedness and R egula rity of Fractiona l Navier-
Stokes Equations in Som e Le besgue Spaces 
In this section, we usc the notation V indiscriminately for scalar and vector valued functions. 
P roposition 5.L l Let/3 > 1/2 and T > 0. Assume that u,v E U([O,T];V(R'')) wi!h p,q 
satisfying 
I " } 2P " max \ '2i3"=J'2 <p<oo, 2/3-l=q+p· 
Then the operator (' . B(u,v) = Jo e-(t -~)( - .::.} P\l· (u0v)ds 
is bounded from Lq([O. Tj; LP(R")) x Lq ([O, T]; U'(R")) to U([O,Tj; V(R")) with 
][ B(u, v)IIL•(JO.T]:L ~ (Rn)) :S ][u][ L t ([O.T]:L~(Rn)) []VIIt. • ((O,T];L ~ (R• ))· 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2.2 and V-boundness of Riesz transform, we have 
II B(u,v)II L~(R•) ;S lJI'Ve -<t-•H-.C.J~ P(t~(s,·) ®v(s,·))IIL"(R~)ds 
Since f)> 4 andp> ~· 
~ lt <h I ("-l)ll(u(s,·)®v(s,·))liL.n(a~)ds 
o it- sl +;Jr • • 
~ 11 -----i---:n:-llu(s, ·) llt.•(R~JIIv(s, · l l lv(R~Jds. 
o jt- sjn+,.~ 
I " 0<2i1+2PP<1. 
It follows from 2(3- 1 = '¥ + ~ and the Hardy-Littlcwood-Sobolev inequality that 
liD( U, v) l lt.•([O,T);LP(R~)) :$ II (Jju(s, · )llt.•(R~) llv(s, · )jj L•(R~ )) llt.•I>([O,TI) 
:$ llullt.o(lo,Tj; l.P(Rn))jjvjl t. •([O,T):L•(Rn))· 
We can obtain the following estimate from LemmA 3.2.2. 
Lemma 5.1.2 Let 1/2< (J :S I,T>O, andp,q satisfy 
Assume that f E Lr(R") wiU1 ~ < r S p. Then we have 
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Applying Theorems 3.2.7 & 3.3.6, Proposition 5.1.1 and Lemma 5.1.2, we obtain the 
global existence and uniqueness of solutions for system (1.0.12) 
Theore m 5.1.3 Let(JE (1/2, 1], O<T< oo,p> 'If=r and~+¥= 2(3 - 1. 
(a) Assume that 'If=r < r :S p, I :S P'i < p < oo, I :S 11; < q :S oo and 
n (I I) ( I I) 0<2P q+q; 1-p-p; <1. 
if there eri,ts a constant C > 0 such that 
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holds for all g E L"(!R") with V' · g = 0 and h E L:: ([0, T]: L~; (IR:")), then {1.0.12} has a 
unique strong solution v E L1([0, T]: L~(IR:")) in the sense of 
v = e-l(-.o.)" g(x) + l e-(t-•H-.O.J" P[h(s,x)- V' · (v® v)(s,x)]ds, 
{b) Assume that g E L'1i=r(R") and h E L:: ([O,oo); L~;(R")) with qJ and pJ satisfying 
I < qJ < q <oo, 
I SP~ < p < { ~· 2/l<n, and~+Y!.. = 2/3- 1. 
oo, 2/3 ~ n, PI Ql 
If IIYIILn"=r(R"l + IIII IIL:\ ([O,oo) :L::(R~)l is small enough and V · g = 0. then (1.0.12} has a 
unique stror1g solutwn v E LH[O, oo); L~(IR")). 
Proof. (a) Under the assumption of (a.), let X = Lq([O,e]; LP(JR")) for some posith·e e 
which is to be determined later. Define 
Tv= e-I(-.O.J" g + fo' e-(l-•}(-.o.J" P(h- 'il· (v®v)(s, x)ds. (5.1.2) 
We will prove that if e is small enough then Tis a contraction operator on the ball Bn in 
X with radius R which is to be determined later. For any v 1 , v2 E Bn, we have 
where 
ll fo1e- <1-•H-6l~ P'il· (v1 ®vJ)ds - fo' e-<1-•)(-6 )" P'il· (t'2 ® tl1)dsllx 
liB( vi -t'2 · vL)- B (lfl,VJ -ll:l)llx 
IIB(v1 - v2.vdllx + IIB(ll:l, Vt - ll:l)llx. 
B (u, v) = l (e-(l-•l<-6 >")P\7 · (u ® v)(s)ds . 
It follows from Proposilion 5.1.1 that B is bounded on X . Thus 
where C > 0 is only dependent on /3, p and q. Thus 
To estimate IITvllx for v E Bn, we usc 
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to obtain 
aecording to Theorem 3.3.6 and Lemma5.1.2. Consequently, 
Letting R = 2Ca and letting£ be small enough with 
CR~ ~· (5.1.3) 
we have 
It follows from the Banach controction mapping principle that there exists a unique v E 
X = L~([O,e] ; L~(R")). According to fi.Ssumption (5.1.1), we can apply the above arguments 
on any interval [t1>t2] on which (5.1.3) holds and prove (a) inductively 
(b) :-Jote that~+~= 2{3 - I implies that (q,p, 2!f-:-t) is ftJ-admissible. By Lemma 3.2.3, 
we get 
] ] e - !(-ll) ~ g] ] q( [O.oo);L~(R~)) :S ] ]g ] ]L P.f':T(R~)· 
On the other hand, Theorem 3.2.7 implies 
II r , -<•- •1< -6 1' h(• x)d•ll < llhll ' ' lo ' l,~([O.oo):L:<it~))"' L~ 1 ( (0.oo);L~ 1 ( R~)) 
Applying Proposition 5.1.1 forT= oo and fixed point arguments, we can prove (b). D 
We show that the solution established in Theorem 5.1.3 is smooth in spatial variables. 
For a non-negative multi-index k = (kl, · · , kn) we define 
(3.__)'" a •• 
and ]k] = k1 + · · + k,.. 
P rop os ition 5.1.4 Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1.8 we assume further that for a 
11011-negative multi-index k 
Then the solution v established in Theorem 5.1.3 satisfies for any non-negative multi-index 
j with ]j] ~ ]k], 
(5.1.4) 
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P roof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.1.3. We only demonstrate the case IJI == l , 
since similar arguments apply to the cas<.'S Ii i = 2, 3, · · · . lkl. Define 
• r' 7'(Dv) == e-t(-Lll (Dg) + Jo e-(t-•l(-L>J~ P(Dh)- B(Dv,v)- B(v, Dv) . (5.1.5) 
Consider the integrnl equation Dv = T(Dv). Then Tis a mapping of the space X of function 
v with 
v E U( (O,T]; LP(R")) and Dv E Lq( [O, T]; £P(R")). 
The norm in X is defined by 
llvllx = llviiL•( [O,T];L"(Kn)) + IIDv l b([o.T]; L~(R " )) · 
The assumption on Dg and Dh implies that the first two terms in the right hand side of 
(5.1.5) are bounded in X. The boundncss of the other terms fol!ows from Proposition 5.1.1 
Thus, !ike Tin the proof of Theorem 5.1.3, Tis a contraction mapping of X into itself. 
Thus it h8S a unique fixed point in X. Therefore, the solution v established in Theorem 
5.1.3 satisfies Dv E U( [O, T ]; U'(R.")). D 
5.2 Well-Posedness of Fractional Navier-Stokes Equa-
tions in Q~;;:;,' (ll!.n) 
In Q~:;;,1 (1R") == V·(Q~)"(!R"), we study the well-posed ness oft he generalized Nf!.vicr-Stokes 
equations on the half-space R~+n = (O, oo) x JR." , n;::: 2 
{ 
81u + (- Ll_)llu + (u · V )u - 'ilp = 0, (t.x) E n:t~.,."; 
V · u = 0, (t,x) E n:t~·"; 
u lt=O == a, X E JR." 
(5. 2.1 ) 
with /3 E {1/2, 1) . 
5.2.1 Several Technical Lemmas 
We prove several technical lemm!IS used in the proof of our wcll-poscdncss result. 
Lemma 5.2.1 Given o E (0, 1). For a fixed T E (0, oo) and a function/(·,·) on N;~+", let 
A(t) == J~ e-( 1~ •)( -L>J ~ ( -6. ) fJ f(s,x)ds. Then 
(5.2.2) 
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Proof. According to t he definition of c(t-•)(-.6)~, by Fubini's and Planchcrel's theorem, 
we have 
roo dJ 
fA Jo IIA(t,·)lli•tR~I t<>/ll 
1""' l l l l~ l 21le-(~->)l~ l ' ' F/(s,{)d{ l l i•(R~) 1::/J 
~ f (!.. (1' "P(i~':II< I '' IF/(•.<IId•)' d() ,:;, 
~ ln (1""' (1""' 1(0~•9) cxp (~~~;) l ~ l 2piF/(s,~)fds) 2 ~~:(J ) rif. 
~ h"Q""'(1001{0~•9) e(t~~~': ) >dds) (it e(t~gi: J •~ IF/(s,()f 2ds) ds ~~:fJ) d(. 
Since J~ f( f21Je-<t-•J I{Iu ds :5 e-t )( l '~ (e1 1 (1'~ - I) :5 I, v.:e have 
T his finishes the proof. 0 
Le mma 5.2.2 For !3 E (1/2, 1) and N(t,x) defined on (0, I) x R", let A (N) IJe the quantity 
2a - n+2/3 - 2 rr'" 1 dxdt 
A(o,/3, N) =: :rER:,~~(O.l) r Jo 1 ~ -z]<r 1/(t,x) l t<>IB. 
Then for each kENo ;=: NU {O} there exists a constant b(k) such that the fo/Jowtng inequality 
holds· 
1, I· ..... . . J' II' dt J'!. dxd, P(-6)--r-e-,(-lll N(s , ·)ds 7/(j :5 b(k)A(o,{J, N) f N(.~,x) i """"(;"jij"· 
0 0 L'(R") t 0 Rn S 
(5.2 .3) 
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Proof. Using the inner-product(.·) in £ 2 with respect to the spatial variable x E IRn, we 
obtain 
I = f' lltl(-6)'¥',-!<-o>' (' N(•, ·)d•ll' _!I!_ 
Jo l o L'(R~) to /fl 
= t ( ( t4(-6)!ef'e-!<-6l~ N(8, ·)d8, ( t ·( - 6)!ef'e-~<-6 > ~ N(h,·)dh}L•(R~)_!!!_ 
Jo Jo ) 0 t<>lfJ 
= 2'R.e (J { (N(s , ·), j 1 r1'(-6)k5+1e-t<- 6l~ N(h, · )dt)L•(R~) d~1:) Jo<~<•<L • s 
= 2'R.e (J { (.1\ '(s , ·),(-6)1-B jl (t(-6)8)ke-I(-L>)~ N(h,·)d(t(-65 )))L•(R~ ) d~1:) 
Jo<h<•<L • s 
:S 1 1 I(N(s, ·), (-6)1-11 1 '(Lk(l}- Lk(s))N(h, · )dh)L•(R~)I 8~;8 
where Lk(t) = L~,.,0 bm(k)t"'(-6)"'5e- 1<- 6l" 
We consider the v-th derivative of the kernel K((x) and let 
( K~)"(x) = (-6)"12K~(x) and (K f)"(x) = (-6)"12Kf(x). 
Using the estimates 
( K~)"(x) ;S (1 + l ~ l)n+v and (J\~)"(x) = chcft(K?J" c 1 ~28 ) 
(sec Miao-Yuan-Zhang(53, Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.1 )), we get the kernel of the above 
opemtor satisfi es the estimate: 
(-6) 1-fJLk(t)(x,y) 
we have 
1' ( -6) 1-B Lk (s)N(h, x)dhl 
-~ f'J. ~ k IN(h,y)jdydh 
::S s Jo R• .;:-0 bm( ) (1 + s- 112/Jix- Yl)"+2m{:i+2- 2(J 
$ ,-"li" t b (k) L (' 1 )N(h,y) )dydh 
m"'O m kez~ Jo ;trorek+[O,l]~ (l + rl/211jx- Yl)n+2mit+2-2iJ 
::S b(k) sup sup C~ (1 IN(h,y)idydh 
:rER"O<L<l Jo (:z -Jr (<L'I2/J 
::S b(k) :rSe\lf~ 0~~~~ P2o -,.+2fj- 21P'" lr-Jri< P IN(h, y)j ~~~;. 
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Hence we can get 
I$ b(k) (11 L~ IN(s,x)l~!~;) A(a,O, N). 
This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 5.2.3 Similarly when k = 0, we carl prove the following inequality: 
(' 11(-.l:l.)!e- '(-£1.)" (' N(s, ·)dsll2 ::11 $ A(a,O, N) t J. IN(s,x)l~~~:. (5.2.4) lo lo P(R~I t lo a~ s 
Lemma 5.2.4 For I :::; j, k :::; nand t > 0, the opemtor Q~·"·' = 1;8;[l,e- t(-£~.)~ is a 
convolution opemtor with the kernel KJ , .. 1(x) = ~ Kj,..( iifn) for a smooth function KJk 
such that for all a € N" 
( I+ lxi)" +I<>IO" KJ, E L""'(IR"). 
P roof. Since :FK:.,.(f.) = ~e-1(1 1" , we have :F&"KJk(~) $ 1~1'"1 tflfe- l(l~" and 
Thus 8"I<fk(x) E L""'(IR"). 
F'or lxl :S I, we ha\'e 
1(1 + lxl)"+1" 18" K7,k(x)l $18" Kj.k(x) l $ I . 
For lxl > 1, we write l<f,. = (1 - So)Kf,k + L,1<0 l::.tKf,k where (1- So)K7,k E Sand 
.61I<J.k = 21"wff.~<.t(21x) with :FwJk.t = tb(~)We-1'2'~1,.. E L1. Then the set {w7,k,t: I< 0} 
is bounded inS and t here exists an uniform constant CN such that 
Thus 
I8"SoKJ.k(x)l $ L 2/(n+l<>)) + L 2/(n..-;<>I- NIIxi-N $ lxl-" - 1" 1• 
21)rl9 211r l>l 
This finishes t he proof. 0 
5.2.2 Weli-Poscdness 
In this subsection, 1-ve establish the well-poscdncss result for the solutions to the equations 
(5.2.1). Throughout this subsection, we always assume 0 E (!, 1). Our results can be 
regarded as a generalization of the result of Koch-Tataru [41] when a= 0.0 = I and that 
ofXiao 178] when a E (O, l),{J= I. 
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(ii) A tempered distributior. f on R" belongs to ~(R") provtded 7!~u 11/llo:::r'<R•) = 0; 
(iii) A function g on R~+n belongs to the space x!,r{R") provided 
Theore m 5.2.6 Let n ~ 2, a-> 0, o + (J;?: I and max{o, 1/2} < {J < I. Then 
{i} The fractional Navier-Stoke~ system {5.1!.1) has a unique small global mild solution in 
{Xg,.,.,(R"))" for all initial data a with V' ·a= 0 and llaii(Q~:;.'(R~)) ~ being small. 
(ii) For any T E (0, oo) there is an c > 0 such that the fractional Navier-Stokes system 
(5.2.1} has a unique small mild solution in (X!r(IR"))" on (O,T) x IR" when the initial 
data a satisfies V' ·a= 0 ar.d llaii(Q!·;:'CR"ll" :5 £·. In particular for all a E (VQ~:=T(R"))" 
with V' ·a= 0 there extsts a unique small local mild solution in (X!,r(R"))" on (0, T) x IR" 
Proof. By Picard's contraction principle, it sufficient to verify the bilinear operator 
B(u,v) = 1' e-<•-•J(-6.)" PV' · (u ®v)ds 
is bounded from (X!,r(R"))" x (X!,r(R"))" to (X!,r(R"))". 
Part 1. L2-bound. We want to establish that if x E !R" and r18 E (0, T) then 
To this aim, define l~,z(!l) = 1 11,-zi<W~(y), i.e., the indicate function on the ball {!I E R" : 
IY -xl < lOr}. We di\•ide D(u,v) into three parts: B(u,v) = D1(u, u) + Bz(u,v) + 83(u,v), 
where 
B 1(u,v) = 1• e-<•-IIH-ll.l~ PV' · ((1- t~ . ..-Ju ® v)dh, 
Bz(u, v) = ( -6)-l/"l PV' ·1· e-<•-hl(-ll.)~ ( -6)(( -6)- 112(1- e-ll(-ll.l~){l~.,Ju ® v)dh 
B3 (u, v) = (-6)-112P V' · (-6) 111e-•f-ll.J" 1'((I,.,.,)u ®v)dh. 
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At first , we estimate Bz(u , v) as 
I "" L'~~ II B2(u,v)ll i •(Rn) t::fj 
.:S for'~ II L' e-<•-h)(-llll~(-6.)((-6)- 112 (1 - e- h (-lll)~)( l ,..r)u ®v)dh lli•(Rn) t::tJ 
.:S L,.•~ II fo' e-(•-h )( - lli)~(-6)8((-6) 1/2-/J (/ - e-h(-lll)~)( l ,..,) u ® v)dh ll i •(Rn) t::il 
, .. · ~ 12 /} h 6~ 2 dt 
.:S Jo 11(-6) I- (I -e- (- l )(I ,.., )u ® vdh ii L•(R"l t <>lil " 
Since sup,E(O.oo) s1- 211 (l - e- •'~) < oo for~ < f3 <I, we can obtain that (-6)112-B (l -
e-•(-lll)~) is bounded on L 1(N.n) with operator norm .:S s1-"h . Write (I ,._,)u(s,x)®v(s, x) = 
.~! ( s, x) . Thus, using the Cahchy-Schwan inequality, we have 
Now by Lemma 5.2.2 with k "" 0, we estimate the term 8 3 as follows. 
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For 1/ , we have 
1""1 ddt II = r 2<> -n-2f:l IM(t,z) l :/f:l 
0 1•-xl<r t 
;$ r 2-48 llul~tx:.T(R~))~IIvll( x! T(R~))ft" 
For C(o,/3;M(r2f:ls,ry)), we have 
Therefore we get 
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{r3 ~ 2 dt < n-2a+6f:l-2 2-4 /J 2 - 4/J 2 2 Jo IIBJ(u,v) I I L•(R~lt<>/f:l,... r r r llull<x!,T(R~)J~IIull(x!.T<R~))~ 
;$ r"-2o - lf:l +2 l l ull ~x! T(Rft))~ l l ull~x!.T(R~ W . 
tha t is, 
2a-n+2(0-2) r·~ 2 dt < 2 2 
r Jo IIB3(11, u)IIL3(Rft) t" f/J ,.._, llt~ l l<x!.T<R~))K llull< x!.T<R~nn · 
For the estimate of B,. According to Lemma 5.2.4, we have 
e-t(-l>J~ P'V · / (x) = j 'VKf.~:. 1 (x ~ y)f(y)dy 
'VKf:l ( )< I I < I 
J,k ,l x ~ y ....., tft+.,) (1 + t - l/2f:l ix ~ Yl)"+' "' (tl/2f:l + lx ~ yl)"+l. 
Thus 
IB,(u,v)l lfo ' e-<•-h){-l>)~ P"'V · ({1 ~ lr.r)u® u)dhl 
;$ rl lu(h,z) llv)(h,z) l dzdh. 
Jo 1~-xi;:>: !Or ({s h) 1 1~f:l + lz yl)n+l 
When lz ~xi;:: lOr, 0 < s < r 20 and IY -xi< r, we ha\·e IY - zl?: lz-xl- ly -xl?: 9r > 
9ly- xi- Thus lx- zl :5 lx- Yl + IY- zl::; ~IY- zl + IY- zl = .\j ly- zl. This gi\"cs us 
IB( )I < ("~ 1 lll(h,z)l lu(h.z) ld dl=l 1 
1 li,V ""' Jo 1•-xi;:>:!Or lx -z ln+l Z ~ I X 2 
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where 
When 0 < o < (} , we have 
1'"1 ,dydt IB1 (u,v) l --c;m 
0 h1~zl<r t 
This implies that 
Part 2. L""'-bound. T he aim of this part is lo prove 
If ~ :5 s < t then 
l l e~(t-s)(-t~.)" P'V· (11 ®v)II L<"' :S ll u i iL""(R•)I I v~L""(R"l 
(t-s) 
:S (t- s) -,) s~ - ~ l l ull<x!,r<R•W llvll<x! r<R"l)" " 
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If O< s <}then t-s~t and so 
This gives us 
le-< 1-•l(-.:.)" P'V · {u0v) l 
~ !. )u(,,y)))v(•,y)) d 
R~ {tt-sl*+lx-ylr+l y 
~ !. )u(,, y)))v(,, y)) d R~ {t* +lx-ylr+l y 
" 1 )u(,,y)))v(•,y)) d d 
;s /a~ z- 11 etn<.~:+ro.Jr~> (rn(l + lkl))<"+'> Y s. 
IB(u,v) l ;S (12 l e-<t-•){-L>)~ P'V · (u ®v) lds + 11 le-<r-•)(-L>)~ P'V · (u®v) lds lo t/2 
Here, 
~ L 1<*11 + lkiW'"+<' ('1'1 ,., I*·YIIIv(,,y) )dy kEZ~ lo :r-11EI (k+[O,l[") 
+11 (t- s)-,)s!- 2dsllull(x~ (R")l"l l vll<x~ (R~)l" 
1/2 <o,T a.T 
13+ 14. 
14 ;S 11 (t - s)-ns!- 2ds l lul l { x ~ (R"))"IIvll(.\'~ (R"W 
1/2 ~.T a,T 
:S ti- 2t 1-.,) llull< x!.T(R•))~ llv ll<x!.T<R"))" 
;$ t.,)-lllull( x!,T<R"))"IIv ll( x!.T<R")l" ' 
On t he other hand , we have 
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Here, 
Similarly, we get /3 ,2 ;$ rb<n-Za+Z)IIvll<x! ,(R"W' These estimates about h1 and hz imply 
that 
Thus 
t 1-oh II B(u, v) [IL""(R"l ;S llull(x!.r<R"))n llvll<x!,r(R"ll"" 
Therefore, we establish the boundedncss of B(u,v) and finish the proof of (i) and (ii) by 
taking T = oo and T E (O,oo), rl-'Spectively. 0 
5.3 R egularity of Fractional Navier-Stokes Equations in 
Q~(JR.n) 
In this section, we study the regularity of the solutions to the equations (5.2.1) with 
{3 E (1/2, 1). For /3 = l, that is, the classical Naiver-Stokes equations, the regularity has 
been studied by several authors. In [28], Germain-PavloviC-Staffi.lnni nnnly1.ed the regular-
ity properties of the solutions constructed by Koch-Tataru. !'.Iore precisely, they showed 
that under certain smallness condition of initial data in B.M0- 1(1R") , the solution u to 
the classical Naiver-Stokes equations constructed in [41) satisfies the following regularity 
property 
where X 0 (R") denotes the space where the solution constructed by Koch and Tatoru be-
longs. 
In this section, we establish n similar rt'l;ul t for the solutions of the equations (5.2.1) 
evolving initial data in Qg;;;,1(IR") with f3 E (1/2, 1]. In fact we get the solution u to the 
l-'QUotions (5.2.1) satisfies 
cfHJku E X2·0 (R") for all k 
where x.g·0(R") is the space xg,,.,(!R") constructed in (iii) ofDcfinition5.2.5 for f3 E (1/2, I) 
and X~,,.,(R") in Xiao [78] for f3 = 1. For convenience of the study, we introduce a class of 
spaces x.g.k(!R") as follows 
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Definition 5.3.1 For a nonnegative integer k, o > 0, o+f3;:::: 1 and max{a, 1/ 2} < {3 $ I, 
we introduce the space xg·"(R") which is equipped with the following norm: 
where 
lluJjN!:!,(R~) ""<>•+·s·~~~"'k S~pt~JI~,' · ··B';; u(·,t)IIL"" (R" )o 
jjuJIN~-~(R") = sup sup ( r2o -n+2B-2 r,~ { jt-h~,'···B';:u(t,y) j2dt~:~)l / 2. ~.c <>o+···+o.• kro.r Jo J 111-:rol<r 
In the following, we will denote 'Vku = &';,' ··~:u with (o1,o2,···•a.,) E N3 And k = 
o, + ·· + o,. 
5.3.1 Several Technical Lemmas 
Before stating the main result of this section, we prove several preliminary lemmas associated 
with the frnct ional heat scmigroup e-t(- 6 )~ Recall that e- l( - 6)~ f(x) = T<f • f(x) where 
Kf is defined Uy .FKf({) = e- 1 1{1'~ and Pis the Hclmboltz- \\'eyl projection. 
Le mma 5.3. 2 Let {3 E (1/2, 1). There exists a constant C > 0 depending only on n such 
that 
J8: P"'V'Kf(x) j :S C~kk/2Pt-ki2P(k--h t-h + lxl)-n- l 
for all t > O,x E R" and kEN. 
Proof. By a dilation argument, we hm·e 
lJ!PvKf(x) = t~cfJa;PvK?(xft-h) . 
If we could prove 18! P'VK?(x)j :S Ckkkf2P(k --h + jxl)-"- 1 , then we have 
Hence we obtain the desired. 
cWcfJCkkk/2fJ (k -h + lt '~2P i r"-' 
cke/2Pc-h(thk-~ + Jxll_,_ , 
13y the scmigroup property, it is easy to see that 8!PVK? = P'VK?12 * O!K~12 . So we 
need to pro\•e the following two estimates: 
IP'VK~12 (x)l :S C(J + jxl)_,_, 
18!K~12 (x)l :s ck-l k.!g!(k-n + lx l) _,_ , 
(5.3.1) 
(5.3.2) 
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For (5.3.1). Taking o =I in the Lemma 5.2.4, we have 
(I+ [xl)"+l[PV' K~12 (x)[ :5 C, 
that is, (5.3.1) is obvious 
For (5.3. 2), we claim that [8,Kf12 (x) [ :5 C(l + lxl) -n- L. In fact when lxl < 1, 
(I+ [xl)"+l[8,K~12 (x) [:::; 2"+1 k" [i(; le-1(1'~1 2 11{ ;S C. 
When [x[ > I, we define the operator 
L(x, D)=~~~~~, that is L (x.D)e'"~ = e'"'·~ 
and choose a Cg"(IR")-function p(x) satisfying· 
we have 
p(() ~ { l, )( ) $ l, 
0, )( ) > 2, 
[ 8,K~;2(x) [ :5 lk" P ( n i(;e-1!1'" 12e•"'·(d(l 
+ lk" [I- p (j ) Ji(;e-l!l'~/2e•:r·(d{l 
13+ 14. 
For /3 , we have 
/3 ;Sf. p (~) l ( le-l(l'~f2(i.( ;S r 6d( ;S 8"+1 
R" 8 jl ~1<2d 
For / 4 • using the integration by parts and L" =-~,we have 
I, If.. (L' )N (P- pm)i(.,-"'"t'J< .. ,d(l 
;S CNixi-N k" ~~ C~ V'~ [1- p (j)] V'f-"(i(e- lzil 3~12)1 d( 
N 
;S CN!xrN r L 1(12~1<-N+ Ie-1(1'~12d( 
Jl(l>dk= l 
N N-k 
+ CN[xl-"'1 z= c~8-k L c~_., [([2fli-NH+ Le- l(l 26 /2d( 
&!>1(196.,_] 1-0 
;S CN[xi-N r [( [l -Nd( + CNixi-N 1 8-kl(l l-N+kd{ 
) 1(1>6 d<l(l<26 
;S CN[x[-N8n+l-N . 
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So we get, taking 8 = ]x ]- 1 , 
]8,K~12 (x)] :$ 8"+1 + CN]x]-N§n+l-N :$ CN ]x ]- ("+1) :$ CN(1 + ]x])-(n+l). 
Then we have 
Because the following integral incquality(sec [54]): 
we have 
1~ (a+ ]x- yl)-n-l(b + ]y]) -"- 1dy :5 ca- 1(a + ]x ])_"_ 1 for 0 <a :5 b, 
] 8f.j l(~(x)] 11~ 8,K~ (x- y}8JK~(y)dyl 
:$ 1~ (k-.Ja + ];r - y])-"-1(k-n + ]y]) -"- 1dy 
:$ kh(J..: -..fa + ]xl)-n-1. 
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Operating the process above k- I times, y,-e get ]8~K~12 (x)] :$ k\:r-(k -1-n + ]x])-"- 1 and 
IB!PV'K~(x) ] 1 1~ PV'KJ f2(x - y)a;K~12 (y)dyl 
:$ f.~ c'(l+]x-yl)-"- 1 c""- 1 k~(k--.Ja +]yl)-n-ldy 
:$ Ckk.Ja(k -h + ]xl)-n-l k\?f 
;:S Ckkh(k-h + ]xl)-n-1 . 
This completes the proof of this lemma. D 
The following lemma can be regarded as a generalization of Proposition 3.2 of [28]. 
Lemma 5.3.3 Ifr is a natural nwnber, a E (0, 1), et + /3 2: 1 and max{u, H < /3 :51, the 
operator 
Pfj(t,x) = 1t e-(t-•)(-ll.)~ (th- s"ll1fV' r+2B f(s,x}ds 
is bounded on £ 2([0, T ], L2(R" ,dx), ~)for any T E [O,oo) with constants p(r) and q(r). 
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Because t 111 11 - s1111J ::; (t - s) 11211 for 2f] > 1 and 0 < s < t, it is easy to see that 
1t e-( t -•) l ~ l ' a (t - s) >b l{ lr+18rls 
:S 1""' e- ~vrf l{J dv :S l 
Then we ha \'e, by t 1121J - s 112 f1 ::; (1 - s )1f'l iJ for 2f] > I and 0 < s < t again, 
This completes the proof of this lemma. D 
Lemma 5.3.4 For any k ~ 0 and (3 E (1/2, 1]. there exists a constant C(k) such that 
l le-t(-ll.l 8 u l l x~ · · ( R" l :<::; C(k) l l u l l q~;;;.,'( R~l · 
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Proo f. Because l lu llx!· • (R ~ ) = lluiiN!;!.,(R"l + Jl uiiN!:~<R")' we split the proof into two parts 
For t he L""' (R") part of the norm . Because Qg:;}(IR") '--* B;;,~ (IR" ) and 
we have 
'VJ: : B~~(IR") - B~~~- J:(R"), 
II'YJ:e-t(-l1.)a u llv"' (R" ) :<::; t~ II 'V k1l ii B~~!:- "<R ") 
t~il ul l o:.,~!: (R" l :<::; t~llullq~:;;.'rR " ) " 
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T hen we can get t~ II V'-"e-r(-C.)~u i i L""(Rn) ~ I I 11 I IQ: ;;;.'(R~)" 
For the Carlcson part. Because u E Q~:;;,,l(R") = V' · {Q~)"{lR"), there exists a sequence 
{/j} C Q~(R") such that u = Li8JIJ. W~ only nood to prove 
r·~ r 2 a dt re:~:r>/2c-n+211-2 lo Jl ~-rl<r ltn \i'kc-t(-ll.J38J/j(x)l t~/fJ 
;S C{k)l l 8j/j i i~~:;;.' (R~) = C{k) I I IJ I I ~~(R~)' (5.3 .3) 
Taking 
t,l.o(x) = 'Vk81e-(-t:.)11 (x) = L~ (ie)"i(1 e- l ~l'~ ehir·{d(, 
we can justify the function ti;(x) with :F1b1(() = (it()k(it(;)e- 1'~1(1'~ satisfying the conditions 
in (1.0.10): 
l1b(x) l ;S {I+ lxl)_"_ 1 , W(x) E L1 and L~ t,l.o(x)dx = 0. 
By the equivalent characterization of Q~(R") (sce(LO.ll)), we have 
2<>-n+211-2 r f I k<yk -··3(-C.)~, a )f ( lj2 dyds < C(k) ll/ 112 s:~~r Jo }1~-z l <r s e s j j x s 1+2<> -2(1:1-l ) ....., J Q~(R~)" 
By a change of variable: t = s2a, we get the desired result (5.3.3). 0 
5.3.2 Regularity 
Now we state our regularity result. 
T heorem 5.3.5 Let o > 0, o + {3 ;:::>: I and max{u,l/2} < {3 < 1 There exists an e = e(n) 
such that if l l uollq~;;,'(R~J < e, the solution u to equations {5.2.1} verifies: 
th'Vku E X!·0{1R") for any k ;:::>: 0. 
Proof. We can see that the solution to the equations {5.2.1) can be repn:sented a.s 
u(t,x) = e-I(-C.J~ u(O,x)- B(u, u)(t,x), 
where 
B(u,v)(t,x) = l e-(H)(-ll.) 11 P'V · (u(s,x) 0v(s,x))d.~. 
Here u 0 v denotes the tensor product of 1; and v. For the linear term e-t( - ll.)~ u(O,x) := 
e-l(-ll.)~ uo. by Proposition 5.3.4, we have lle-I(-C.J" uollx!·"(R~) ~ C(k)ll1l<lllq!·- 'tR~J· Now 
we estimate the nonlinear term. We write Xg,k(R") = n~=0 xg.k(JR") equipped with the 
norm L7~o II l l x!·'(R~)" We shall prove that the bilinear operator maps 
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Part I Ng:t,(R") norm. Here we shall prove that 
,_, 
IIB(u,v) ] ] N~;~(Rn) !S Co(k) ] j u] J x~"(Rn) ] ] vJ ] x!·"(Rn) + C(k) ~ ]ju ] ]N~;:..,(Rn)J]v j ] N!:!.,- '(Rn) 
+ C, ]]uJix!·"(R•)IIvllx!·"(Rn) + C, j ] u fl x!·"(R~) ] ] vllx!·•(Rn)" 
If 0 < s < t(l - ;!; ), ,; < t- s < t. By Lemma 5.3.2 , we huve 
t (l-J..) 
I ""' Jo "' j'Vke-(t-•)(-.6)~ P'V. 
= Ckk.fa ((!--~)!. ]u(s,y) ]]v(s,y)j dyds 
Jo Rn(t-s)h(t-s)W[k tJ+~]n+l 
, b ("')( .. +k+l)/111 "'""' ( o-;J ! ]u(s,y)j ]v(s ,y) j 
:S C k T qTz:" Jo ~Eq+[O.I) n ]k-9 + ]q ]] n..- 1 dyds . 
Because L~ez~ [k- 1if:[ql)n+l ~ k1128, we have 
I ~ ( m)(n+k+IJ/211 1 t( 1-;) 1 ck kk/2{3 - koh ]u(s, y)Jiv(s, y) ]dyds 
t 0 :>:-~Ef:J\, (q+[O.Ijn} 
( m)(n+k+l)/2/J n t f dyds 
c '·kk/2/1 t k t<>lfJ Jo ) 1,-lll<tll>fl ju(s,y)IJv(s,y) j s<>lfJ 
Ck k w m "W-' t :±fl±.ljjujjX!·"(Rn) ]]vii x!· 0 (Rn) 
:-:= Co(k)t~JilliJx!·"(R•) I I vllx ,~" ( Rn) 
where Co(k) = Ckk¥rfm=.frfl . 
If t(l- ;!,) :5 s :5 t, by Young's inequality, we have 
l\7ke-(t-•)(-.6)N P \7 · (u(s,x) ®v(s,x)) l 
= ]P\7e-(t - •){-.6)" \7k(u(s,x) 0 v(s,x)) l 
:5 IJP\7e-(t-.)( - .6)3 (x)]]L'(RnJ IIV k(u(s,x) 0 v{s,x)) ]IL""(il")· 
By the estimate for the generalized Oseen kernel: 
]P\71+1e-<-L>l"(x)j !S (I+ lxlj)"+l+l 
and 
we have 
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Then we take I = 0 and ha\·e 
Hence we can get 
IV'ke-(t-•)(-L>)~ PV'(u(s, x) ® v(s, x))l 
. 
;$ (t _ ;) 1; 2o ~ ( ~ ) ii"liu(s, ·) II L'"" (R~JII V'k-lv(s, ·)IIL""(Rnl 
I ' ( k ) l l uiiNt:..(R~)IIvii,.,·;:.!.,-'(Rnl 
;S (t- s)l/211 i; l 8(20-l+ll/208(28-J+k-1)/2.<; · 
So we have 
111 V'e-<t-•H-L>l~ PV'k+ 1(u(s.x) 0 v(s.x))dsl 
!(1-;!;:l 
' ( k) J' I I $ L l l lu iiN!;:..(Rn)llv i iN!!·!.,-'(R~) (t _ ,)l/28 s(4/l-2+k)/2!Jds. 
1=0 . t(I-;!;J 
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For the integral in the last inequality, we make the change of variable: s = zt. Bt!Causc 
t(I- .,!,) < s < t implies (1- .,!,) < z <I, we have 
J/ 
Oenoteg(m) = (1- .,!,)-~ (~)! -.,) andtakem = m(k) =k~. Wecanprovethat 
g(m) ._._..... 0 a.~ k ._._..... oo. Then we have II ;S Ct~ fork:?: I. 
Therefore we have 
11 V'e-<t-•)(-L>J~ P\i'k+l(u(s,x) x v(s,x))dsl t(l -;!;) 
~ Ct- [t ( ;·) llviiNg~llviiN~:,-• + ll v iiN:~IIv l l_,g:, + lluiiNl.!ollvlk~ ] 
,., 
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Part 2 N~."~ norm. We spli t IJ(u,v) as follows: IJ(u,v) = lJ1(u, v) + ll2(u, v) with 
B1(11,11)(t,x) = l e-<~->J(-LIJ~ P'V [ 1 - ¢ ( ~~~:;) ] u(s,x) 0v(s,x)ds 
82(u,v)(t,x) = l e-(t-.J(-LIJ~ P\16 ( ~~~~; ) u(s,x) 0 v(s,x)ds 
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where ¢!11 n ,ro = ¢({x- x0 )/ n.Jtr) for a smooth function rfJ supported in 8(0, 15) and equals 
to I on 8(0,10). 
For the estimate for 8 1 . Because jP'Vh 1 e-< 1 -•)(-LI)~{x) j :S (O-•J'I' 3:\:~ 11 1r+Hi and 
0 < t < R, we have 
jth 'V"BJ(v.,v)(t,x) j 
;S t~ IV" t { e-(t-.)(-LI)~P'V (x-y)u(s,y)v(s,y)dyrlsl lo J l!1-Zo l<:!:lOR1123 
:S K (k) n ( f ju(s,y) jjv(s,y)jdyds 
t lo 11~-rol<:=wn•m [(t- .~) 1 1 2JJ + j ;~:- Ylr+k+l 
:S K(k)R~ fnj ju(s,y) jj v(s,y) j d ds 
lo ~ ~~-zo i~JOn'm n~ [t!Tln + ~]"+k+l Y 
h !!.'i1f! " l /JJ { R j dyds 
:S K (k) R - /EZ~ jqj"+k+l R" Jo y-.zo i<R'm ju(s,y)jjv(s,y)j s<~/11 
;S K(k)D{k)Rl#llu l l x!·"<R~l l lv l l x~·"(R"J" 
Then we have, taking R = r 2 f1, 
For the estimate for 82. We further split lJ2 a.~ 82 = DJ + B? with 
B~ = ___2_ P'V ( e-<t-.J(-LIJ~ _____!:=_ (1 - e-•(-LIJ) (4> ..;, u(s,x) 0 v(s,x)) d,, FE Jo FE n ,.zo 
B~ = ~P'Ve-t(-LIJ~ ( ¢ .fB u(s,x)0v(s,x)ds. 
v -w Jo R ·"'" 
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At first we estimate the term t'fHV'kB~. Without Ia&; of the generalization, we assume k is 
odd. The proof of the case that k is even is similar. If k is odd, we have k = 2K + I for 
K E Z+· Because 4 < /3 < l, we have 
Then we !an·c, setting M(s,x) = (j)R-18 ·-'• (x)u(s,x) ®v(s,x), 
>K- • ( ) p t.f8\7k8J = ~ 2~ ~PfK-I+ l ((-6)! -P(J -e-•(-6.)")st_,V'1M(s,x)) 
+ ~P~((-6)! -I:I (J-e- •< -Al"Js* V'2KM(s,x)) 
+ 2~1 ( 2~) ~PfK-1 ((-6)! -!I (J - e-•(-A)3)slji\71~1M(s,x)) 
+ ~Pt((-6)l-8(l-e-•(-Al" )s1.!ft!V' 2K+IM(s,x)). 
Since sup•E(O,oo) s1- 21:1( 1 - e-•"") < oo for~ < {3 < I, we can obtain that (-6)112-1:1(/-
e-•(-Al") is bounded on L 2 with operator norm :S s1--k. By Lemma 5.3 .3 and the 
L}-boundedness of Riesz transform, '>~<'C have 
Because 0 < s < r 2P and 
s>h+ 1\71+1M(s,x) = sf.f+l V'I+l(¢R-h ·"'• u(s,x) ®v(s,x)) 
= L [s~V'mu(s,x)] [si!JV'"v(s,x)] [sf.f+i-~-i!J V'Hl-m-'I011 tJ . ..J. 
m+'I:S/+1 
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then ,..'C can get, taking R = r2fl, 
r1o-n+211-2 rr'~ 1 lsl-hsJ.H-'VI+ iAf(s,x)l2 d~1: 
Jo l:r-:rol<r S 
$ L lluii~::;:;(R")IIvii~.!:C<R• )" 
rn+'!:S:l+l 
In a similar way, we have 
Similarly we can estimate the terms associated with P{1 nod PfK-I+i" Combining all the 
estimates together, we cnn prove 
Now we estimate the term B?. Taking the chnngc of variables: s = r2fJO, x = rz and 
t = r 211r, Y.'C have 
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Denote by 'V~e - r( -£~.) ~ 1 '(x,y) the kernel of the operator 'V~ e- r{-£~, J ~ I2,v > 0. Because 
~ < {J :S I, we have 
l r~ 'Vk(l -Ple-r(-6, )~ 12 (x y) l < r~ I I E Ll(JR" ) 
z ' ,._. ( r /2)~ ( l + $¥J Jn+k(L -P) 
uniformly in r. By Young's inequality and Lemma 5.2.2, \1-'C have 
I = 
For A(o ,{J, AI) , we have 
A(o, {J, M ) 
For /Af, we have 
Now we have proved that 
ll ll(u, v)ll x~· · (R ~ ) :S Co (k) ll ullx : ·o(R")IIvllx: ·o(R") + C(k )lluii,Y! ·"-' (R")IIv ll .x:·•- •(R") 
+ CJ Ji ull x;! o(R" )IIvl lx ! "(R") + Cl llu l lx! ·" (R~) I I v ll x! ·0 ( R" ) " 
Similar to the method applied in Lemma 4.3 of [28[, if we construct the approximating 
sequence 111 by 
we can get the following lemma and hence complete the proof of Th<.'Orem 5.3.5. 0 
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Lemma 5.3.6 Let o > 0, o + {J ~ I and max{!,o} < {3 < I. Suppose ua be small enough 
in Q~;;,1 (R"). Then for any k ~ 0, there exist constants Dk and Ek such that 
In particular, for any k ~ 0, uJ converyes in Xg.k(R"). 
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